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Mr. F. Freese
Princioal

The School year 2011-2012 has been yet another successful and eventful year of
hard work towards excellence, with dynamic leadership, competent management,

improved technology and our ever-supportive parents and conscientious staff and

students, all contributing to our phenomenal successl

Credit for our smooth functioning goes to the Headmasters at the 3 Schools, the

Headmistress and Supervisor, with their dedicated team of teaching and Office Staff,

As everyone is aware, it is not easy for our Schools to deal with the many challenges

that we face on a daily basis, but with my broad shoulders to lean on, our Heads have

sailed through these turbulent times and we have had an excellent year of

achievements, against many odds.

The Academic Year ended with our negotiations with Educomp, for their
'Smartlclass' Audio Visual Propramme at all our 3 Schools, culminating in the signing

of our Agreement for 5 years @ Rs, 1000/- per child per year, This has been worked

out initially for 32 classrooms in each of our Schools, with maintenance and technical

upgradation being assured by Educomp through the contract period. Moreover, a

technician will be available on site at each of our Schools, to ensure the smooth

functioning and regular upgradations of the systems and also tutoring the teachers.

Teachers have undergone extensive training during the Summer Vacation. A

timetable has been worked out so that all our students will benefit by this program. lt

is their dedication and co-ordinated hard work in an attempt to upgrade the standard

of the school and shape the character, which has increased the knowledge and

inculcated good values in our children,

Last year, with the concerted effort of our teachers, our students have rewarded the

school by achieving excellent standards both in academic and other learning and co-

curricu lar activities.



We strive to educate our children in the finer things of life that need to be protected
and cherished and with every passing year, the resilience we equip them with will
ensure that they grow in stature and be worthy examples for others to follow. lt is
thereforenecessarythatwe recognizethe requirementsthat progress imposeson us
and accordingly prepare our children to adapt to the situations beyond the safe
confines of an institution like ours, as they come face to face with new career
opportunities. In this context it is imperative that the right choice of subjects under
the correct stream, best suited to the individual's interests and capabilities, need to
beselected if education isto prove productiveand meaningfulforhim inthefuture.

While many of our students have striven to do their best in the true spirit of The
Bishop's School, and have been suitably awarded, it is participation which is a key
element in all School events and life in general. "All arewinners" - it is onlythe degree
of winning which determines who takes the podium and who does not!
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Mr. Joel Edwin
Headmaster

PrizeDay is when we recognize and celebrate the achievements of our students both
in academic, as well as non-academic events, A vibrant school culture,
characterized by a deep sense of engagement, learning activities and a strong sense
of pride and belonging to the school - is important as it deepens the identity and
appreciation with one's Alma Mater. With the all round achievement shown over the
last year be it academics, sports and games, co curricular or club activities, the
School has pushed the boundaries further and set higher standards for itself . Many of
you have striven to do your best in order to be a part of this ceremony and I believe
that represents the true spirit of The Bishop's School. As we say in Bishops -"All are
winners", it is only the degree of winning which determines who takes the podium
and who does not.

Participation is a key element in all School events and life in general, but winning is
what pushes one's self to achieve one's full potential, So are our young prize winners
- a true representation of everything we stand for in Bishops - hard work, an articulate
mind and a character of substance - all that takes to make this Institution what it
stands for. lt is through these individual, as well as team achievements that we are
clearly able to see the skills and commitment of the students and the staff of The
Bishoo's School.

To keep this report brief, I would liketo highlight just afew achievements of the School
in the year gone by-

Zaid Shaikh stood first with

Aneesh Joshi bagged second place with

96.2%

95.8%
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Ankita Panda stood first in the Science stream with

Arshiya Rathee topped the Commerce stream with

Neeti Pherwanitopped the Humanities stream with

94.5%

90.0%

89.0%

Both Zaid Shaikh and Ankita Panda are being presented with a Laptop each for
their diligent efforts and performance & for keeping the banner of The Bishop's

Schoolflying high!

The School continues to organize and participate in Inter School Debates at

local, national and international levels. The Patwardhan Debate, held on 1st

August 20'11 was an exhilarating experience leaving the audience with much

'food for thought', Other debates participated in were at the St. Mary's School,

the J. N. Petit School, Army Public School and Internationally at the Modern

School - Dubai. We would like to thank and congratulate Pranaydeep Singh,

Shardul Parab and Suyash Jha, who kept our banner flying high! We would also

like to make a special mention of our teachers who painstakingly trained all the

debators for every argument and rebuttal that they could think of .

Inter-class & Inter School Quiz Competitions are held regularly. At the Bournvita

Quiz contest The Bishop's School, Pune was one of Ihe 27 shortlisted
contestants, with our team of Shounak Joshi and Anhadveer Khokar reaching

the Finals.

NSC CNBCTV 18 FinancialQuiz-Thiswasafinance based quiz held in Mumbai,

where Rishabh Agarwal and Yash Pungaliya were adjudged Third Runners Up

amongst 1 O0 schools and awarded a Scholarship of Rs. 25,OOO/-

Creativity is motivated by the desire to achieve not by the desire to outsmart
others, The Senior School Concert, 'ATale Of Two Eras' held on '19th November

2011, written and directed by Ms. Yasmin Chagla, pivoted around the
protagonist Muhammad Bin Tughlaq, a person who many believed lived much

before his time. This character, appropriately enacted by Tarun Chand, was
supplemented by the other cast to perfection.

The '147th Founder's Day was celebrated on22nd October 2O11 .'There is more

happiness in giving than receiving,' is what we firmly believe and this was the
message for our Founder's Day Service. We were encouraged with the large

participation of ex-students, in the leisure games organized after the Service,

which wasfollowed byan enjoyable socialevening, bringing the curtains down to
another memorable celebration,

The 9 Lesson Candle-light Service was held at the Jeejeebhoy Ground on 3rd

December20l 1 . The main celebrantwas Rev. Sumesh Jacob, whileThe Rt. Rev.

Valerian D'Souza, Bishop Emiratus of Pune, rendered a soul-stirring sermon on

'Love and Forgiveness'. The combined Bishop's Staff Choir led the congregation
during the singing of carols.



Our National Day Celebrations on 26th January &'1sth August, occasions which
remind us all of our duty and commitment to our Nation, witnessed a large
turnout of not only our staff and students, but parents as well.

Our various Clubs, the Science, Environment, Quiz, Spelling Bee, Maths and
Computer Clubs, function during the activity period on weekdays, encouraging
the active participation of a larger number of students, a feat which may not have
been possible otherwise.

National Level Science Talent Search Examination - 8 students out of the 313
that appeared, secured an All India Rank and were awarded medals, Britannica
CD'sand Books.

The 14th National Science Olympiad - More than .150 students appeared forthis
Olympiad with three of our students securing National ranks,

In the International Mathematics Olympiad - Our students won 5 gold, 5 silver
and 7 bronze medals for their outstanding performance. Atharva Tekawade of
Class 6 was ranked '1st in the State, thus qualifying for the 3rd level of the
Olympiad to be held at Delhi on the 1 1th of August,

Rajat Pungaliawas the recipient of the NIE-Times of India Students award 2011-
2012.

Teachers' Day-As in earlieryears, allthe Staff of ourS Schools were rewarded on
their very special day when The Principal, CEO and Honorary Secretary of the
Bishop's Education Society, Mr. Frank Freese organized a staff get together at
Lavasa in appreciation for their dedicated work through the year! A relaxing and
fun-filled daywas made even more memorable bythe exciting games organized
by X-Thrill, transporting them back to their childhood days.

Football : Continues to remain a passion in The Bishop's School and this year
too our Footballers achieved success in many tournaments.

In the Maharashtra Anglo-lndian Football tournament held at Barnes School,
Devlali, we emerged winners with Jerry Murphy being awarded the best Goal
Keeper.

In the Southern Command FootballTournament we were once again the winners,
beating H utchin gs School by a sol itary goal, scored by Zane You ng. Kranz Morris
and Jonathan Mason were awarded the Best Player and Best Goal keeper,
respectively.

In the Steven Anderson FootballTournament held at Christ Church, Mumbai, we
were the Runners-up losing to Barnes School in aTie-Breaker.

Our U-16 team were Runners Uo in the BIFT tournament as it was our sister
School- The Bishop's Co-ed School, Kalyaninagar, that lifted theTrophy.

In the Blackburn Rovers Football Tournament sponsored by Venkys, our U-12
Football team were adjudged Runner Up losing out to Vidya Bhavan on goal
difference, A mention must be made of the Under 12Ieam, who lost just a single



game during this twenty six match tournament! 40 schools participated over a
period of two months and Aryan Thite was awarded the Best Player of the
Tournament.

Our Junior College girls are not far behind, where football is concerned. Liyaan

Akkalkotkar and Hiba Faquih represented the MaharashtraTeam in theWomen's
Football Tournament and were subsequentlv selected for the Under 1 9 National

Team.

Swimming - The Inter House Swimming Finals were held at the YMCA, with our

outstanding swimmers being Arjun Khinvasara and Ryesh Venkatraman in the
Junior & Senior categories respectively. The overall winners of the Meet were

Bishops House

The other shining stars, Maaz Modak, Hiba Faquih, Rajat Pungaliya and Trishul

Navalakha, have allachieved very high standards in various aquatic events.

Taekwondo - In the Inter School Taekwondo Tournament held at St. Vincent's

School, we were declared winners for the third consecutive year and now retain

the beautiful rolling Trophy. Sanchit Sinha, PrithvirajJadhav, RaulSnuggs, Shiva

Pandey, Devashish Thosare andZane John, all bagged gold medals in the boy's

caregory.

Boxing -The Inter House Boxing Competition was held in the Harding Hallwith a
record number of students participating. These boxers were trained by the ASI

coaches. Ankita Panda, Priscilla Greatorex and Ashwini Gowdara were winners

in the Girls category, Krishna Nagarkar, Jobin Varghese, Devendra Nimbalkar

and Dennis Rodrigues were adjudged the Best Boxers. Liyaan Akkalkotkar and

Aadish Raowon the Rookieof theYearaward. The RollingTrophywas bagged by

Bishoos Housewith 370 points.

Maaz Modak won the State Level Championship held at Gen. Vaidya Stadium

and Saad Modakwon the Gold Medal in the District Level Boxing Championship.

Vishvam Bhatia for Horse Riding, Viraj Shelatkar for Pistol Shooting and Aditya
Patil for Table Tennis, received commendations for their outstanding skills and

were su itably rewarded.

Cricket - In the T-20 Triangular Tournament played between our 3 Schools, our
Under 16 team won the Rolling Trophy, beating the Kalyaninagar School.

Shreyas Gonjari and Aman Taneja were declared the best wicket keeper and
highest scorer of the Tournament. Aarav Vij was presented with a complete
cricket kit Bag for his outstanding century in the Inter House Matches,

The Under 16 school team reached the Quarters finals of the Vinu Mankad
Trophy. lzhan Sayyed & Sumedh Shah were selected to represent the
Maharashtra Junior Cricket team.

The Annual Athletic Meet - was held on the Jeejeebhoy ground with our Chief

Guest Mr, Asheesh Sharma, Municipal Commissioner, PCMC felicitating the
winners. The Victor Ludorum Trophy for each division was awarded to Yashraj

Bhosle, Zohayr Munsiff, Ashley Mason, Asit Mungale and Ryesh Ventarman. The



fastest runner at this year's meet was Akshay Pavalankar, The overall champions
for the third consecutive year were Harding House with 2593 points. Eight new
records were set during this meet.

The Inter School Triangular Athletic Meet was held at The Bishop's School,
Camp, Twenty Two new records were set in the boys and girls divisions. We were
declared winners in the boy's category and were placed Second on the overall

tally.

Visit to South Korea - On22nd May 201 2, 1 8 students accompanied by 2 Staff
Members initiated our Student Exchange Programme with Neungin Middle
School, Daegu, South Korea, a programme that would bridge the gap between
two integral nations, while simultaneously broadening our perspective of the
concept of educational globalization. Later this year, students from the Neungin
Middle School will be visiting us and will spend about ten days in this beautiful
city. We hope to make this Educational Exchange Programme an annualfeature
for our students, as an exposure to such enriching experiences will broaden their
horizon.

I would like to conclude by giving credit where it is most deserved. For our
Teaching and Counselling Staff - no words can express, no acts of gratitude can
relay and no gifts can represent the hard work, dedication and loyalty that each
one of you contributeto the Institution.

To the Office and Secretarial staff , thank you for your long hours of work, for the
hardships that you endure in your interaction from time to time, taking it all in your

stride to ensure that the lines of communication never break down.

To the Boarding, Estate & Support, Kitchen and Medical staff - we would like to let
you know that your work does not go unnoticed, You are a necessary and vital
part of this team and all of us in administrative positions appreciate your

dedicated services. Your patience and expertise in taking care of our boarders
has helped them to feel at 'home away from home'!

To you, the students of this great Institution - the reason for all of us being here, I

say - follow your dreams, work hard towards them. Practice and Perseverance -

these are the ingredients that will take you to your goals and most of all Believe in

your self and have faith in your abilities,

I would like to thank the Parent body for putting their trust in the School and

abiding by all the rules and regulations and for their constant support and
encouragement at all times,

I would be failing in my duties if I did not acknowledge my Principal, Mr. Freese for
the trust and faith that he has placed in me.

As is said- "Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you will help

them become what they are capable of being" - Sir, thank you for treating me as

though I were capable of reaching the stars. Your faith and trust has helped me

achieve milestones, somewhere along that journey.

To the Members of the Governing Body - | am equally grateful to our Governing



Bodymembersfortheimplicittrust placed in ourPrincipaland histeamto runthis
147 year old Institution which we intend to take to even greater heights.

To Mrs. Freese, our Headmistress, I thank you for all the help and support in

functioning of the Junior School and the boarding section.

To my Assistant, Mrs. Kale, Ms. Hora, the Jr. College Co-ordinator and Mr.

Bendre, the Sports Secretary you all are pillars of strength - a work force which
we at Bishops acknowledge and deeply appreciate. On a personal note, it has
been ajoytoworkalong with each one of you.

Last but not the least, I thank our Lord Almighty, for giving me the strength to
execute my duties diligently and to the best of my ability not only to the School,
Staff, Parents and Students but also to Society and to our country by producing
'Thorough'young ladies and gentlemen from our Institution.
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430

429

429

429

429

429

429

428

428

427

427

425

425

424

424

423

422

422

421

421

421

420

420

420

418

418

417

417

417

417

415

87.2

87.2

B7

87

87

87

86.8

86.6

86.6

86.4

86,4

86.4

86.4

86

86

85.8

85.8

85.8

85.8

85.8

85.8

85.6

85.6

85.4

85.4

85

85

84.8

84.8

84.6

84.4

84.4

84.2

84.2

84.2

84

84

84

83.6

83.6

83.4

83.4

83.4

83.4

83

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA



n5 ryffig
136 T/2698/079

137 T/2698/004

138 T/2698/222

139 T/2698/096

140 T/2698/247

141 T/2698/019

142 T/2698/105

143 T/2698/179

144 T/2698/145

145 T/2698/011

146 T/2698/146

147 T/2698/094

148 T/2698/204

149 T/2698/047

150 T/2698/074

151 T/2698/115

152 T/2698/228

153 T/2698/016

154 T/2698/214

155 T/2698/182

156 T/2698/119

157 T/2698/110

158 T/2698/049

159 r/2698/095

160 T/2698/252

161 T/2698/114

162 T/2698/043

163 T/2698/024

164 T/2698/071

165 T/2698/102

166 T/2698/208

167 T/2698/116

168 T/2698/035

169 T/2698/221

170 T/2698/005

171 T/2698/072

172 T/2698/134

173 T/2698/245

17 4 T/2698/073

175 T/2698/155

176 T/2698/045

177 T/2698/17 4

178 T/2698/093

179 T/2698/070

180 T/2698/168

AKANSH JAIN

AMAN AGARWAL

RAUNAK SHETTY

KARAN KATNANI

AKASH CHANDRA VEERABOMMA

AYUSH BAMB

VINEET KHATNANI

ROSHAN PINGALE

SIDDHARTH MUNGALE

GAURAV ANAND

SUSHANT MUNGASE

CHAITANYA KARWA

GAURAV SATHE

SIDDHARTH GAHLAUT

MARK JACOB

RHUSHII KUMMAR

RISHABH SINGHLE

MANISH ARORA

MUIZZ SHAIKH

MOHAMMED ZISHAN QUMI

TEJJESH LOHIYA

SIDDHANT KUDALE

ANSHUL GAIROLA

MALHAR KATARE

UPAMANYU YAVALKAR

ANSHUL KUMBHARE

TANAY DHUMAL

ANMOL BAVA

SYEDWASIF HUSAIN

SIDDHARTH KHANDELWAL

AYUSH SHAH

SHUBHAM LAKHOTIA

DEEPANSHU CHOUDHARY

ADITH SHETTY

ANMOL AGARWAL

BHAVESH INGALE

SURAJ MEHTA

VEDANT TUPE

SHANTANU INGALE

CHIRAG OSWAL

HIMANSHU DOGRA

VIRAJ PATIL

N KEVIN KARIAPPA

AKARSH HOODA

MUSTAFA PATANWALA

415

415

414

414

414

414

413

413

413

413

412

410

410

409

409

409

408

408

408

407

406

405

405

404

404

403

403

402

401

401

399

398

398

398

397

397

397

397

396

396

394

394

392

392

392

83

83

82,8

82.8

82.8

82.8

82.6

82.6

82.6

82.6

82.4

82

82

81 .8

81 .8

81 .8

81 .6

B1 .6

81 .6

81 .4

81 .2

81

81

80.8

80.8

80.6

80.6

80.4

80.2

BO.2

79.8

79.6

79.6

79.6

79.4

79.4

79.4

79.4

79.2

79.2

78.8

78.8

78.4

78.4

78.4

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA
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181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

T/26s8/170

T/2698/037

T/2698/032

T/2698/231

T/2698/048

T/2698/058

T/2698/180

T/2698/135

T/2698/177

T/2698/193

T/2698/126

T/2698/054

T/2698/052

T/2698/077

T/2698/251

r/2698/014

T/2698/101

T/2698/229

T/2698/039

T/2698/233

T/2698/089

T/2698/1 89

T/2698/127

T/2698/099

T/2698/249

T/2698/051

T/2698/173

T/2698/167

T/2698/186

r/2698/003

T/2698/165

T/2698/158

T/2698/001

T/2698/243

T /2698/141

T/2698/184

T/2698/212

T/2698/149

T/2698/013

r/2698/100

T/2698/254

T /2698/211

T/2698/130

T/2698/169

T/2698/209

ALI PATEL

JUZAR CONTRACTOR

SAHIL CHANKESHWARA

ROHAN SONEJA

PRANAV GAIKWAD

VISHWAJIT GHULE

ALIASGAR POONAWALA

ROHAAN MERCHANT

TEJRAJ PHUTANE

CHIRAG RUSSELL

MADHAV MAHESHWARI

PRATIK GARG

SACHIT GANLA

SHUBHAM JADHAV

GAURAV WASDEV

KAYOM ARZ ANKLESVARIA

SIDDHANT KHANDELWAL

JINESH SOLANKI

MEET DEDHIYA

ADIryA SUKHIJA

YASHRAJ KALE

ABHIJEET RAVI

MANASVI MALEGAONKAR

HOSSEIN ALI KHAN

ADIWA VICHARE

JEET GANDHI

SOMESH PATIL

VISHWAJIT PATANKAR

KARAN RAMDEV

AMAN AGARWAL

DIVYANSH PARDESHI

SANKET OSWAL

ADNAN ACIDWALA

PRANAV TRIPATHI

ADIryA MOHAN

MMHAR RAJANI

FURQMN SHAIKH

RAHUL NANKANI

MOSES ANCHAN

SHUBHAM KHANDELWAL

APURVA SOMAIYA

FARM SHAIKH

PRATIK MANDOT

AIMON PATEL

MAYANK SHAH

A

B

E

E

A

C

c
A

E

A

D

D

E

C

c
B

D

C

A

B

A

D

C

A

B

D

E

D

B

B

E

B

B

A

D

E

E

A

D

C

A

D

B

B

D

392

391

390

389

388

388

388

387

386

385

385

385

385

385

384

383

383

383

380

380

379

378

377

377

376

374

372

371

371

370

370

368

366

366

365

365

361

360

359

359

358

358

356

355

355

78.4

78.2

78

77.8

77.6

77.6

77.6

77.4

77.2

77

77

77

77

77

76.8

76.6

76.6

76.6

76

76

75.8

7 5,6

75.4

7 5.4

75.2

7 4,8

7 4.4

7 4,2

7 4.2

74

74

73.6

73.2

73.2

73

73

72.2

72

71.8

71 .8

71 .6

71 .6

71 .2

71

71

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA



n5 ryffin
226 T/2698/241

227 T/2698/140

228 T/2698/061

229 T/2698/128

230 T/2698/216

231 T/2698/059

232 T/2698/009

233 T/2698/196

234 T/2698/218

235 T/2698/122

236 T/2698/007

237 T/2698/088

238 T/2698/098

239 T/2698/253

240 T/2698/030

241 T/2698/215

242 T/26s8/029

243 T/2698/036

244 T/2698/121

245 T/2698/085

246 T/2698/060

247 T/2698/205

248 T/2698/082

249 T/2698/104

250 T/2698/210

251 T/2698/194

252 T/2698/191

253 T/2698/197

SIDDHARTH TIWARI

DHRUV MOGHE

PRANAV GOLE

REUBEN MALEKAR

HARPREET SHARMA

GREG GODFREY

UMER ALI

FAIZ| SALIM

SHUBHAM SHAW

MOHAMMED HUSIAN LUL]A

RAHUL AHUJA

KAUSTUBH KALBHOR

ARMAAN KHAN

MEHRON YEZDAGARDI

YASH BOHARA

ARVIND SHARMA

PRATIK BODANI

MINAL CHOUGULE

ANUJ LOTE

BURHANUDDIN JAWADWALA

FAKHRUDDIN GODHRAWALA

ADNAN SAYYED

HIMANSHU JAIN

KRISH KHATANHAR

BILAL SHAIKH

HRISHIKESH SABDE

JUDE RODRIGUES

KRIPAL SAMTANI

]

E

D

A

A

D

A

B

A

E

A

A

E

A

D

B

E

E

A

A

B

A

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

355

354

353

352

349

349

, 348

348

346

345

343

343

339

338

338

338

336

329

325

320

319

318

314

298

292

286

269

228

71

70.8

70.6

70.4

69.8

69.8

69.6

69.6

69.2

69

68.6

68.6

67.8

67.6

67.6

67.6

67.2

65.8

65

64

63.8

63.6

62.8

59.6

58.4

57.2

53.8

45.6

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

ffi
Aneesh Joshi

tr
Mohd . Zaid Shaikh

\

Shreyans Sheth
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1 8/8299/028 ANKITA PANDA

2 8/8299/019 SNEHA AHUJA

3 8/8299 /012 RICHA MEHERWAL

4 8/8299/024 NEHA OBEROI

5 8/8299 /034 YOSHITA THADANEY

6 8/8299/006 SOMESH GANESH

7 8/8299 /014 LUV SHARMA

8 8/8299/041 CHARUTA SHROTRIYA

9 B/8299/OO1 PRATIK AGARWAL

10 8/8299/036 ZA|B KHAN

1 1 8/8299 /OO2 RAHUL AGARWAL

12 8/8299/011 SHUBHAM KHURPE

13 8/8299/023 ARJAV MEHTA

14 8/8299 /021 GAURAV CHARNALIA

1 5 8/8299 /037 REVATHY KRISHNA

16 B/8299/O4O SARAH QURAISHI

17 8/8299/OO7 AKSHAY GOVINDARAJ

18 B/8299/OO4 PAYAL CHOUDHARY

19 8/8299/029 POORVEE BARJAryA

20 8/8299/032 ABHISHEK SALIAN

21 8/8299 /043 BARKHA YADAV

22 B/8299/O2O TARUN CHAND

23 8/8299/033 RRUTU SINGHAL

24 8/8299/025 SHIVANI SAWANT

25 8/8299/A22 KADWIN KOILPILLAI

26 B/8299/O1O YASH KANKARIA

27 8/8299/038 SHUCHI MAITRAYA

28 8/8299 /017 SANJANA YARRAM

29 8/8299/031 GEORGINA FERNANDES

30 B/8299/O3O SAKET SAURABH

31 8/8299/018 PARAS AGARKAR

32 8/8299/016 SIDHARTH UNNIKRISHNAN

33 8/8299/003 A ANTKET

34 8/8299/026 KARAN SHETTY

35 8/8299/027 NIKHIL WADHWANI

36 8/8299/039 DHIRENDRARAJE NIMBALKAR

37 B/8299/OO8 PALAK GUPTA

38 8/8299/015 YASHASVI SHUKLA

39 B/8299/OO9 VIVEKANAND JHA

40 8/8299/013 D NACHIKETH

41 8/8299/035 S ADARSH

42 B/8299/OO5 ROHAN GALANDE

43 8/8299/042 MAYUR TAYADE

CLASS'l 2'* SCIENCE

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

B

B

A

B

A

B

B

A

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

A

A

B

A

A

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

378

377

372

371

366

366

360

357

352

344

344

342

342

340

339

337

336

336

336

334

334

330

329

326

322

320

317

316

314

314

312

312

308

298

297

295

291

287

286

281

264

262

216

94.5

94.25

93

92.75

91 .5

91.5

90

89.25

8B

86

86

85.5

85.5

85

84.7 5

84,25

84

B4

84

83.5

83.5

82.5

82.25

81 .5

80.5

80

79.25

79

78.5

78.5

78

78

77

7 4.5

7 4.25

73,7 5

72.75

71.75

71 .5

70.25

66

65.5

54

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA



CLASS 12'' COMMERCE

ARSHIYA RATHEE

ERUM FATIMA MERCHANT

SHEKHAR MALLIKA H IMANSHU

ISHAAN MALHOTRA

YASH SHARMA

AMANJOT GADHOK

DEEKSHA SHARMA

TANYA FERNANDES

RIA JETHMALANI

SURAJ GOGAWALE

SHRINIVAS KURUP

RUSTOM JHAVERI

RAJ JAIN

ADHIRAJ SHAKTAWAT

KASHISH MEHTA

NAINA PURANDARE

INDRANI SABHARWAL

HARSHIT TAHILIANI

MOHAMMED SHERAWALA

SUSHMITA PAHUJA

REVASHREE BANIYA

ZHANG YING RAN

SUZANNE KELU

BHARGAV RAJURKAR

AKSHAY PAVALANKAR

PREENA KARIA

TINA KHATNANI

ZANE YOUNG

VIVEK AGARWAL

SABINA THADANI

ZAIN BUTT

REBECCA BANWAR

RAHUL MATHUR

CHRYSTAL GONSALVES

RYESH VENKATRAMAN

SMRITI THAKUR

ROMINA NANWANI

SHRAVIKA KHANDELWAL

NATASHA RODGERS

HARSH GUPTA

RONAK GIDWANI

SUMAIR SINGH

ANEKA KALE

A

B

A

A

B

B

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

B

A

B

A

B

B

A

B

A

B

B

B

A

B

B

m
360

358

356

354

340

334

333

331

328

328

327

325

324

323

321

320

320

318

317

314

314

311

302

300

299

296

295

294

293

292

291

291

285

284

281

280

274

274

270

259

256

236

227

90

89.5

89

88.5

B5

83.5

83.25

82.7 5

82

82

81 .75

81 .25

81

80.75

80,25

80

80

79.5

79.25

78.5

78.5

77.75

7 5.5

75

74.75

74

73.7 5

73.5

73.25

73

72.75

72.75

71 .25

71

70.25

70

68,5

68.5

67.5

64.7 5

64

59

56.75

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

1 8/82991081

2 8/8299/071

3 8/8299/099

4 8/8299/095

5 8/8299 /087

6 8/8299/083

7 8/8299/086

8 8/8299/088

9 8/8299/A76

10 8/8299/089

11 8/8299/069

12 8/8299/084

13 8/8299/067

14 8/8299/092

15 8/8299/085

16 8/8299/079

17 8/8299/098

18 8/8299/104

19 8/8299/073

20 8/8299/078

21 8/8299/075

22 8/8299/080

23 8/8299/077

24 8/8299/072

25 8/8299/091

26 8/8299/093

27 8/8299/1 00

28 8/8299/094

29 8/8299/082

30 8/8299/102

31 8/8299/066

32 8/8299/097

33 8/8299/07A

34 8/8299/1 06

35 8/8299/108

36 8/8299/07 4

37 B/829sl090

38 8/8299/107

39 8/8299/096

40 8/8299/103

41 8/8299/101

42 8/8299/105

4'3 B/8299/068
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PCAA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1B

19

20

21

22

B/8299/058

B/8299/056

B/8299/061

B/8299/044

B/8299/046

B/8299/055

B/8299/045

B/8299/050

B/8299/054

B/8299/065

B/8299/053

B/8299/062

B/8299/063

B/8299/060

B/8299/052

B/8299/048

B/8299/057

B/8299/049

Bl8299/051

B/8299/064

B/8299/059

B/8299/047

NEETI PHERWANI

SONAL NARVEKAR

URGEN WANGDRA

CRYSTAL ARANHA

ADWAITA BANERJEE

ROHIT GUHA

AHANA BANERJEE

PRATIK LONDHE

GWENDLINE BURCHETT

HUZEFA VAHANWALA

PRANAY BORDE

RIKHIL BITHAR

AMAR JOBOURY

AKSHAY THAKUR

ALAN PINTO

NIRANJAN GORADE

ANTRIKSHA OBEROI

APEKSHA JASWAL

SOMYA NAGAR

ZORINA SPENCER

JAYSINGH BAGHEL

YASH GAIHA

356

348

342

340

337

330

327

326

323

317

308

304

302

294

275

270

266

250

245

235

232

228

B9

87

85.5

85

84.25

82.5

81.75

81 .5

80.75

79.25

77

76

75.5

73.5

68.75

67 .5

66.5

62.5

61.25

58.75

58

57

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

PCA

-sl
a RatheeAnkita Panda Arshiy Neeti Pherwani



Principal

Headmistress

Asst. to Headmistress

Co-ordinator (KG Dept)

Counsellor

JUNIOR SCHOOL

1. Mrs. Santosh Ahlawat

2. Mrs. Jasmine Anchan

3. Ms. Cecilia Anthony

4. Mrs. Nupur Banerjee

5. Mrs. Renu Banerjee

6. Ms. Mayura Barsay

7 . Mrs. Umeamein Basrai

8. Ms. Lorellei Barboza

9. Ms. Hema Choudhari

10. Ms. Adaline Dale

1 1. Mrs. Rashmi Damle

12. Mrs. Asha Daniel

13. Mrs. Mona Dhawan

14. Mrs. Jacqueline D'Silva

15. Ms. Celina D'Souza

16. Mrs. Petronella Eates

17. Mrs. Sangeeta Gaikwad

18. Mrs. Sarita Gokhale

19. Mrs. Navaz Hakhamaneshy

20. Ms. Florence Head

21. Mrs. Uma Hiremath

22. Mrs. Mercy James

23. Ms. Christobel Jason

24. Mrs. Ulka Kale

25. Mrs. Anju Kalra

26. Mrs. Delphine Tracy

27. Mrs. Shaheen Khambata

28. Mr. Kamei Latjangai

29. Mrs. Marsha Maity

30. Mrs. Dinaz Mistry

31. Mrs. Unnati Mittal

32. Mrs. Assia Moloo

33. Ms, Althea O'Malley

34. Mrs. Jenpui Panmei

35. Mrs. Sharon Peter

36. Mrs. Rashmi Prasad

37. Ms. Mussarat Qureshi

38. Mrs. Swati Rananaware

39. Mrs. Thangamani Samuel

40. Mrs. Rashna Sanjana

41. Mrs. Monika Sharma

42. Mr. Santosh Shinde

43. Mrs. Rozina Somji

Mr. Frank R. Freese

Mrs. Valerie Freese

Mrs. Cecilia Singh

Mrs. Nicole Mendonca

Dr. (Mrs.) Yajyoti Singh

44. Ms. Asthma Syed

45. Mrs. Nasreen Sayed

46. Ms, Crystal Tate

47 . Mrs. Milka Thomas

48. Mrs. Shama Tinwala

49. Mrs. Desiree Young

50. Mr. Stanisclaus Claurence

HELPER TEACHERS

1, Mrs. Alphonso Anthony

2. Mrs. Parveen Dhanruad

3. Mrs. Flory Fernandes

4. Ms. Pooja Gautam

5. Mrs. Anita Lazars

6, Mrs. Marilyn Macedo

7. Mrs. Succor Mandlik

8. Mrs. Loretta Mills

9. Mrs. Joyce Murthy

10. Mrs. Geraldine O'Grady

11. Mrs. Linetta Rodrigues

12. Ms. Jenniffer Shirsat

13, Ms. Theresa Silveria

14. Ms. Charmine Simoes

15, Mrs. Lynette Stanley

SENIOR SCHOOL

1. Mrs. Prachi Aganntal

2. Mr. Johnson Baskaran

3. Mrs. Ashwini Borde

4. Mrs. Vandana Borge

5. Ms. Yasmine Chagla

6. Mr. Surendra Chhapani

7. Mrs. Usha Choudhury

8. Mrs. Corinne Daniels

9. Mr. Srikrishna Pradhan

10. Mrs, Madhumita Dastidar

11. Mrs. Asha D'Souza

12. Mr. Ashley Eates

13, Mrs. Vrushali Gaikwad

14. Mrs. Deepali Gonjari

15, Mr, Joseph Gonmei

16. Mr. Vinodh James

17. Mr. Manish Kanojiya

18. Mr. Leslie LaRiviere

19. Mrs. Hema Lulla

Headmaster

Asst. to The Headmaster

Jr. College Co-ordinator

Sports Secretary

School Doctor

20. Mrs. Sheetal Ohol

21. Mrs. Shahin Peeradina

22. Mrs. Gulnar Mistry

23. Mrs, Arpita Purekar

24. Mrs, Sheeba Sachdev

25. Mrs. Jyoti Saggar

26. Mrs. Samreen Sayed

27. Mr. Kailash Sharma

28. Mrs. Smita Sharma

30. Mrs. Vinita Shinde

31. Mrs. Poornima Siddiqui

32. Mrs. Sadhana Singh

33. Mrs, Sashi Solomon

34. Mrs. Parvathy Suryanarayan

35. Mrs. Snehal Vaity

36. Mrs. Saramma Varghese

37. Mrs. Varsha Yadav

38. Mr. Michael Young

39. Mr. Nitin Yadav

40. Mrs. Kavita Abraham

COMPUTER TEACHERS SR. SCHOOL

1. Mr. Abhijeet Kale

2. Ms. Sonia Chainani

3. Ms. Priyanka Khandelwal

4. Ms. Nikhat Shaikh

5. Mrs. Ruhana Shaikh

COMPUTER TEACHERS JR. SCHOOL

1. Ms. Nickey Saluja

2. Ms. Prajakta Honrao

3. Mrs. Alice Kalkumbe

4. Mrs. Anjali Kumari

5. Mrs, Bhulaxmi Are

6. Mrs. Megha More

OFFICE STAFF

1. Mrs. Violet Fernandes

2. Ms. Lorraine Fernson

3. Mrs. Patricia Johns

4. Mrs. Monali Mishra

5. Mrs. Deepti Mishra

6. Mr. Satish Mohite

7. Mrs. Madhavi Nabar

Mr. Joel Edwin

Mrs. Mrunalini Kale

Ms. Madhu Hora

Mr. R. Bendre

Dr. Abhijit Somkumar

Mr. Sajeev Philip

Mrs. Charusheela Puntambekar

Mrs. Sonu Shahaney

Ms. Pramila Uttarkar

Mrs. Ruchi Vijay

Mr. RobertZuzarle

Mr. Samson Dawson

BOARDING STAFF

1. Mr, Graydon Barren

2. Mrs. Geraldine Barren

3. Mr, Francis Calderio

4. Ms. Indira Desai

5. Ms. Dorothy Robinson

6. Mr. Sanjeev Gaikwad

7. Mrs. Shraddha Gaikwad

8. Mrs. Debra Gotting

9. Mr. Leonard Johns

10, Mr. Jayesh Joshi

11. Mrs. Christina Kharat

12. Mrs. Francisca Rai

13. Mrs. Margaret Rodricks

14. Mrs. Sunanda Torne

15. Mr. Karl Young

16. Mr. Fredrick Young

SCHOOL COUNSELLOR

1. Mrs. Vasima Bhagat

SR. SCHOOL SUBSTITUTE TEACHER

1. Mrs. Manisha Lad

JUNIOR COLLEGE

1, Mrs. Ranjana Accanoor

2. Mrs. Yvonne Braganza

3. Mr. Ravi Shankar lyer

4. Mr. Riazuddin Kazi

5. Mrs. Taihseen Kazi

6. Mrs. Nahid Khan (+ Sr Sch)

7. Ms. Sabina Khan (+ Sr Sch)

8. Mrs. Mansi Pawar

L Mrs. Amita Phadke

10. Mrs. Lalita Ravishankar

1 1. Mr. Naeem Shaikh
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Lower KG - A
Gen. Prof. Vedant Shah

Reading Aiden Joseph

Writing Stallin Joseph

Number Work Adwait Torne

Progress Kalhan Saraf

Upper KG - B

Gen. Prof. Abhishek Saraf

Second Akshay Patil

Third Runvir Deshmukh

Progress Greeshm Gadhoke

1.C
Gen, Prof. Parth Danve

$econd Dev Mutha

Third Adit Dahiya

Progress 0m Tingre

Lower KG - B

Gen. Prof. Eshaan Sonigara

Reading Dhruv Kale

Writing Raghav Sarda

Number Work Pranit Athavale

Progress Aashrith Sharma

Upper KG - C

Gen. Prof. & Jevin Panchal

Eng. Elocution

Second lvan Pereira

Third Varad Moghe

Progress Soham Bachhav

1.D
Gen. Prof, Shlok Sand

Second Joshua Toji

Third Aditya Singh

Progress Viraj Tingre

Lower KG - C

Gen. Prof. Arnav Bapat

Reading Aryan Kamdar

Writing Harshit Gupta

Number Work Rajwin Patil

Progress Jay Chawriya

Boarder Prize Kartik Pathare

(above7s %)

Upper KG - D

Gen. Prof. Shreyas Narayan

Second Aurmaan Nahvi

Third Aadi Joshi

Progress Shardul Ghadge

1.E
Gen. Prof. Pritik Nanwani

Second Aarav Oswal

Third & Hindi Viraj Mhetre

Progress Aryan Botre

Lower KG - D

Gen. Prof. Shreyas Sorte

Reading Jinay Gadiya

Writing Murtaza Jamali

Number Work Atharva Swami

Progress Hetav Doshi

Upper KG - E

Gen. Prof. Aditya Pahuja

Second Aaryan Dole

Third Swayam Dixit

Progress Mridank Gangale

Boarder Prize Nelson Nongmaithem

(above7s %)

2-A
Gen. Prof. & English Dhruv Sadhale

Second Tanay Bajaj

Third Nisarg Juthani

Progress Adam Jacobs

Lower KG - E

Gen. Prof. Shayaan Nesargi

Reading Vihan Chalana

Writing Eric Bejoy

Number Work Romit Chhawchharia

Progress Pruthviraj Tingre

Boarder Prize Vedant Khandve

(above7s %)

1-A
Gen. Prof. & English lshan Saraf

Second Sambhav Bhalla

Third & Zyfn Kothavala

Eng. Elocution

Progress Harsh Patel

Maths Parv Goel

2.8
Gen, Prof. lshaan Agrawal

Second Hriday Amonkar

Third & Hindi Eloc. Aditya Gadgil

Progress Ved Ohol

Upper KG - A
Gen. Prof. Daksh Nath

Second Sanay Solanki

Third Arnav Parange

Progress Siddharth Choppara

1-B
Gen. Prof. Raditya Saraf

Second & Aditya Khandelwal

Eng. Elocution

Third Zhian Postwala

Progress Jason Peters

Hindi Elocution Tejwan Bir

Maths Abhishek Binod

2-C
Gen. Prof. Harshal Ostwal

Second Swayam Shah

Third Aaryan Shitole

Progress Adil Sajjan



2-D
Gen. Prof. & Hindi Geet Singhi

Second & Dramatics Dhruv Hora

Third Laksh Solanki

Progress Ananyachetam

Avasthi

3-E
Gen. Prof. Siddhant Nahar

Second Dhruv More

Third Vedant Harti

Progress Sandeep Pollishetty

5.4
Gen. Prof. & Maths Shubhang Chowatia

Second Sahil Prabhudesai

Third Abhishek Kothari

Progress Ansh Magon

2.E
Gen. Prof. Rutuparna Ambekar

Second Tanmay Patwardhan

Third Jasmer Singh Sanjotra

Progress Ved Kulkarni

Maths Moksh Sanghvi

Eng. Elocution Ansh Sonayya

4.A
Gen. Prof. Mokshit Lodha

Second & Hindi Eloc.Adweteeya Bhatti

Third Om Bhansali

Progress Rohit Meghawat

5-B
Gen. Prof.

Second

Third
Progress

Dramatics

Boarder Prize
(above75 %)

Viren Gehani

Nirupam Patil

Saransh Arora

Benjamin Lobo

Ohaan Sahani &

Kanishk Pande

Shubam Mazumdar

3-A
Gen. Prof. Aryan Verma

Second Varun Limaye

Third Faaris Shaikh

Progress Abhiraj Tupe

Boarder Prize Pavan Dhokare
(above7s %)

4-B
Gen. Prof. & Hindi Shanay Gandhi

Second Anuj Khare

Third Yash Aganrual

Progress Yash Ratkalkar

Maths Siddhanth Upadhyaya

Boarder Prize Animesh Shinde &
(above75 %l Bhramaputra Singh

5-C
Gen. Prof. Devesh Bafna

Second Aditya Rao

Third (Eng. & Hindi) Sohum Gosavi

Progress Sanket Kumar

Dramatics Maaz Modak

Boarder Prize Kabir Baghel
(above75 Yol

3-B
Gen. Prof. Amey Karmarkar

Second & Maths Sahil Kenia

Third Gaurish Shah

Progress Rohan Pawar

4.C
Gen. Prof. Shlok Gandhi

Second Purav Jain

Third Jayant Jain

Progress Vedant Pawar

English Lang. Kabir Shaikh

English Eloc. Elroy Peters

5-D
Gen. Prof. Ved Inrvadkar

Second Sidharth Jain

Third Husain Fatepurwala

Progress Yash Ingle

3.C
Gen. Prof. & Eng. Kush Gadia

Second & Eng. Eloc. Aaditya Sonigara

Third & Hindi Mihir Deshpande

Progress Vedant Juneja

4.0
Gen. Prof. Arnav Gore

Second Krish Shah

Third Karun Phenruani

Progress Mustafa Poonawla

5-E
Gen. Prof. Devansh Bhate

Second Dhruv Jain

Third Ranvir Gurdatta

Progress Naman Shah

Hindi Eloc. Madhav Ojha

Boarder Prize Om Pokale
(above7s %)

3.0
Gen. Prof. Eshan Surnis

Second Sahil Khandelwal

Third Vansh Joshi

Progress Anup Singh Khanduja

Hindi Eloc. Tanmay Panda

4.E
Gen. Prof. Maanas Aganval

$econd Harsh Palresha

Third Kalash Shah

Progress Sahil Chandere



SPELLING BEE

Class I

Class ll

Class lll

Class lV

Class V

Aarav Oswal & Kshitij Kamble

Jinay Pagariya & Rahul Lenka

Akaashdeep Anand & Amey Karmarkar

0m Bhansali & Kush Agarwal

Karan Jain & Taha Bhagat

QUIZ

Class I

Class ll

Class lll

Class lV

Class V

Aryan Mukjedkar & Sashwat Pandey

Tanay Bajaj & Nisarg Juthani

Kirteen Jain & Kush Gadia

Shanay Gandhi & Mohammed Sayyed

Arka Ganguly & Varun Pathak

SPECIAL pRtZES CLASS V - JUN|oR SCHooL (2011-121.

The Don Oliver's Cup for English Elocution Arya Devdhar

Best Badminton Player Shlok Agarwal

Outstanding Footballer Shlok Bajpai

The Wordsworth's Cup for the Best Boarder Om Pokale

For Gentlemanly Qualities Devesh Bafna

The Achtani Cup for the Best Scholar Viren Gehani

The Sanjeet Singh Khokar Trophy for the Best All Rounder Maaz Modak

"?a@@@?tu@@?@%@%@w*



THE CHAITANYA KAUSHALTROPHY FOR
The Best Scholar in Class Vl

CLASS VI A

CLASS VI B

CLASS VI C

CLASS VI D

CLASS VI E

CLASS VII A

CLASS VII B

CLASS VII C

CLASS VII D

CLASS VII E

CLASS VIII A

CLASS VIII B

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2ndPrize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2ndPrize

General Proficiency
2ndPrize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2ndPrize

Anuraag Prah arai
Dhaval Pungaliya

Nitya Shah
Rahul Bhagwat

Anurag Nair
Zdd Sayed

Anush Shand
Aditya Sethi

Rohit Dabke
Kanav Kothari

Anuraag Praharai

Gaurav Thakkar
Shivam Agarwal

Sahil Malhotra
Kapil Mirchandani

Anhadveer Khokar
Yash Gokhale

Rahul Nanda
Ajay Extross
Tejas Gadiya

Jeet Chetwani
Ankit Lohiya

Gaurav Thakkar

Sahil Malhotra

Shubhankar Bhajekar
Harsh Tilak

Faraz Mogal
Jay Shah

THE ANAND DATTA PRIZE FOR
The Best Scholar in Class Vll

THE SHARIQUE MOTIWALATROPHY FOR
The Best All Round Student in Class Vll



THE RAJENDRATEMBWALKAR PRIZE FOR

The Best Scholar in Class Vlll -

Mrs Anima Ganguly Cup for The Best Scholar
in Class lX -

Sankalp Sangle
Dhruvin Panchal

Aditya Khandelwal
Aayush Parekh

Sham eiz Rangwala
Anush Oswal

Sankalp Sangle

Sumedh Shah
Bala Venkata Mallik Chavali

Shardul Parab
Gaganjeet Reen

Rishi Devgun
Gaurav Mali

Chirag Dodani
Nishit Parwani

Karan Pawar
Ajeya Rengarajan

Shardul Parab

Keifer Alex
Pranav Gole

Shreyans Sheth
Pratik Mandot

Ravish Mehta
Shubham Khandelwal

Pranaydeep Singh
Rushil Gupta

Suyash Sardar
Mazhar Rajani

CLASS VIII C

CLASS VIII D

Class Vlll E

CLASS IX A

CLASS IX B

CLASS IX C

CLASS IX D

Class lX E

CLASS X A

CLASS X B

Class X C

Class X D

Class X E

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiencv
2nd Prize

General Proficiencv
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Pnze

General Proficiencv
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
2nd Prize

General Proficiency
Progress

General Proficiency
Progress

General Proficiency
Progress

General Proficiency
Progress

General Proficiency
Progress



Siddhartha Basu Academic Scholarship Tiophy For

The Best Scholar in Class X -

CLASS Xl A General Proficiency
(Science) Progress

Class Xl B General Proficiency
(Science) Progress

Class Xl A General Proficiency
(Commerce) Progress

Class Xl B General Proficiency
(Commerce) Progress

Class Xl D General Proficiency
(Arts) Progress

BOARDERS PRIZE - Class Xl A:75% and Above
SCIENCE

CLASS Xll A General Proficiency
(Science) Progress

Class Xll B General Prof iciency
(Science) Progress

Class Xll A General Proficiency
(Commerce & Eco.) Progress

Class Xll B General Proficiency
(Commerce) Progress

Class Xll General Prof iciency
(Arts) Progress

BOARDERS PR IZE- Class Xll :75o/oand Above

Xll B (Science) - Saket Saurabh
Xll A (Commerce) r Md. Sajjad Sherawala
XII B (Commerce) Adhiraj Shaktawat
Xll (Arts) - Urgen Wangdra

Shreyans Sheth

Sonali Dasgupta
Urvashi Saxena

Anannya Mondal
Keegan Carneiro

Aarav Vij
Jainam Jain

Ashutosh Vats
Akshaya Bumb

Lavisha Kaurani
Anokhi Gandhi

Shabbir Bawaji

Ankita Panda
Karan Shetty

Yoshita Thadaney
Saket Saurabh

Arshiya Rathee
Md.Sajjad Sherawala

Erum Merchant
Sumair Singh

Neeti Pherwani
Yash Gaiha



SPECIAL PRIZES 2011 .201 2
(MTDDLE & SENIOR SCHOOL & JUNIOR COLLEGE)

1. Dramatics - Best Actor Tarun Chand

Ganganjeet Singh Reen- Best Supporting Actor

2. The Anis Jamadar & Santosh Salve Memorial Prizes for Gentlemanly Qualities -

Sajal Kherde, Rishabh Lala, Akash Bhalerao, Parvez Patel, Soumitro Choudhury, Keifer

Alex, Johns Thomas, Abhishek Padhee, Aadish Rao, Viraj Shelatkar, Yuvraj Shirke,

Aadeesh Phalke, Anmol Bava, Aditya Ravi, Aneesh Joshi

3. Prizefor Public Speaking

4. The Derek Beaman P rizeforThe Best Scholar in English

5. The Kamal Bhatia Prize for Hindi

6. Brig R.A.R. O'Connor Trophy for Leadership

7. Rev. P. D. Bunter Cup for Singing

8. Air Cmdr Suri Shield for Declamation

L The Late Brig. Joginder Singh Trophy For The

Most Outstanding Junior Football Player

10. Principal's Special Prizes

(i) For General Helpfulness

(ii) For An Outstanding Sportsman

1 1. Brig. N. B. Grant's Prize For Literary Skills

12. The Somerville Shield For Endeavour

13. Mr. Mullenaux's Cups For

14. Governor's Cups For

Mathematics

Prof iciency

Progress

Shreyans Sheth

PriyamAmbasta

Yusuf Hakim

Viraj Shelatkar

Yashdeep Khanuja

Yashdeep Khanuia

Raunaq Banijwadkar

Akash Bhalerao

Ryesh Venkatraman

Shreyans Sheth

Kaustabh Kalbhor

Zaid Shaikh

Zatd Shaikh

Minal Chougule



15. Mrs. Gladys O'leary Cup For

16. Principal (Retd) Lunn's Cup For

17.

19.

19.

20.

21 .

22. The Flight Lieutenant Vinayak N arayanan
Rolling Tiophy For Proficiency In Science
Priyam Ambastha

23. The Siddharth Gandikota Prize For
The Best All Round Boy In The School

24. Best Scholar

25. Donald Edwards Prize For Progress In The

26. The Seth Aziz Hooseinbhoy Lalljee Trophy
Endeavour Against Insurmountable Odds

History

Geography

Computers

Env. Studies

Economics

Art

Physical Edu.

(rcsE)

Middle School

Senior School

ICSE

For
Class Vl

Class Vll

Class Vlll

Class lX

Class X

Yusuf Hakim

Yash Jain

Advait Holkar

Sajal Kherde

Vineet Khatnani

Chirag Russell

Asit Mungale

Viraj Shelatkar

Sankalp Sangle

Shreyans Sheth

Armaan Khan

Siddharth Tade

Malhar Kawre

Arrold Abbot

Rayan Sethna

Harmit Desai

Siddhartha Basu Scholarship For The Most
Deserving Student In Class X lXl
(Presently Studying In Senior School or Junior College)

27.

Greg Godfrey



29.

1. Mohammed Zaid Shaikh

3. Shreyans Sheth

5. Priyam Ambastha

7. Advait Holkar

9. Sajal Kherde

11. Yashdeep Khanuja

13. Aditya Ramakrishnan

15. Naman Shukla

17. Suyash Sardar

19. Ravish Mehta

21 . Yash Jain

23. Tanishk Shively

25. Anirudh Saniay

27. Ruturaj Kolte

29, Sachit Kapil

31 . Varun Shrivastava

33. Nishchal Anand

35. Gunit Saraswate

37. Ankesh Visistha

39. Abhishek Padhee

41 . Saurabh Mhaske

43. Amit Pathare

45. Pranav Kulkarni

47. Aditya Deshpande

49. Vishal Tejwani

51 . Harsh Asnani

53. Hu zeta Lokhandwala

55. Mustafa Poonawala

57, Aditya Navaghane

59. Neel Jain

61. Rahim Balsara

63. Nehul Oswal

2. Aneesh Joshi

4. Yusuf Hakim

6. Sanil Pande

8. Pranaydeep Singh

10. Krishna Mirpuri

12. Rishab Lala

14. Vishwajeet Paradkar

16. Johns Thomas

18. Keifer Alex

20. Pratik Oswal

22. Neel Pendharkar

24. Swapnil Nivendkar

26. Soumitro Choudhury

28. Parth Jadhav

30. Arjun Tulshan

32. Aadish Rao

34. Siddhesh Nampurkar

36. Rohit Hoare

38. Riki Sanghvi

40. Darpan Jain

42. Samar Bansal

44. Vinayak Natarajan

46. Karthik Natarajan

48. Gaurang Kanodia

50. Aditya Ravi

52. Anshuraj Jagdale

54. Rayomand Raimalwalla

56. Kevin Thomas

58. Kunal Harale

60. Pushkaraj Mahadwar

62. Akash Bhalerao

64. Parvez Patel

Felicitation of Our ICSE students who have secured 90% and above (Best of 5 subjects)
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JUNIOR COLLEGE AWARDS
29. Sr. Rex Ludorum - (Boy)

30. Sr. Rex Ludorum (Girl)
31 . Mrs Devki Naraindas Ghanwani Rolling Trophy for the

Best Scholar in Mathematics in Class Xll
32. Best Scholar in Class Xll (Science)

(Commerce)

(Arts)

Ryesh Venkatraman
Liyaan Akkalkotkar

Ankita Panda
Ankita Panda
Arshiya Rathee
Neeti Phenryani

33. Felicitation of our ISC students who have secured 90% and above (Best of 4 Subjects)
1. Ankita Panda - 94.50 2. Sneha Ahuja
3. Richa Mehenrual - 93.00 4. Neha Oberoi
5. Yoshita Thadaney - 91.50 6. Somesh Ganesh
7. Luv Sharma - 90.00 8. Arshiya Rathee

94.25
92.75
91.50
90.00

34, Best Scholar Laptop (1 Each)
(i) ICSE Exam March 2012 (Class X)
(ii) ISC Exam March 2012 (Class Xll)

(Best of 5 subjects)
(Best of 4 subjects)

Zaid Shaikh
Ankita Panda

35. The A. Fernandes Trophies for Scouting
(i) Best Troop Leader
(ii) Best Scout

Vijay Shelatkar
Syed Wasif Husain

36. Best All Round Boy I Girl in Each House
(i) Arnould
(ii) Bishops
(iii) Harding
(iv) Mansfield

Vivek Agarwal
Hiba Faquih
Ryesh Venkatraman
Saket Saurabh

OUTSTAN DI NG SPORTSMAN AWARDS
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Football - Faizi Salim
Basketball - Gavin Godfrey
Chess - Neev Pungaliya
Roller Skating - Raj Kadam
Pistol Shooting - Viraj Shelatkar

1. Study Cups
(Mubaraki I rani Trophy) Sub-Juniors
(George Young Trophy) Juniors
(Robey Trophy) Seniors

2.
Arnould House

- Arnould House 3.
- Mansfield House

tt 16 Edge?ie @t"t fu7lhgo%;%dtlDuu ''

(vi) Taekwondo - Himalaya Lokhande
(vii) Horse Riding - Vishwam Bhatia
(viii) Badminton - Soham Navandar
(ix) The Somerville Prize for Cricket - Siddhant Kudale
(x) Sachdev Trophy for Tennis - Mehron Yezdagardi

HOUSE AWARDS (201 1-2012)
Cock House
Runner Up
Cock House

Arnould & Bishops House
Harding House



ATRIBUTETO STEVE IRWIN

I have always loved reptiles, I love

snakes, crocodiles and lizards. I

was introduced to all of this by

Steve lrwin. He was an Australian
conservationist and biologist born
in 1962.

His show on animal planet- 'The

Crocodile Hunter' always
fascinated me. He also built the
Australia zoo in Brisbane,
Australia.

Unfortunately, on the 4th of
September 2006 he passed away
in an accident. He was pierced

through the heart by the tail of a
stingray while filming it. The wound
was so venomous that he died
before he could be moved out of
the water.

Steve lrwin is my idol. lt is only
because of him that I want to be a
herpetologist and study snakes
when I grow up. All lwant to say is
"We miss you Steve!"

Vaibhav Makar
7-C

A FRIEND LIKE YOU

Everyone should have afriend like you

You are so much fun to be with
And you are such a good person

You crack me up with laughter
And touch my heart with your kindness
You have a wonderful ability
To know when to offer advice

And when to sit in quiet support
Time afterTlme
You've come to my rescue
And brightened so many

Of my routine days
And time after time
l've realized how fortunate
I am that my life includes you

I really do believe that
Everybody should have afriend like you

But so far it looks like

You are one of a king!

Atharva Tupe
6E



BEING ECO-FRIENDLY

At last, humans are beginning to realize that the planet can take no more abuse
by adapting eco-friendly methods thus not harming the environment. lt most
commonly refers to products that are environment friendly or practices which
help in saving resources like water, electricity, etc. lf you are eco-friendly, it will
prevent resources like water, land and air from getting polluted. We can do so
by being more carefulon howwe use our resources.

Earth worms can help the environment by breaking down plant matter into
nutrients that are easierfor plants to absorb. In highly compact soil they aerate
the soil and create pathways for water to enter the soil, so that they can absorb
it.

We can make our lives eco-friendly by :- Buying eco-friendly cosmetics.

On hot days, we can open our
cond itioner.

windows instead of switching on the air-

On a short car drive, we should put the air- conditioner off with
the windows rolled down.

Using a refrigerator with the freezer at the bottom, ?s cold air
settles at the bottom.

Let us make a start to a green living and save our planet Earth.
Anshay Peter

7 -B

BOARDING LIFE

A boarding is a second home for a boarder where we not only study but also
enjoy ourselves. Our parents put us in the boarding not because they don't like
us but because they want us to become independent and to make something
of ourselves in life. We do not cry for our parents because we have our matrons
who are loving and kind to us. When ever we feel home sick Mr. Edwin, our
Headmaster is the first one who allows us to call our parents, Our Principal Mr.

F. Freese provides all boarders with good facilities, He has put in an LCD Tv in
each dormitory. He is also going to put an Educomp Smart Class in each class,
Our kitchen heads Mr. Joshi and Mr. Caldero orovide us with delicious food
daily.

Our boarding superintendent Mr. Barren, is the estate manager and always
takes care of all our dormitory needs and sends his workers to the dormitory or
anywhere in the school for any damages or repair work. Our laundry incharge
Mr. Karl Young takes care of our clothes and makes sure that they are washed
and ironed properly by his workers. Our infirmary incharge Mr. and Mrs.
Gaikwad look after us whenever we are in pain or fall sick. They give us
medicines so that we get cured fast. Our teachers are always there to help us in
school in our studies and help us to clarify our doubts.



I open my eyes ...Ah!

The joy of a new day,

No matterwhat comes along,

My happiness will stay.

l'll take a deep breath . . .

| 'm g lad | 'm alive

The rest of the day is a bonus. . .

No matter how hard I strive

l'll go for a walk, . .

No matterwhat weather,

l'llwalk in the fields smell the grass and be healthier,

I know l'm a winner. . .

l'll see in the right vein,

To me all of my life is joy and a gain.

My work is just a game,

I like to play,

I love the hunt, the chase, the fray,

lwelcome the challenge .. .

l'm a smiling gladiator, impossible to defeat. . .

A laughing mediator!

When things become old and forgotten,
Think a new thought to renew it,

REMEMBER!

There are always two ways

The hard way and the easy way to do it.

lwent to a new school
Thinking to do something cool
But I was in for a surprise
That the teachers made the children work for a price

The price was to study and work hard
Which I could not afford
As I had to play and have fun

U nder the sun .

As a result, I fared badly and failed
Making mother feel odd and sad
So, I decided to study
and do my best
I surely came first
Making my mother
Cast away her anger
And not linger
Over my failure.

Arjun Shah
7-C

Divyansh Sharma
B-A



IFTHESUN FORGOTTO RISE

It was a dark and quiet winter morning. lwoke up very early and checked the
clock which read 3.45 a.m, I thought of watching the sunrise as I could not
sleep. The sky was dark as I sat beside my window - sill trying to make out the
outline of the trees, A thought occurred to me, "What if the sun forgot to rise
today?" Obviously, I was very young at that time. I did not know the proper
scientific reason forthe sunrise.

My thoughts at that time were great. I would not have to go to school and there
would be no Maths test, That thought literally flew out of the window along with
the cold winter breeze as this also meant that we could not play our football
match, lf there was no school, my mother would make me study and help her
with the household chores. We would have to spend all our time indoors as it
was not safe to go out alone in the dark. There would be no picnics on the
beach or playing cricket with my friends in the nearby stadium. How would the
plants grow, as we had learnt that plants need light to make their food? Will we
have to live breathing the same stale air? What about the things dependent on

solar energy?

Panic set in as I imagined a dark and dreary world, where
everyone depended on artificial things to survive and the
planet quickly dying out. Just then, lsaw the first glimmer of
sunlight in the distant horizon and shouted with glee. That of
course woke the whole household! | could now hear the
chirping of the birds as the world welcomed a new day. I got
ready for school, thanking the sun for warming up the cold
winter day, even for the blistering summer heat that it would
bring in a few weeks. Later that day, I realized the importance
of the sun.

IMPORTANCEOFTEACHERS IN OUR LIVES

Once upon atimetherewas a penciland an eraser. The penciltold the eraserto
forgive him and told him "Sorry". The eraser asked him, what he was asking
forgiveness for. The pencil replied, "Whenever I make any mistake you are
there to erase them. When you erase my mistakes, at that time you become
shorter and a bit dirty and you don't care about yourself but only think of me
and I'm sorry for that". The eraser told him, "l don't care for myself and it's my
job to erase your mistakes and show you the right path. After a
few days I will be replaced by another eraser".

In the same way teachers are like erasers and we students are
like pencils.

So whenever we students make mistakes our teachers are
there to correct our mistakes, guide and help us. They are the
only ones who show us the right path and so I wish to thank all

my teachers. Harsh
B

Tanmay Garg
B-A

Mirani
E



MINDYOUR LANGUAGE

Our own words can have a

powerful positive or negative
impact on our own health.
Solomon once wrote: "There is
one who speaks like the piercing

of sword but the tongue of the
wise promotes health"

"Pleasant words are like a honey
comb, Sweetness to the soul and
health to the tired man's bones.
The light of the eyes rejoices the
heart and the good report makes
the bones healthy".

Whether you are speaking out
loud or speaking silently to
yourself in your own mind, we use
words that encourage health.
Instead of saying "l always get flu
every year", tell yourself " l am
going to beat flu this year and
avoid getting sick". Instead of
saying "l am so tired..r rr...r I have
no energy at all" .... Tellyourself , "l

feel healthy and full of energy".
You may be surprised at how a

change in the language you use to
describe your health can have a

tremendous impact on your
health. Solomon wrote: "Death

and life are in the power of the
tongue". lf you tell yourself that
you are going to get a disease and
die at a young age, your body will
probably listen to you and
produce the disease you asked
for. However, lf you

tell yourself that
you are going to
live a long, healthy,
vigorous life, your
body will m ost
likely try its best to
live up to your
expectations.

SCHOOL TRIP - RIVER CLEANING
PROGRAMME

This year our school decided to
arrange a "River Cleaning
Programme" for the Class B

students. lt was a wonderful
experience for us. We were taken to
the river which flows under the Bund
Garden Bridge. We all gathered in

one area. We were here to celebrate
the 1sth year of the 'Ocean Savers of
lndia' org anization which takes care

of the seas and oceans and looks
after the cleaning of the oceans, We

carried surgical gloves and masks
with us. Boys were grouped in seven
and each group had a captain. The

captain had to carry a point card and
mark the number of things his group
collected. We were scattered in
different directions to collect the
waste material. We found many
articles and materials like broken
glass, plastic bags, clothes, medicine
tabs, medical objects, batteries,
toys, rotten food, bulbs etc. One of
our group members also found
bones of a horse and the skeleton of a

dog. We were am azed to see the
decayed bones lying near the river

bank.

An hour later, we had collected 15

bags of waste material. Our teachers
were very happy with our work. We

felt proud of cleaning the river bank. I

hope others also understand the
problem and stop polluting the rivers.
Thus, I am happy as I was a Part of
this programme. I

would like to share a
quote with everyone
'Clean Environment,
Pure Environment!'.

Samyak Chordi
B-C

Sohail Ranglia
7-C



SUMMER DREAMS

When I felt bored,
I latched the door,
And planned a trip to the sea shore
But so early passed the days,
Earlier than having a pack of 'Lays'

We hired ayacht at the sea,
Voyagers were my parents and ffie,
The setting sun was like a shining light
It was such a breath - taking sight!

I passed beaches gleaming white
And palm trees swaying in the night
The days passed so very nice
Passed better while having mango slice!

Next was a visit to the mountain
T'was refreshing drinking water from the fountain
The snow there was like melting cream
Thud! lfell from the bed, woke up, it was a dream !

I asked mom to take me to a place which was cool
She replied, "WhaI? Now?.... time for school!"

Nisarg Nagrecha
B.C

THE DAY BEFORE A TEST

Many of us come to school to have fun,
The most interesting activity I find here is to run.
I came home and had a rest,
Then I remembered that the next day was a test.
I sat down to study,
But at this time I was called by a buddy.
I had no option but to go down,
I wish the time could slow down,
When I came home it was dlnner time,
Dinner was over in no time.
And though it was my bed time,
I had to sit and study till half past nine.
Yet my portion was not over,
I had a great deal of portion to cover.
So I sat up and studied till midnight,
And woke up at the break of light.
I continued studying for the test,
And there was no time for some rest.
When I reached the school my heart was steady,
Because for the test I was ready!!

Shubham Oswal
7-C



THE PENULTIMATE SHADOW

There was a shadow moving by

On a warm sunny day
The stealthy hunter was lurking
Waiting for his prey.

The hunter saw the animal

Moving swiftly across the trees
"A tiger," he thought, "aiackal,

a wolf! What could it be?"

The panther it was!
Its eyes were wild yellow

And its sharp claws
Could tear a fellow!

A moment of silence,

A moment of thought.
Could the dreaded panther,

Finally be caught?

The hunter pulled the trigger
But no bullet was there
Darts were banned
And swords were rare.

He se arched everywhere
Finally saw a boon
He loaded a different gun

And fired a harpoon

There was a terrible schism
The panther's neck split
It's blood flowed away
Like a river full of silt.

Thus it was nearly over
The penultimate one was slain

Only one more remained
In the great plain

The hunter smiled at the corpse
And simply walked away
He thought he would kill the last one

Perhaps some other day.

Prithviral Jadhav
B-A
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VISITTO DEEP GRIHA

The students of Class X - C of the Bishop's School, Camp along with their
teachers visited an Orphanage named Deep Griha at Kasurdi, forty five
kilometres from Camp on Saturday 6th August,2Ol1,The school bus left at
8:30 a.m, for Deep Griha which houses thirty six children, some of whom are
orphans while the others are children of a single parent or those who are
neglected, abused and ill-treated at home.

On reaching the lush green campus the boys were taken on a guided tour by
none other, than the Manager of Deep Griha. An interactive session followed
between the Bishopites and the children at the Orphanage, Our boys
displayed their generousity as each one gave half a kg of mixed vegetables
forthe kitchen at Deep Grihaand had packed an extra lunch to sharewith the
underprivileged ch ildren.

Lunch was followed by a round of fun and frolic. The Class X - C boys
organized games, a football match, dancing and a colouring competition for
the children, They also distributed chocolates, Every single boy of Class X -

C carried a gift for the children. These were in the form of pencil boxes,
colouring books, colours and lots of other stationery. Our boys made the
school proud as they made the underprivileged children cut a cake that they
had especially taken for them. That of course, was definitely the icing on the
cake which made the day for the children!

As a mark of theirappreciation, the children of Deep Griha organized Leizium
and a 'dhol' displayto entertain our boys.

This experience was a most enriching, emotional and educative one for the
boys of Class X - C as the Bishopites learnt that 'The place of charity, like that
of God, iseverywhere'.

Mrs. Sadhna SinghMrs. G. Mistry



VISITTO THE MAHARASHTRA FELLOWSHIP FOR THE DEAF

The students of Class X - E of the Bishop's School, Camp along with their
teachers made their way to the Maharashtra Fellowship for the Deaf on

Saturday 6th August ,2O11.This visit was part of their SUPW project. This

centre for the hearing impaired is being run by an NGO and is a hostel for
both boys and girls aged from ninetofifteen years,

The students of Class X were indeed fortunate to witness their weekly

Assembly. The special children performed a short Nativity play, a Reading

from the Holy Bible and mimed the hymn 'Rejoice in the Lord' and the

National Anthem. The Assembly was a soul-stirring spectacle and was

appreciated by one and all present there.

Post Assembly, a few Bishopites extended a helping hand in cementing the
road in the compound whilst the rest planted saplings at various vantage

ooints within the campus, lt was an arduous task but the students of Class X

did it with a smile on their faces and willingness to help in their hearts.

The much-awaited part of the day arrived when a friendly football match

between the Bishopites and the hearing - impaired students was played.

The match ended with the team of special children emerging winners with a

whopping victory of eight goals to nil. Their short and accurate passes, keen

eye contact with each other and swift dribbling allowing greater possession

of the ball were few of their techniques which they kindly shared with our
Bishopites.

As all good things must come to an end, the day drew to a close as the Class
X-E boys waved merry good-byes. The daywas indeed a special one and left

each one feeling truly enriched.

Mrs. V. Thomas



ARNOULD HOUSE

House Master : Mr. J, Baskaran
Asst. House Master: Mr. C, Chhapani
House Captain : Faizi Salim
Vice Captian : Anant Anurag

"There are no failures just experiences and reactions to them" Tom Krause

Another year full of sports, co-curricular, extra-curricular activities and
excellent academics. And once again Arnould House has proved its
excellency in all the fields. Throughout the year we have been spotting
excellent talent in our house and our house boys have left no stone unturned
all through the extreme competition,

The beginning of the session was itself a big boost up to our housewherethe
Sub-Juniors came second. Even though we came fourth in the overall, our
team players has put up a brilliant display of skills the star players were Faizi

Salim, Shaun Raje, Karan Shah, Dhruv DandekarandZaneJohn.

In Table Tennis under 14, Tanmay Garg of Class Vlll - A stood second and in
under 18, AnantAnurag of ClassXl-A Science stood first

Our debators in the Inter-House Debate for Class Vll and Vlll gave a tough
time to their opponents and were able to impress everyone present with
there confidence, matter and presence of mind.

The Inter-House Cricket was also very bright opportunity for our players to
outshine their opponents. The Seniorteam was placed first. Many cricketers
also played forthe School, In the Inter-SchoolTriangular Cricket Meet Akash
Taneja of Class Vlll-A won the Best batsman award and Shreyas Gonjari of
Class Vlll-Awon the bestwicket keeperaward.

We had many of our athletes bringing laurels to our house a very special
contribution by a budding talent Yashraj Bhosale won the victor ludorum in
division V. In the march pass during the athletic we stood second, in the
overall athletics we took the fourth place and we had good star athletes like
Yash Bhosale, Dhairyasheel Bhadale, Akash Taneja, FaiziSalim, Savio David
and Sneha Londhe,

In Swimming we took the third place and the star
Pardapurwala, Amod Kulkarni, Sohum Gosavi,
Ladkat and Aditya Jethliya.

performers were Taizun
Maaz Modak, Nimesh

In overall we stood first in Badminton and Lawn Tennis and
third in boxing.

We keep up our house motto -" Courage is destiny" and
move forward.

Mn Baskaran Johnson
House Master



House Master - Mr, Leslie LaRiviere
Assistant house Master - Mr. Ravi Shankar lver
House Mistress - Mrs. Sadhna Singh
House Captain - Gavin Godfrey
House Vice - Captain - Akshay Thakur
Girls Captain - Ahana Banerjee

The academic year 2011 - 2012 began with the sport loved by millions
across the globe -'football'. The boys returned with renewed vigor after
an enjoyable summer vacation. Playing their hearts out on the field, our
boys achieved a desirable position in the football table. Last year's results
encouraged us to aim higher, and we did that to the best of our abilities.
Our House Master, Mr Leslie LaRiviere worked hard to encourage us to
do our best.

The Inter house Swimming competition in the month of October was
something that we had little to worry over, with our outstanding swimmers
steering us to a convincing victory over the other Houses. Well done
swimmers!

Boxing has been a keenly contested sport at Bishop's, and with last years'
victory still fresh in our minds, we made a similar attempt to achieve yet
another Boxing Championship, emerging winners for the second year in

succession.

Standing second in the overall tally for athletics, our athletes have vowed to
work harder at achieving greater success in next year's athletic meet.
Outstanding efforts were made by Gavin Godfrey, Hiba Faquih, Ganadhish
Paldewar, Gautam Sonavane, Saptanshu Bose, Raghav Sharma, Aadesh
Rao, Ayushman Rathore and Jobin Varghese.

A mention must also be made of our badminton players, who took us to
second place in the overall badminton tally. Standing third in the Basketball
Tournament dented our hopes of achieving the coveted Cock HouseTrophy,
as did our performance in the Inter House Cricket and Lawn tennis
tournaments.

It was indeed a very eventful and successful year for Bishops House as we
picked up the Runners Up Trophy for the House Championship. We will

always aim to strive for sportsmanship, enthusiasm and the
spirit of participation. The success of the Bishops House is

not attributed to a few great sportsmen, but to every single
member of the House.

Play up Bishop's! Never let our colours fall!

Mr. LaRiviere
House Master



HARDING HOUSE

House Master - Mr Ashley Eates

Assistant House Master - Mr Kailash Sharma
House Mistress - Mrs Corinne Daniels

House Captain - Adheeraj Shaktawat
House Vice - Captain - Greg Godfrey
Girls Captain - Revathy Krishna

Another successful year for the Harding House must be credited to the
efforts put in by allthe students belonging to the House itself. Keeping in

mind the fact that participation is valued above all else, the members of
the House put their best foot forward and made successful headway in all

that they undertook to achieve.

To kick off the sporting calendar, Harding House stood an overall first in

Football. Not too far behind Bishop's House, we stood second in the Inter

House Swimming Championships forthe year,

Boxing has been another sport towards which our athletes take a shine.

With a number of athletes remaining absent for their bouts, and the house

being subsequently penalized for the same, it was disheartening to know
that the Boxing Championship Trophy slipped out of our grasp, However,

commendable mention must be made of our rivals in Bishop's House, who
held on strong to every inch of lead that they had over us!

Athletics has always been our forte, and it was undeniable team effort that
put Harding in line for the Athletic Champions' Trophy for the fourth year in a

row. Our Badminton, Chess and Table Tennis Players did us proud with every

effort that they made to gain points for the House.

Cricket is a sport that is fast gaining popularity at The Bishop's Schoolwith
the newly inducted Bishop's Cricket Academy. A number of our children had

been training hard at the practice nets and did fairly well at the lnter House

Cricket competition for the year, Standing joint first with Mansfield House in

Basketball further boosted our overall scores.

With the examinations around the bend, our academicians took to their
books and did their bit for the House, placing third for the Study Cup.

A mention must be made of all the Staff members of the
selflessly contributed to the achievements of the House
over the year!!!

Play up Harding!We are here to Live and Learn!!!

House who have

Mr. Ashley Eates
House Master



MANSFIELD HOUSE

House Master: Mr. Kailash Sharma

Asst. House Master: Mr. Manish Kanojiya

House Captain : Saket Saurabh, Arushi Pasricha

Vice Captain:Zane Young, Priscilla Greatorex

Mansfield House approached the new academic year 2011 -12 with the aim

to reverse the poor fortune of the previous year. The member of the

Mansfield House vowed to strive for excellence in all that they undertook to

do. Come what may, we resolved to put our best foot forward and our

shoulders to the wheel to try and do as well as we could.

Inter-House Football - The year started with great enthusiasm with Inter-

House Footballwhere our boys did well,

In Sub-Junior Division we were place fourth, in Juniors we moved to second
position and in Seniors bywinning the competition.

Some of the Star players were - Z. Young, K. Carneiro, A' Jaboury, R. Dutt

and D, Nimbalkar

Inter-House Boxing - In Inter-House Boxing Competition boys and girls

gave in their best and we were placed at fourth position with the total score of

332 points.

Our Boxers - Liyaan Akkalkotkar, Saket Sourabh, Direndra Nimbalkarwere

the star oerformers of the event.

Inter-House Athletic Meet - We were placed first in Sub-Junior Division for

the athletics. Juniors and Seniors also did well in their respective events,

We were adjudged the first position in the March Past event

We were placed first in the Tug-O-War event

Following are the Boys and Girls because of whom we were able to do well in

the athletic events

Huzefa Bhanpurwala, Zuhayr Munisiff, Hrithik Choudhary, Aditya Jadhav,

Keegan Carneiro, Asif Mungale, Siddharth Mungale, Tejjesh Lohiya, Amar

Jadboury, ZaneYoung.

Inter-House Swimming - Our House was placed fourth with the totaltally of

204 points in the Inter-House Swimming events. Swimmers who

contributed forthe house are

Sau rabh M haske, Ayaan Akkalkotkar, Liyaan Akkal kotkar, Trish u I Navlakha,

Palash Bharti



Inter-House Cricket - Due to the efforts put in by the boys our overall
position in Inter-House Cricketwas third.

Inter-House Basketball Tournament - We manage to secure second
position in Inter-House Basketball Tournament because of the efforts put in

by the following students

K, Morris, S, Pawat L. Akkalkotkar, P. Greatorex, S. Ambilwade, A. Abbot, A.
Ladkat, K. Gigoo, O. Agarkar

Inter-House Lawn Tennis and Badminton -
We were placed third in Lawn Tennis and second in Inter-House Badminton
Championship.

For Badminton Sub-Juniors and Juniors we bagged third position and for
Seniors we secured second position.

Thanks-

Much appreciation is due to all the Mansfield House staff for their continuous
support and encouragement given to the students time to time for all their
events.

Mr. Kailash Sharma
House Master



CNBC FUNANCIAL QUEST 201 2

A financial quiz was organized by National Stock Exchange and

CNBC TV 18 called 'Funancial Quest' on February 1sth, 2012. fhe
Bishop's School, Camp team consisted of the quizzing duo Yash Pungalia and

Rishabh Aganrual. They were ably trained and accompanied to Sinhgad

Springdale by Mrs. G. Mistry. Ten schools were selected for the regional round held in

Pune. The Quiz Master was the popular and quick-witted Mr. Giri 'Pickbrain'

Balasubramaniam.

The quiz was based on four challenging interactive quizzing rounds, The first one called

'Cross Over' was a crossword puzzle where various clues were given to each team to steer

them towards the financialterm expected. The second round called 'The Quick Buck' was an

interesting true and false round. The third was a visual one.

The final round gripped the audience and the competitors alike as various story questions

representing a certain scenario were bowled at the teams. The Bishop's School, Camp team

emerged victorious amongst allten schools afer a nail-biting fight to the finish.
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9 LESSON CANDLE.LIGHT SERVICE 2011.

This year's 9 Lesson Candle-light service was hosted by the
Bishop's School, Camp at the Jeejeebhoy Ground at 6 p.m. on 3rd

December. The main celebrant was Rev. Sumesh Jacob who blessed the
occasion. Rt, Rev. Valerian D'Souza shared his inspiring views and words of

wisdom with the entire congregation as he rendered a soul-stirring sermon on 'Love
and Forgiveness'.

The Choir consisting of 130 teachers from all three branches of The Bishop's School filled
the winter evening with their mellifluous rendition of the three hymns 'Brightest and Best','As

It Fell Upon A Night' and 'On This Day Earth Shall Bring'. The CongregationalCarols were the
traditional songs to herald the onset of the festive season. The Choir was conducted by Mr.

Vinod James.

The Seruice began with the Congregational Carol, 'Angels From The Realms Of Glory' where the
Choir of teachers led the procession followed by the C.E.O. and Principal, Mr. F. Freese, the
service celebrants and the Heads of all three schools. The 9 Lessons read
echoed the message of the Birth of Jesus Christ.

The highlight of the evening was The Manger Scene with students of The
Bishop's School, Camp dressed to portray the characters of Joseph, Mary The
Three Kings, the Shepherds and theAngels.

The evening was brought to a close by wishing our dear Pdncipal and C,E.O Mr.
Freese a Happy Birthday. As Christmas is a time of joy and giving, X'mas cake
and a cup of coffee was served to all present there, Mrs. C. Daniels





Head Boy (Jr College) :

Head Girl :

AKSHAY PAVALANKAR

ZAIB KHAN

Head Boy (Sr School) : VIRAJ SHELATKAR

House Captains
Arnould

Bishops

Harding

Mansfield

FAIZISALIM, ZHANG YING RAN

GAVIN GODFREY AHANA BANERJEE

ADH I RAJ SHAKTAWAT, REVATHY KRISH NA

SAKET SAURABH, ARUSHI PASRICHA

ARNOULD

Captain

Vice

Captain

HOUSE

: FAIZI SALIM
ZHANG YING RAN

: ANANT ANURAG

: TANYA FERNANDES

BISHOPS HOUSE

Captain

Vice

Captain

GAVIN GODFREY
AHANA BANERJEE

AKSHAY THAKUR

DEEKSHA SHARMA

ARNOULD HOUSE PREFECTS

1. JEREMIAH BUNYAN
2, ISHAAN MALHOTRA
3. MONICA GUPTA
4, SAHIL CHANKESHWARA
5. CHIRAG RUSSELL
6. TAIZUN PARTAPURWALA
7. SIDDHESH NAMPURKAR

SCOUT PREFECT
.1 . SAJAL KHERDE

BISHOPS HOUSE PREFECTS
.1 . BHASKAR SHAIL
2, AMANJOT GADHOK
3. LAVISHA KAURANI
4, MEHRON YEZDAGARDI
5. TANAY DHUMAL
6. MOHAMMED ZAID SHAIKH
7. SYED WASIF HUSAIN
B. KEVIN KARIAPPA

SCOUT PREFECT

1. AKASH BHALERAO

HARDING HOUSE

Captain

Vice

Captain

ADHIRAJ SHAKTAWAT

REVATHY KRISHNA

GREG GODFREY

POORVE BARJAryA

MANSFIELD

Captain

Captain

Vice

Captain

HOUSE

GAVIN GODFREY

SAKET SAURABH

ARUSHI PASRICHA

ZANE YOUNG

PRISCILLA GREATOREX

HARDING HOUSE PREFECTS

1. GLEN GALE
2. KASHISH MEHTA
3. ZORINA SPENCER
4. JEET GANDHI
5. AVINASH KSHIRSAGAR
6. PARVEZ PATEL
7. JOHNS THOMAS

SCOUT PREFECT

1. SOUMITRO CHOUDHURY

MANSFIELD HOUSE PREFECTS

1. ASHUTOSH VATS
2. KEEGAN BAST
3. KRITI JHA
4. MADHAV MAHESHWARI
5. TEJJESH LOHIYA
6. SIDDHARTH MUNGALE
7, YASHDEEP KHANUJA

SCOUT PREFECT

1. YUVRAJ SHIRKE
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ANNUAL SPEECH DAY AND PRIZE
DISTRIBUTION

The Bishop's School, Camp held its Annual Speech Day and Prize

Distribution for the Senior School at six p.m on Tuesday '1 2th July, 2011 .

The Principal, Mr. F, Freese welcomed the Chief Guests Mr. Scot Wrighton, City
Manager LavasaCorporation and Mrs, Wrighton.

The evening was flagged off with the Principal's Annual Report for 2010-201'1. Fifty-Six
ICSE students who scored ninety percent and above were felicitated. Dhruv Chaudheri

stood firstwith 97%atthe ICSE leveland Somdeep Deyscored an astounding96.25% atthe
ISC level, Among the Outstanding Sportsman Award special mention was made of Roshan

Rangarajan at the International levelfor chess and Sumedh Shah who represented the State for
cricket.

The programme concluded with the Chief Guest's very interesting speech where he compared
the values of the Corporate world with those in Educational institutions. All in all, the evening was a
success and was well-received by allthose present,

BOURNVITA INTER.SCHOOL ROUND,PUNE.2Ol 1 .

The Bournvita Quiz Contest 201 1 Inter-School Round in Pune was held on December 12,2011 at
1 1 :00 a.m. at J. N. PetitTechnical High School. The quizwas conducted by Mr. Andrew Scolt, Vice
President, Derek O' Brien &Associates.

The Bishop's School, Camp once again encouraged three teams of two members each to
participate in this iconic event, Each team comprised one member from Class 7 and one member
from Class 8.Although, the Camp teams did not qualify for the Semi-finals to be held in Kolkata in

January2012 theywitnessed a spectaculardisplayof good quizzing in its classic format.

The teams were as follows:
Team A : Shaunak Joshi and Vinay Jagadeesh
Team B :Aditya Khandelwaland Anhadveer Khokar
Team C : Armaan Baldota and Saurabh Kalane.

Shaunak Joshi Anhadveer Khokar Armaan Baldota Saurabh KalaneVinay Jagadeesh Aditya Khandelwal





CLASS X AND XII FAREWELL 201 1.2012

'We had joy, We had fun, We had seasons in the sun.
Allthe memories we hold dear, We will cherish with a tear!

Hundreds of hearts re-echoed the sentiments exoressed in the above lines as
the students of Classes X and Xll assembled in the New Hall in the B, W. Robert's

Building immaculately turned out in their crisp suits on the evening of 3rd February,
2012. Some of them were rather nervous while some of the others were keen and

enthusiastic, eagerlyawaiting whattheirspecialevening had in storeforthem.

The programme commenced with a word of prayer by our dear Principal Mr. F. Freese. The
Class X students were then gifted their souvenirs individually which included a citation by the

Principal, Headmaster and their respective teachers , a pennant, a Class Photograph and a
smallfarewellgift.

The Principal then addressed the gathering by sharing a few words of encouragement and
wishing the out-going students every success for their future endeavours.

The Head Boy Viraj Shelatkar gave a very nostalgic and touching speech as he fondly recounted
the pleasant memories of his teachers who helped to groom him into the young, confident
gentleman who was addressing the large gathering that evening. Following Viraj's speech Mr.
Nampurkar addressed the entire audience by appreciating and profusely thanking the staff and
the school for moulding his son, Siddharth Nampurkar.

The students of the Junior College were then handed over their mementos
classwise. The Head GirlZ. Khan thanked the staff members of the College for
all their guidance and support in handling the students sternly but with kid
gloves at the same time. After the Head girl's speech Mr. Freese mentioned
that the words used by her seemed to echo a ring of maturity which could be
mistaken for a talk given by a staff member.

Awonderfultalk given by Mr. Venkatraman followed suit. He thanked the entire
Bishop's SchoolTeam for always being a pillar of support to both his children.
He expressed heartfelt gratitude to the Staff for nurturing the students and
allowing them to blossom into fine young men with an all-round development.

Last but not the least, the Staff Choir rounded the evening off with a
touching melody-'God WillTake Care Of You'. As allgood things come
to an end, the evening concluded with a lavish spread while the students
posed with the Principal and their teachers to capture and cherish their

Mrs. G. Mistry

special moments.
Mrs. S. Sachdev





RIVER CLEANING PROJECT FOR CTASS 8
The students of the Bishop's School, Camp set off to Bund

Garden for a morning of social service activity on saturday 2bth
February 2012. Forthe umpteenth time they re-checked their bags, hoping

that they hadn't forgotten any items which were included in the list given to
them. Their gear consisted of a sun cap, a bottle of water, surgeon's gloves and a

face maskto keep awaythe stench. Theywere all readyto take on the adventure!
Using the school buses for transporl, they set off to clean the riverside area. Arrival was

swift, and the jovial mood that had come as a result of the bus trip quickly crept away as the
specified target was extremely huge, dirty and smelly, The boys quickly donned their face

masks on as the stench was totally disgusting. The teachers rallied all the unwilling
participants of the trip and soon had the entire congregation addressed by a representative

who explained the task at hand. The trip was an initiative taken to save the oceans and water
bodies of the planet. The President of the Ocean Savers Foundation gave a brief speech on how

the planet needs to be saved and being true Bishopites, a helping hand lent would definitely help
save it.

The students were then divided into groups of ten. Two students in each group were charged with
the responsibility of supplying and renewing garbage bags as well as keeping track of allthe waste
collected, A flag was waved which acted as a signal to start,
At first only a few students took the job seriously. Most of the other students were simply standing
and playing spectator. Soon they too followed the sincere children's example and set to work.
Slowly but steadily, the zealspread, and allthe boys worked furiously, attacking the garbage and
dumping it into the garbage bags.

A wide variety of objects such as plastic bags, plastic bottles and other stuff made of plastic,
tattered business cards and posters, torn clothes, paper and glass fragments to name a few were
found at the site. Then came the disturbing things - skeletons. lt began with finding a bull's rooting
leg. Soon it's whole body was located *tiie tne boys tried to reassemble it but without success.
The Class 8 pupils totally stormed the place, cleaning the area like whirlwinds. Soon they had
more than twenty large garbage bags filled to the brim. They were happily exhausted. The area
looked like a totally new place. While it was not sparkling clean, it was way cleaner than the
previous hour. Allthe masks and gloves were disposed just before the boys re-assembled before
the podium forthe parting speech.

The Chief Guest and the President congratulated the students of Class 8 of the Bishop,s School,
Camp on their pain-staking efforts. This was quite a feather in our school's capl The boys were
promised certificates from the Ocean Savers and many more such opportunities to clean the
water bodies of the city.

With that, they boarded the school buses and travelled back to school .lt definitely was one of the
most adventurous days in the lives of the students.

Parth Ranade
vilr-E



INTER.CLASS MIDDLE SCHOOL
ELOCUTTON COM PET|T|ON 201 1 -201 2

DATE

VENUE

WINNERS

Thursd ay 4th August , 201 1

B. W. Roberts Hall

First - Samraj Khokar - 6C
Second Rohit Dabke - 6E

First - Raunak Kalra - 7C
Second Rahul Nanda - 7D

First - Ayushman Chopra - BC

Second - Jobin Varghese - BE

M rs. S. Singh, M rs. U. Bas rai,
M rs. N. Hakamaneshy.

Mrs. G. Mistry

Samraj Khokar

vt -c

Raunak Kalra

vil-c

Ayushman Chopra Jobin Varghese

vilr -c vilt -E

Rohit Dabke

VI .E

Rahul Nanda

VII .D

JUDGES

A brief report :

'Success is not final and failure is not fatal', is

an oft quoted statement. However, if there
was one moral the students drew at the end of
the morning's Middle School Elocution
Competition, it was just that.

The speakers delivered their poems and
extracts with panache. The pieces varied
from humorous poems to mystical extracts
and even classical poetry. The students were
judged on selection of poems, their overall
delivery and their expressions. A great deal of
hard work had been put in by both teachers
and students. The competition went off
without a glitch and was truly perfect in every
way



FOUN DER'S DAY CELEBRATION

The 147th Founder's Day of the Bishop's School Camp was
celebrated on22nd October, 2011 with characteristic pomp and fervor.

Aspecialservicewas conducted in the morning to markthe momentous day.

Reverend S. Jacob led the congregation in prayer and service,

'There is more happiness in giving,' is what the Bishopites firmly believe in. This
'cheerful, giving' spirit was evident in the generous contribution that poured in on this

occasion. The donated items were carefully sorted, beautifully packaged and sent

across to the many orphanages in and around the city.

After the service, tea was served and the morning was joyfully spent playing a host of games

in a spirit of camaraderie viz: tug-of-war, baseball and an exciting cricket match between the
staff and the ex-students.

The evening was an enjoyable and entertaining one with a live band playing popular numbers.

The teachers enjoyed themselves thoroughly and danced the evening away. There was
enthusiastic participation in allthe games. Exciting prizes were won and a scrumptious banquet
brought the great evening to a grand finale.

Mrs. S. Solomon





THE ANNUAL INTER.HOUSE SWIMMING
MEET(2011-12)

"ln most sports they have a physical effect on your performance, in
swimming only psychological. lf you worry about what your rival is doing,
you take your mind off what you are doing and so fail to concentrate on your
performance."

TheAnnual Inter-House Swimming Meetwas held attheY.M.C.A. Swimming poolon
the 24th September 2011. The occasion was graced by the presence of Mr. S. K.
Misra, The Chief Commissionerof IncomeTax.

The qualifying rounds for the finals began a few weeks before the finals and only the boys
and girls who qualified took part in the much awaited finals. On the day of final, events such
as freestyle, back stroke, breast stroke and relays. There were special events like the
invitational relay for the boys where other school took part, The boys of The Bishop's School,
Camp tookfirst in the relay.

"WelldoneSwimmers"

In totalthere were seven records broken. I am sure there will be many more records in the years
to come, There were many parents, friends and well wishers present to support the
participants. lwould like to express my sincere thanks to our Principal Mr. Frank Freese for his
guidance and support which has resulted in a flowering of talents and several participants
leaving theirmarks as swimmers of merits.

The results is as follows -
1. Individual Champion - Under 10 Arjun Khinvasara
2. Individual Champion - Under 12 Sohum Gosavi
3. Individual Champion - Under 14 Hriushikesh Bhegade
4. Individual Champion - Under 16 Rajat pungaliya
5. Individual Champion (Boys)- Under 18 Ryesh Venkatraman
6, Individual Champion (Girls)- Under 18 Hiba Faquih
7. Best Swimmer - Juniors Arjun Khinvasara
8. Best Swimmer - Seniors Ryesh Venkatraman
9. Youngest Swimmer - parth Danve
10. Most enthusiastic Swimmer - Surya Rao

Overall Results

House Points Position
Bishop's House 247 1st
Harding House 232 2nd
Arnould House 223 3rd
Mansfield House 204 4th

Mn Michael Young
Swimming Incharge
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ANNUAL INTER.HOUSE ATHLETIC MEET.
2011

"Winning is not evefihing but participation and willto win is everything"

The 148th Annual Inter House Athletic Meet was held on Friday, 1 1th Novembet
2011.

The Chief Guestwas Mr, Asheesh Sharma, MunicipalCommissioner, PimpriChinhwad
Municipal Corporation and Mrs. S. Sharma kindly consented to give away the prizes.

The events of the day were 1 00M, 200M, Relays and the Tug of War. These events evoked a
lot of passion and fervor among the Bishopites with each contestant trying to outdo the other

and secure the most priced medal. The intensity and the spirit of the competition could be
judged from the excitement of all the house members cheering for their respective house
contestants in the race.

Our schoolwas well supported with a large number of ex students who came in large numbers to
take part with enthusiasm in the March Past, Tug of War and Relays.

Finally the athletic meet concluded with the Prize Distribution and the declaring the final house
positions forthe meet, Harding House were the Overall Champions.

lwould like to thank our Principal, Mr. Frank Freese for his superior leadership, vision and guidance
in making everyevent hosted byThe Bishop's School , asuccess. Thankyou Sir.

THE RESULTS ARE AS FOLLOWS

VICTOR LUDORUM

DIVISION 5 YASHRAJ BHOSALE

DIVISION 4 ZUHAYR MUNSIFF

DIVISION 3 ASHLEY MASON

DIVISION 2 ASIT MUNGALE

DIVISION 1 RYESH VENKATRAMAN

GIRLS LIYAAN AKKALKOTKAR

FASTEST BOY- MALHOTRA TROPHY AKSHAY PAVAI-ANKAR

MARCH PAST - WINNERS HARDING HOUSE

TUG OF WAR WINNERS MANSFIELD HOUSE

OVERALL WINNERS HARDING HOUSE Mr. Michael Young



3RD TRIANGULAR INTER - SCHOOL

ATHLETIC MEET 2011 _2012

The Bishop's School Camp, Pune has a very distinguished record in the

sporting landscape of the Pune District. The 3rd Triangular Inter School Sports

Meet was organized to celebrate and witness the performance of the sporting

heroes, who have done us proud through their achievements. Every uncut diamond

needs polishing. The more the cuts, the greater is the shine. Similarly, to bring out the

sparkle in each gem of ourschools, sports playavital role.

The athletics meet began with an opening march past done by the marching squads of all 3

schools. This was followed by the 'Oath Taking Ceremony' and then our Chief Guest Mr.

Frank R. Freese, Principal, CEO and Honorable Secretary of The Bishop's Education Society

declaring the sports meet open to dedicate the day to extraordinary athletic prowess and the

Olympian desire in all the students to be faster, stronger and to achieve higher'

The best athletes were then entrusted with a very important task, They carried the Olympic

flame round the track to light the cauldron of the Sports Meet and thereby start with a new

journey towards ACH IEVING greater heights'

Allthe athletic events were fiercely contested and brought to the fore the immense dedication

and hard work put in by not only the individual athletes but also their sports mentors.

There was an outstanding presentation of physical fitness displayed by the students of The

Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar. Everyone.watched with abated breath as the boys

oerformed the brilliant and wellco-ordinated 'Pyramid Display"

After this, students of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri put up a spectacular 'Drill Display'.

Theiramazing coordination, sense of rhythm and harmony lefttheviewers awestruck'

The ground reverberated with feverish enthusiasm as the tempo set in with the teachers and the

students excitedly cheering on the athletes, voicing the spirit of oneness among all till the

evening.

Many new recordS were set which added to the exhilarating experience.

The prizeswere distributed by Mrs. Valerie Freese'

The lowering of the flag brought down the curtains on the excitement of The Athletic Meet.



The day concluded with the encouraging words
of our Honourable Chief Guest Mr. Frank Freese who highlighted

the fact that, " sports teach us that it's good to compete, good to
achieve, good to sweat, good to get tired and thereby feel fit, fine and

rejuvenated. "

This meet leaves behind no stain in the prestigious history of The Bishop's Education
Society but opens up a doorstep for future glories to come.

THE BEST ATHLETES FOR
ALL THE CATEGORIES WERE AS FOLLOWS

1 UNDER 12 - GIRLS NAINIKA PAI THE B SHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOL, KALYANI NAGAR
2. UNDER 1 4 - GIRLS NIKITA BIRADAR THE B SHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOL, KALYANI NAGAR
3. UNDER 16 - GIRLS CHELSEA BAST THE B SHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, KALYANI NAGAR
4. ABOVE 16 - GIRLS HIBA FAQUIH THE B SHOP'S SCHOOL, CAMP
5. UNDER 12 - BOYS 1 . PRANAV PATIL THE B SHOP'S CO-ED SCHOOL, UNDRI

2.HUZEFA

BHANPURWALA THE BISHOP'S SCHOOL, CAMP
6. UNDERl4-BOYS UTKARSH PATHAK THE BISHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOL, KALYANI NAGAR
7. UNDER 16 - BOYS DENNIS RODRIGUES THE BISHOP'S SCHOOL, CAMP
B. ABOVE 16 - BOYS RYESH VENKATRAMAN THE BISHOP'S SCHOOL, CAMP

NUMBER OF EVENTS PARTICIPATED
1. CAMP 28
2. KALYANI NAGAR 52
3. UNDRI 52

TOTAL AVERAGE POINTS
1. KALYANI NAGAR 581
2. CAMP 503
3. UNDRI 178 Mr. Michael Young
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BOARDERS' NIGHT 2011.12

A function that all boarders look forward to during the year is the
Boarders' Night, a time when they are given the opportunity to showcase

their talent. This year the boarders' of the different dormitories came up with
some novel ideas and brought forward their message through various acts and

oerformances,

The programme began with an opening prayer by our principal Mr. Frank Freese. While
the choirs of the four houses made the evening melodic, the boarders were all set to

mesmerize us with their various performances. Starting with the youngest of all, the
boarders of the Lunn Dormitory put up a show entitled 'You are my fair lady'where it was very

humorous to see these young little boys dressed up as 'Little Girls' while a game was
organized forthe boarders of the Jubilee Dorm.

The famous song of all times 'Una Paloma Blanca' was brought to us by the Junior School
Choir, followed by an act 'The First Lesson' (an adaptation of the BBC SitCom - "Mind Your
Language")performed bythe boardersof New Upperand New Lowerdorm.

The moment that all boarders were waiting for had now come as the senior boys of the boarding
section were about to take the stage and entertain us with the much awaited dance
performance of the evening. The audience was enthralled to see such talent on display.

The evening's final show was brought to us by our very own teachers of the Junior and Senior
Schoolalong with the Junior College Staff. The Junior SchoolTeachers put up an item entitled
'Entertainers from the Land of Fairy Tales' where they were seen dressed up as various
characters. The Senior School and Junior College Teachers portrayed the Ethnic wear of the
various states of our country through their costume and dance.

The evenings function came to an end with a vote of thanks given by Vivek Aganrual (Vice-Head
Boy) and Akshay Pavalankar(Head Boy)The residential staff and boarders were then invited for
supper.

Savio David
Avinash Kshirsagar





BOXING (2011-12)

"Boxing beyond the premise is very complicated and filled with
conflicts that define what it means to be a boxer."

Boxing practice for the Inter-House Competition began in the month of

September. Two coaches from the Army Sports Institute helped in giving our
youngsters scientific training, House masters and all the physical training instructors

helped in coaching and maintaining discipline. The Final was held on Thursday 20th

October 2011. Major General Ajay Sexena and Mrs. Sexena were the Chief Guest and
gave away the prizes. I would like to thank and express our sincere gratitude to our

Principal, Mr. Frank Freese and Mrs. Freese for their leadership and vision in making every

event hosted by the Bishop's School a grand success. More so for keeping the spirit of boxing

alive at the school level.

The results are as follows -
1 Best Loser Sub- Junior Division Ayush Oswal

2. Best Boxer Sub-Junior Division Krishna Nag arkar

3. Best Loser J unior Division Aryan Doshi

4. Best Boxer Junior Division Jobin Varghese

5. Best Loser Senior D vision Savio David

6. Best Boxer Senior D vrsron D h i ren draraje N i m bal kar

7. Best Loser G rls Ashwini Gowd ara

B. Best Boxer G rls Priscilla Greatorex

9. Rook e of the Year (Boys) Aadish Rao

10. Rook e of the Year (Girls) Liyaan Akkalkotkar

11 Principal's Special Prize for the
Most Scientific Boxer Dennis Rodrigues

Overall results -
1st Place Bishop's House

2nd Place Harding House

3rd Place Arnould House

4th Place Mansfield House

Mr. Michael Young
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TH E BISHOP'S INVITATIONAL FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT 2011 - 2012

The Under 16 Category Finals of the Sixth Edition of The Bishop's
Invitational Football Tournament were held on Tuesday, the 2nd of August,

2011, at the Bishop's Co- Ed School, Undri, played between The Bishop's
School, Camp and The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar.

The guest of honor for this magnificent event was none other than Mr. Mandar
Tamhane, Manager of The I ndian Na-tional Football Team. Other eminent guests included

members of the Blackburn Rovers Football Club and manage-ment staff of the
Venkateshwara Hatcheries Grouo.

Frank R. Freese, The Principal of The Bishop's School, Camp and CEO and Honorary
Secretary of The Bishop's Edu-cation Society introduced the visitors to the spectators and
playing teams, afterthetraditional opening of the eventwith aword of prayer.

As the Bishop's Co-Ed School, KLN emerged winners of the tournament in this particular
division, the evening was made even more interesting with Mr, Steve Keane, Manager of The
Blackburn Rovers Football Club speaking to young footballers, giving them pearls of advice
from his depth of experience in the sport.

Mr. Mandar Tamhane, Manager of the Indian Football Team, along with Ryan Nelsen, Jason
Roberts and Morten Gamst Pedersen, players from the elite club of the English Premiership,
handed out the awards to the winners of The Bishoo's lnvitational FootballTournament.

A noteworthy mention must be made of Faizi Salim, Captain of the Under 16 team of the
Bishop's School, Camp, who was contacted by the management of the Venky's Group, who
hope to have him train with the Blackburn Rovers Foot-ball Club, at a later period of time, after
being enthralled by his attractive free flowing style of play and command overthe team.



TRIANGULAR T.2O CRICKET MEET 2012

The third edition of the T -20 Triangular Cricket Meet of the Bishop's
Education Society commenced on the 28th of February, 2012 at the St
Margaret's Cricket Field of The Bishop's School, Camp.

The opening game was played between The Bishop's co-Ed school, KLN and rhe
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri. The KLN team emerged victorious with a margin of 19

runs, The fixture between Camp and KLN was a very exciting one, which saw the KLN
team emerge victorious, once again, by three wickets.

Camp played their second fixture against the Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri and our
batsmen put up a decent score of '1 50 runs for 8 wickets. Our fielders were equally good and
managed to get the Undri batsmen out for a score of 100 runs, thus winning the game by 50
runs.

The second rounds of preliminary matches were equally exciting, and the Camp team players
took to the field with a vengeance. Playing against KLN, they put up a huge knock of 1 85 runs for
2 wickets, Akash Taneja (62 not out)and Shubham Dingane (65 not out)are definitelyworthyof a

mention, as they steered the team to a convincing victory. The KLN batsmen were scalped for a
total of 77 runs, allowing Camp to stroll into the finals with a victory margin of 108 runsl Vedant
Venkatachallam with hisfourwicket haulis anotherteam memberwho deserves recognition.

In the last game of the league stages, Camp played Undri, who put up a target of 108 runs, Our
batsmen started off rather shakily, but the middle order batsmen held on for dear life to make it
into the finals, Shreyans Gonjariwith his personal score of 40 (not out), brought some stability to
the game, after we had dropped three wickets in the opening over. Camp ultimately won the
gamewith 5wickets in hand.

The finals of the Triangular T-20 Cricket Meet 2O12were played on a bright Saturday morning.
Camp faced KLN, who won the toss and elected to bat first, The KLN batsmen were allout for
99 runs, with just 67 runs coming off the bat. The Camp team batsmen started off their innings
and completed the victory in 1 6 overs, with 5 wickets in hand.

Following the game, an award ceremony was held for the Cricketers who had performed in the
true spirit of sportsmanship right through the tournament, The individual awards were as
follows:



The Best Wicket Keeper - Shreyans Gonjari
(CamP)

The Highest Wicket Taker - Sankesh Palrecha (Undri)

The Highest Scorer - Akash Taneja (Camp)

Man of the Series - Abhinav Mitra (KLN)

Runners Up (2012) - The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar

Winners (2012) - The Bishop's School, Camp

Mr Srikrishna Pradhan
Teacher In-Charge

Cricket

*



THE ALL MAHARASHTRA ANGLO INDIAN
CISCE SCHOOLS

I NTER . SCH OOL FOOTBALL AN D BASKETBALL TOU RNAM ENT

VENUE : BARNESSCHOOL,DEVLALI

DATE : 23RDTO29THAUGUST

The Boys' Football Team:

A total of '1 1 teams participated in the tournament. In the league stage the Bishop's School,
Camp defeat-ed St. Peters, Panchgani (1 1-0); The Bishop's School, Undri (6-0); The
Bombay Scottish, Mahim (3-0) and The Bombay Scottish, Powai (5-0) but lost to Barnes
School(4-2),

On the basis of goal averagewetopped the pool with a goal score of 23.

In the semi-finals The Bishop's School, Camp beat the Hutchings School (2- 1)

ln the finals The Bishop's School, Camp beat The Bombay Scottish, Mahim (1-0) in the extra
time.

Jerry Murphy of our school was awarded the best goal-keeper award. Other players were
awardedwith gold medals and certificates.

This has been the 2nd consecutive win for The Bishop's School, Camp in this tournament. This
tournament was started in 1988. We won this tournament in 1995, '1996, 2005, 2006, 2007,
201 O and 2011 .



MIDDLE SCHOOL HINDI ELOCUTION
GoMPETITION 2011-2012

DATE : Monday 1 gth September, 201 1

VENUE : B. VV. Roberts Hall

WINNERS :

CLASS 6 First - Vidyut Ghuwalewala
Second - Udrek Dasgupta
Third - Samraj Khokar

First - Saad Modak
Second Perrin Mehta
Third - Raunaq Kalra

First - Ayushman Chopra
Second Harsh Tilak
Third - Jay Shah

CLASS 7

CLASS B

JUDGES : Mrs. Virani - Hinditeacher - The Bishop's
Co-Ed School Kalyaninagar, Mrs. S. Singh Hindi

teacher The Bishop's Co-Ed School Undri and
Mrs. M. Dhawan Hindi teacher The Bishop's
School Camp.

A brief report:

'One should respect his motherland, his culture
and his mother tongue because they are the givers
of happiness' is a statement from the Rig Veda and
respect for the National language is exactly what
the Bishop's School Camp showered on their
Motherland on 1 gth September, 201 1 .

The speakers delivered their poems with vigour
and panache. The pieces varied from humorous
poems on mobile phones to the cut-throat
competition; a touching poem on reverence to a
father, the environment, patriotism and moral
principles, The students were judged on selection
of poems, their overall delivery and their
expressions. A great deal of hard work had been
put in by both teachers and students. The judges
were full of praise for all the participants as they
admired the high level of competition. The event
went off without a single hiccup and was truly
perfect in everyway.

MrS. N. Virani MrS. S. Singh MrS. M. Dhawan

Vidyut Ghuwalewala Udrek Dasgupta

Saad Modak Perrin Mehta Raunaq Kalra

Harsh Tilak Jay ShahAyushman Chopra



INDEPENDENCE DAY

Look to horizons far...'Forward Oh! Youth, forever advancing'' The

Bishop's School, Camp reverberated with this very sentiment on August

1sth, 201 1 as a gathering of patriotic Indians sang to their hearts' content at

8:OO a.m. The Principal, Mr. Freese, the Heads of the Junior and Senior School,

staff, students, ex-students and last but not the least a wonderful and enthusiastic

group of parents extended a warm welcome to our special guests from the

Maharashtra Fellowship forthe Deaf '

Our dynamic Principal, Mr. Freese gave a warm welcome to one and all present there. He

then sent out an earnest message to all ,especially the youth to actively work towards the

betterment of our Nation. He outlined the visions and dreams of India's freedom fighters and

urged the youth to contribute to national progress in a constructive way without unnecessary

fault- finding.

An inspirational message was mimed by one of the hearing-impaired children while the teacher

present from the institute conveyed the essence of his mime.

The moment of pride arrived when our Tricolour was unfurled in all her glory on the school

terrace above the Lunn Block. The Scout Master, teachers-in-charge along with the Scout

Troop did the honours and saluted our National Flag with pride .This was followed by the

melodious rendition of the NationalAnthem.

The 64th Independence Day celebrations came to an end with a round of coffee and biscuits for

allthe guests present. This day will surely be recorded in the annals of the history of the Bishop's

School, Camp because never before had such a large number of parents or ex-students

gathered to salute and pay homage to our Motherland. Their presence in such large numbers

reaffirmed their love forthe Nation and their unflagging allegiance to the school.

Mrs. G. Mistry



INTER - CLASS QUIZ COMPETITION FOR
CLASS 6

'Knowledge is power', quoted Hobbes. The true test of this power - the
Battle of the Brains, so to speak, took place on 24th November, 201 1 in the

Harding Hall amongst the five sections of Class 6. The five teams consisted of
five members in each who vied for the winning position by putting on their thinking

caps. There were eight rounds with questions which spanned over a variety of
subjects which ranged from history and literature to current affairs. The most popular

round being Sports, left the teams and the audience experiencing the 'jack-in-the-box'
synorome.

The quizwas organized and conducted by Mrs. Samreen Sayed and Mrs. Gulnar Mistry. The
participants were well prepared and displayed an eagerness to attempt all the questions

asked. An equally enthusiastic audience was kept involved with the questions which were
bowled at them when the teams were unable to answer the questions. Moreover, there was an
aud ience q uestion asked aft er each rou nd where the win ner was awarded a prize.

The team which triumphed with 80 points was from Class 6-E. They were Neehal Sharma, Arnav
Sambhare, Raghav Sharma, AtharvaTekawade and Rohit Dabke. Class 6-B stood second with
a score of 70 points followed by Class 6-C with 50 points. Certificates were awarded to the
WinningTeam,Allinall,theeventwentoffwithoutahitchastheboysdisplayedbrilliant quizzing
talentwhich willsurelystand them in good stead.

Mrs. Samreen Sayed Mrs. Gulnar Mistry

Neehal Sharma Arnav Sambhare Raghav Sharma Atharva Tekawade Rohit Dabke



INTER - CLASS QUIZ COMPETITION FOR
CLASS 7

An exciting Inter-Class Quiz Competition took place on 22nd February
2O12in the New Hall in the B. W. Robert's building amongst the five sections of
Class 7. The five teams consisted of five members in each who vied for the winning
position by putting on their thinking caps, The rounds were varied with questions
which spanned over a variety of subjects which ranged from social studies and literature
to current affairs. The most popular rounds being the Visual Round and the Sports Round
which kept the teams alert with their eveready answers.

The quiz was organized by Mrs, Samreen Sayed and Mrs. Gulnar Mistry. The participants were
well prepared and displayed an eagerness to attempt all the questions asked. An equally
enthusiastic audience was kept involved with the questions which were bowled at them by the
Quiz Master Mr. Leslie LaRiviere. Moreover, there was an audience question asked after each
round with a chocolate for every correct answer given by the audience member,

The team which triumphed was from Class 7-D. They were Yugandhar Desai, Saptanshu Bose,
Ajay Extross, Dhruv Inamdar and Neel Parmar. The winning team was awarded a cake, Certificates
were presented to each member of the winning team. In conclusion it may be said that the event
went off without a hitch as the boys displayed brilliant quizzing talent which marked the end of
another successful and enriching quizzing event.

Mrs. Samreen Sayed Mrs. Gulnar Mistry

Ajay Extross Dhruv Inamdar Neel ParmarYugandhar Desai Saptanshu Bose



INTER . CLASS QUIZ COMPETITION FOR
CLASS 8

The Battle of the Brains, so to speak, took place on22ndFebruary,2O12
in the New Hall in the B, W, Robert's building amongst the five sections of

Class 8. The five teams consisted of five members in each who vied for the

winning position by putting on their thinking caps, The rounds were varied with

questions which spanned over a variety of subjects which ranged from social studies

and literature to current affairs. The most popular rounds being the Audio and the Visual

Rounds which kept the teams on their toes frantically trying to be the first to press the

buzzerfirst on the slightest chance of a question which was being passed,

The quiz was organized by Mrs. Ghosh Dastidar and Mrs, Sadhna Singh, The participants

were well prepared and displayed an eagerness to attempt allthe questions asked. An equally

enthusiastic audience was kept involved with the questions which were bowled at them by the

Quiz Mistress, Mrs. Singh. Moreover, there was an audience question asked after each round

which kept the audience cued in throughout.

The team which triumphed with 75 points was from Class 8-E,Theywere Shaunak Joshi, Ziyaad

Merchant, Harsh Mirani, Rahil Shah and Siddharth Sequeira. Class 8-D stood second. The

team that stood first was awarded a cake. All in all, the event went off smoothly as the boys

displayed brilliant quizzing talent,

Mrs. Ghosh Dastidar Mrs. Sadhna Singh

Shaunak Joshi Ziyaad Merchant Harsh Mirani Rahil Shah Siddharth Sequeira



REPORT ON THE J. N. PETIT DEBATE,

2011

The J. N. Petit Debate , 201 1 was held on

22nd July, 201 1 . Pranaydeep Singh and

Shardul Parab represented The Bishop's

School, Camp. A total of eighteen schools

participated. The topic placed before the

House was'social networking...,.fading
face-to-face interaction.'A three minute time

limit was allotted per student.

The first round involved a systematic
exchange of viewpoints put forward by each

speaker. The Second was the rebuttal round

and finally a round to get the audience 'up and

moving'. The Vidya Valley School were the

runaway winners. Aditya Chhetri of the

Bishop's School, Camp did us proud by

winning the Audience round.

The Camp Team A inspite of scorin g 23 points

in the written round tied with three other

schools and were eliminated by an internal tie-

breaker round. However, all three teams

thoroughly enjoyed the quiz and were quick to

answer the questions bowled at the audience

by the vivacious Quiz Master. They were gifted

pens for their prompt answers. Certificates of

Participation were awarded to the members of

all three teams.

Pranaydeep Singh Shardul Parab

PATWARDHAN DEBATE

Venue

Camp.

Date

Participating Schools

Winners

Runners Up

Best Speaker

Runner-Up Speaker

Second Runner-UP

The Bishop's School,

'1 st August , 201 '1 
.

Eleven Schools.

The Bishop's School CamP.

St. Helenas High School.

St. Helenas

Gaganjeet Singh Reen (The

Bishop's School, CamP)

Radhika Jauhari (St. MarY's

School)

A note on the debate

Euphoria gripped the contestants and the audience

as the Inter School Patwardhan Debate, one of

Pune's most prestigious debates at the school level

was about to begin. The motion before the house was

'Civil society versus the despotic government-Has

the Sleeping Dragon been aroused?' The jury

incorporated respected individuals such as Reverand

Fr. Melvin D'Souza and Mrs. Postwala, both eminent
judges at debate as well as Mass Communication and

Declamation.

Each team was represented by two speakers- one

who spoke for the motion and the other, against.

Without much ado, the much-awaited debate began.

The speakers spoke fluently and intelligently and

declamated their matter in an immaculate manner

throughout the debate. The rebuttals were prompt

and there was an array of eye-opening points of view.

In conclusion, the debate was an exhilarating

experience which left the audience with much 'food

for thought' and rounded off yet another successful

year of the Patwardhan Debate.



REPUBLIC DAY 2012

The watchwords of the mid '1930's and 1940's were 'Do or Die'.
Indeed our forefathers did do what they set out to achieve. They were
adamant to establish a government of the people, for the people and
by the people, However, this required careful planning which came by
means of the constitution of lndia which was enforced on 26th
January 1950. The Bishop's School Camp assembled at g:00 am to
commemorate this stupendous event, sixty-two years from that
memorableday.

The event began with the beating of the drum and the inaugural March
by the student council, This was followed by the rendition of the soul-
stirring poem, 'where The Mind ls without Fear' by the Head Girl. The
hymn 'l Vow To Thee My country' was belted out with patriotic fervor by
one and all present there. The Headmaster put in a word of prayer for all
our present- day politicians, He asked the Almighty to grant these
leaders 'wisdom And Mercy'. Mrs. Kale then led the congregation in
the school Prayer followed by the Head Boy, Viraj shelatkar proudly
leading the school in The Pledge. The unfurring of the Tricolour was
carried out with military precision by the scout Troop as everyone sang
the NationalAnthem to honour ourwonderful countrv.

Our Principal, Mr. Freese addressed the gathering by recounting the trials and tribulations our
forefather's went through in orderto draft one of the world's best constitutions. He commented on
Nehru's famous speech which spoke about 'lndia's tryst with destiny',He applauded the efforts of
the earliest Drafting Committee headed by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar which was the prime factor
responsible for making India a Democratic Republic, Mr. Freese inspired every single individual
present to throw corruption out of the country. The students were inspired to wipe the slate of the
country clean so that India can rise and shine high above all nations in the world.

The highlight of the morning was when Aishwarya Hoonur,a student of the Junior College stood in
front of the entire gathering and sang 'Ma Tujhe Salaam' in true acapella style, Her
powerfuland melodious voice left the students dumbfounded and the adults with
tears in their eyes as her voice touched each one deeply. This was followed by a
short prayer in memory of those who lost their lives on 2sth January 2012 due to
the recklessness of a single bus driver. The morning ended with all the parents
and ex-students being invited for a hot inviting cup of tea and biscuits while each
student from Classes I to Class Xll were given a fruit drink with a packet of
biscuits.

Mrs. Gulnar Mistry



SENIOR SCHOOL AND JUNIOR COLLEGE
coNcERT20l 1

saturday, 19th November, 201 1 was ear-marked as a'Red Letterday' in
the calendar of rhe Bishop's school, camp. The annual concert 'A Tale of
Two Eras' directed by Ms. Yasmin Chagla left ihe audience glued to their seats
and simply spell-bound. The entire play pivoted around the protagonist
Muhammad Bin Tughlaq played by Tarun Chand. lt reflected an era which displayeo
India's glorious past pitted against the prevalent times. The common vein which echoed
throughout the eras viz: the present and the past was the corruption in the political arena
which triumphed then as is an evil in today's day and age too. The vicious cycle of the past
reflected in the presentwas the crux of the play.

The cast portrayed their characters with perfection, The grandeur and
flamboyance of an age gone by was captured suitably with the magnificent
backdrops, stage setting and rich costumes which the actors donned with
ease. The dances and songs were wonderfully executed and left the audience
gasping for more.

'A Tale of rwo Eras' is indeed another feather in the cap for The Bishop,s
School, Camp. Kudos to the cast and crew!

Mrs. Gulnar Mistry





QUIZ

DATE

VENUE

PARTICIPANTS

TEAM 1-

COMPETITION JIGYASA

| z8th and 29th July 201 1.

: Symbiosis Management Institute, Khadki.

: HE BISHOP'S SCHOOL, CAMP.

Shreyans Sheth - Class 10-B
Ravish Mehta - Class 10-C
Krishna Mirpuri - Class 10-D

Rajat Pungalia - Class 9-E
Soham Merchant - Class 9-D
ShagunNevatia - Class 9-B

TEAM 2-

A Brief Report
The students of the Bishop's School, Camp participated in the Quiz Competition Jigyasa
hosted by the Symbiosis Management Institute, Khadki. The teams qualified for the semi-final
round as they were well prepared. Unfortunately, they did not qualify for the finals as the last
round was based on Economics and Finance, a rather unfamiliar terrain for our Senior School
boys ,However, the entire experience was overall an educative one which instilled a spirit of
quizzing in them.

Shreyans Sheth
X-B

Rajat Pungalia
IX-E

Ravish Mehta
X.C

Soham Merchant
IX. D

Krishna Mirpuri
X-D

Shagun Nevatia
IX-B



TEACH ERS' DAY CELEBRATION

The Principal, CEO and Honorary Secretary of the Bishop's
Educational Society Mr. Frank Freese organized a staff excursion to

Lavasa on the occasion of Teacher's Day.

The staff of all three Bishop's Schools boarded the buses with zest. The journey

was pleasant and picturesque right through, The ride was enjoyed by one and all with
much singing and merriment as the fresh mountain air sent an exhilarating thrill

through the jolly bunch. The staff , in the truest sense let their hair down as they
experienced a much-needed respite.

A hot cup of tea welcomed the teachers on reaching Lavasa. Col, Nikkam enlightened an

eager audience on the dream city. The staff was grouped into twenty member teams. Each

team was allotted with a team colour which was proudly displayed with an array o'f vibrantly
coloured scarves donned by each member. The teams were then directed to various vantage
points where a splendid variety of corporate games were played. These games were so exciting
that they simply transported the staff back to their childhood days.

The hectic fun and frolic led to one and all feeling ravenous and the sight of the scrumptious meal

had everyone drooling! The banquet was enjoyed by everyone at leisure.

The trip culminated on a very happy note as the merry troupe returned feeling suitably refreshed
and ready to face the challenges of the new term. The staff are indeed extremely thankful to Mr.

Freese for organ izi n g such a memorab le Teachers' Day Bonan za.f hankyou Si r!

Mrs. V. Gaikwad



MODERN WORLD DEBATES

The Bishop's Junior College took part in the 'Modern World

Debates' organized by The Modern School, Dubai held from February

5th 2012 to February 7th 2OQ.fhe Bishop's Junior College team consisted

of Yashaswi Shukla and Suyash Jha. The duo were accompanied by Ms. Yasmin

Chagla.

The Competition started on 5th February with sixteen teams competing from different

countries, lt was an international debate held in the British Parliamentary style. The

Debate began with a preliminary round of a set of four debates. The Bishop's team was

fortunate to get the first proposition i.e, the opening government position. The first round

acquainted the team with the British Parliamentary system and helped them to produce a

better debate in the subsequent rounds.

The Adjudication Panel was composed of highly qualified adjudicators from eight different

countries whose valuable feedback was extremely elaborate and constructive. lt was this

precious feedback which enabled our young gentlemen to do well in this competition.

The entire theme of the Debate was purely intellectual and the analysis left no room for rhetoric

and assertion. The topics were varied, For instance, 'This house would televise criminal trials' or

'This house would remove all restrictions on immigration. Through the course of these debates

our team learnt the importance of logic, reasoning, analysis, substantiation, causation and

structure in debating.

After a very good performance at the debates, the Bishop's Boys finished fifth in the

competition. Two other Indian schools which participated were the Doon School, Dehradun

and Sri Ram College, Delhi. The top fourteams to reach the semi-finals were from the U,A.E. of

which Jumeirah Collegewent on towin the debate.

In all, it was a thrilling experience and most of all highly educational, The exposure to the quality

of debating, the new friendships which were forged, the critiques of the judges and the strive to

bring out the truth in the stances of the debators opened several new

avenues for the team. The team returned home with a lot of experience and

more confidence, lt was indeed an exceptional experience as the skills

acquired did not apply solely to debating but to almost every pursuit,

rendering the trip very enriching in every aspect,

Ms. Yasmin Ghagla



THEKURUP DEBATE

The Kurup Debate held at Saint M ary's School has always been
an event to look forward to. This year was no different as
Yashdeep Khanuja and Aditya Chhetri of the Bishop's School,
Camp ensued in a heated debate on the topic for the day',
Corruption-free India is a dream that can be realized.'

The Chief guest for this prestigious event was Dr. V. Menon. Our
boys put up a convincing front and stood their ground with
utmost dignity. They were indeed privileged as they received
some useful, thought-provoking knowledge nuggets on ways of
improving their public-speaking skills by Dr. Menon. Yashdeep Khanuja Aditya Chhetri

TREE PLANTATION DRIVE - SUPW PROJECT FOR CLASSX
-A AND X- B

Ovid once quoted, 'There is God within us, and we glow when He
stirs us' . This statement couldn't be more true in reference to the
Class X students of sections A and B and Staff who made their
way by the school bus to The Bishop's School, Undri at B:30 am
on Saturday gth July, 201 1 for a Tree-Plantation Drive. The
Project was geared to instill a spirit of social and environmental
awareness and encourage the boys to do their bit for Mother
Nature, which they more than often take for granted.

Mr. Satish Phalke, the Technical Assistant helped in identifying
the site and the appropriate species to be planted. The boys
leapt into action under the watchful eye of the teachers and
planted a total of Thirty - two trees. TWenty nine Ashoka saplings
and two Jamun saplings were sown next to the Tennis Court. Five
Jamun saplings, five Tamarind saplings, eighteen Pitodia and
two Bauhaenia saplings were planted in the private parking area.
The students truly shared a'fruitful' experience-one which will
always bring back fond memories.

The Bishop's School, Camp 'Green Finger' team boarded the
bus at 1 1:45 a.m with a renewed sense of fulfillment as they had a
wonderful time in awakening the 'God' within themselves and
glowing in 'His' warmth as Ovid so aptly put it.

Mr. Kanoiiya Mrs. Gulnar Mistry



VISIT TO S. KOREA ,STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM, 24TH . 31ST MAY 2012

This Student Exchange Program
between The Bishop's School, Pune
and Neungin Middle School, Daegu
was the first of its kind in that the 1B

students had to stay with Korean
families throughout the program. Some
students had been corresponding with
their Korean pals before they met, but
for most it was a whole new experience.

On arrival at Incheon Airport on 23rd
May 6 am(local time), we were received
by Ms Rae Young Kim (Suseong District
Office). Daegu is about 300 kms south
from Seoul.

There was a huge crowd waiting as our
bus entered 'Neungin Middle School',
Students with placards, welcome
banners. A very warm welcome! We
had lunch in the school dining hall, then
followed the Welcome Ceremony.

The formal agreement was signed the
next day where the Mayor of Suseong
District, Mr. Lee Jin Hoon along with
other dignitaries was present. Our visit
was being covered by local TV channel,
KBS. This program was telecast on
28th May.

In the next few days, visits were
arranged to Yeungnam University,
Kimhae historic site, Haeinsa temple,
Cheongdo district, Roman Catholic
Church, Donghwasa temple, E world
Amusement park, Colonel Nayar

monument, EXCO.

Our students also attended a few
classes, English, Music, Yoga, played
football and participated in 'Tug of war'
on their Sports Day.

'Neungin Middle school' is a Buddhist
school established in 1939. lt has about
1100 students. lt is a vernacular
medium school, in that, all subjects are
taught in Korean, except 'English'.

It took us time to get accustomed to the
new flavours of the 'Traditional Korean
meal' that we had almost everyday.
Eventually, few of our boys had learned
to use chopsticks as well! We also
learned some Korean - 'Anniyo' - Hello,
Anniyo kaseyo goodbye, Khamsa
Hamnida - Thankyou.

Our students were very well looked
after by their 'homestay' families, who
took them shopping and sightseeing,
bonding with them, so much so, that
few 'mothers' were sobbing when it
was time to bid farewell.

What touched us most was the
hospitality offered and all the effort
taken to make our stay comfortable.

It was an experience of a lifetime for us
teachers and students and we are
looking forward to our Korean friends'
visit. A golden opportunity given to us

by our dear Principal, Mr. Frank Freese!

Mr. A. Eates

Mrs. U. Choudhury



THE MI FOUR QUIZ REPORT

The team from The Bishop's School, Pune for the Ml Four (Multiple Intelligence) Quiz comprised Vinay

Jagadeesh, the Indian history and culture specialist from 8 - A, Sankalp Sangle, the Academics specialist

from 9 - B, Om Rasal, the Sports specialist also from 8 - A and Kaushal Kishore, the Pop culture specialist

from9-A.

We left for Mumbai, where the shoot of the show was to be held, on 29th August, 2012. We were

accommodated in Landmark Asia Apartments. The next day was the shoot. We competed against Ryan

International School, St. Kabir's (Drive-in-Old) School and Jasudben Public School, all from the West

Zone.ltwas atough fight andwe couldn't make ittothe next round. We acceptthe loss but lookforward to
victories in the future.

Mr. Pradhan, our librarian, accompanied us throughout the journey and we thank him for the same. We

thank Ml Four, our Principal Mr. F. Freese, our Headmaster Mr. J. Edwin, and allthe other peoplewho gave

us the golden opportunity of representing the school in the show which was a fabulous experience for us.

Itwas amazing to see how shooting is done and what lies behind the scenes.

Toconclude,lwould liketo add thatthe show, MlFourQuiz, willbe broadcasted on ZeeLearnTVchannel,
to be launched soon.

Kaushal Kishore
9-A



WORDMATCH

I was thrilled when our teacher Mr. Pradhan informed Gaurav Thakkar and l, that we were chosen by our

school teachers for a televised English Championship called' Wordmatch''

On September 26th at about 6:00 am we left for Mumbai by a Shivneri bus and reached by about 9:30 am.

The shoot was at the famous RK studios in Chembur.

The crew informed us that we were placed in the third episode which would take a long time' I had taken

my ipod and a book to keep myself occupied, After waiting for long our shoot finally took place. The set

was outstanding. The host of the show was KC Shankar. The competition was contested between 3

teams from all over India. Each episode had a different theme. Our theme was on the famous poet and

writer premchand. The show started. Our team was nervous. There were four rounds which were as

follows -

1. The first round was called 'Lost in translation' in which we had to translate Hindiwords into English'

Thiswas abuzzer round.

2. The second round was called 'The grammar game' in which they asked us to correct the sentences,

fill in the blanks and unjumblethe sentences'

3, The third round was called 'What's the right word?' They would give us 3 clues by the help of which we

would guess it, The lesserthe clueswewould need , morethe pointswould be earned'

4. The last round was called 'spellathon'. Ten spellings would be asked and as it was abuzzer round

whoever pressed it the fastest, won.

At the end of the rounds our school stood first with 300 points and qualified forthe quarterfinals' Wewere

thrilledwith ourperformance, Since myparentswerealso in Mumbai, we returned homewiththem.

The organisers called us again to compete in the quarter finals at the same venue on October 4th' We

reached Mumbai once again by Shivneri bus. This experience was different because they made us wait for

lesser time than the last visit.

The shooting started and all the rounds were the same except for the grammar game in which another

jumbled sentence and incorrect sentence were added and the fill in the blanks were removed. Sadly, our

team lost due to some silly errors, But the margin of points between the the winning team and us, was only

10 points.

We hope to do better next time, but none the less it was a great experience and we thank our Headmaster

forthe arrangements of transport and food'



THE BUSY ROAD

The road near my house is always busy. vehicles like cars, buses, scooters and
trucks pass on it every day. There is a signal at one end of the road, when it
shows 'red' allthe vehicles stop and people can cross the roao.

One day, a Maruticar broke down in the middle of the road. Allthe othercars had
to stop so allthe drivers were angry.

They kept on blowing their horns. Finally, a crane came and towed it away. All
the vehicles started moving again, I witness scenes of this sort very often on this
busy road,
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THE PET FAIRY BOOK

Fairies, do exist, my friend, Let me share a secret with you all, one day my
mother got a 'Pet Fairy Book' for me. she said, 'This is a magical book'. lf
you complete reading the book, the next morning you willget a pet!" yes a
pet fairy will come into my room and leave a pet by my pillow. I knew it
wasn't true. There is no such thing as a 'pet Fairy', I knew the litile secret of
hers. she justwanted meto practice reading. Anyway lfulfilled herwish - 'l
read the book'. But you know what? she wasn't lying. There was a cute
little puppy by my bedside when I woke up the next morning. I knew it
wasn't the pet fairy, who brought the pet. I knew she never came. But the
one who kept the puppy by my bedside was a fairy. . . .

Thankyou Mum!

Anshuman Pati
1B



MYADVENTURETRIP

Once, I pestered my parents to take us out on a trip for I

see other children going camping and fishing. I wanted to

do the same.

One day, during my Christmas vacations my parents took
my brother and me to Panchgani. My father parked the

car in the parking lot and took us trekking upto the table

land. We even saw different sights from a telescope. We

went to a cave where there was no light. We found our

path with the help of a torch. My mother showed us the

boarding schools. I ate plenty of strawberries.

On our way back we saw the strawberry farms where I ate

a lot of strawberries. I enjoyed my trip very much.

Hussain A. Kachwala
'1 -C

Anshul Satav
t-c

MYFAVOURITEGAME

Though I am a little boy
I don't like to play with toys.
I just take my racquet and Play
A game of tennis every day.

My favourite player is Rafael Nadal

He is more than six feet tall.

I want to be the same one day
And win every game on grass or clay.

Trophies, medals, cheers loud

My country I will make proud.

AVISITTO GOA

I went to Goa by car with my parents, We stayed for one night in Kolhapur. Next

morning we started for Goa and reached in the evening. We stayed at Vasco Guest

House. We went to Bogmalo beach to see the sunset' Next day we went
to see some more beaches. We also

went by boat to see dolphins. We saw

Colva beach and St. Xavier church. I

saw a Fish Aquarium and The Ghost
House. Finally my holidays were

over and I had to come back to
Pune but lwas feeling haPPY and

W 
refreshed

Prakhar Rai
I.D
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Aryan A. Mukhedkar
I-E

Jaiveer Sabharwal
t-E

Viraj Mhetre
t-E

Pranav Huddedar
t-B

ILOVE MYPUNE

I live in Pune. lt is a lovely place to live in. lt is aclean and beautiful
place. lt has nice weather. lt has many nice places to visit. The
famous Shaniwarwada, Sinhagad Fort is in Pune. Most of the
people living in Pune speak Marathi. Pune is famous for the
Ganpati Festival.

MY FAVOURITE SPORTS

My favourite sport is Cricket. Sachin Tendulkar is my favourite
player. When I grow up I also want to become a crickete r and play
for the Pune team and become the Captain of Team India one day.

MY FAVOURITE GAME - CRICKET

There are many games I like, but I like to play cricket very much.
To play cricket we need a bat, a ball and six stumps.
My favou rite cricket player is Virat Kohli.
At home, fil!,cousins, my friends and ll play cricket every day.

MYTRIP TO TARKARLI

Tarkarli is in the Konkan area, with beautiful beaches, red soil and tall,
big coconut, mango, jackfruit and kokam trees.

Being in the coastal area, there is heavy rainfall,
so the roofs of the houses are sloping. Due to
the heavy rainfall and the sea nearby, the staple
food of the people is rice and fish.

For the first time, I saw how a calm
river flows into aroaring sea.

Also, I had a wonderful experience of
snorkeling, where I put my face under
water and saw beautiful fishes like
zebra fish, rabbit fish, butterfly fish
and many different aquatic plants.

I had a lot of fun at the beaches and I

am looking fonruard to my next trip.



ZYFN IN FINLAND

lwent to Finland in October, 201 l with my parents. Finland was

cold. I enjoyed many activities there like skiing, A.T.V Ride, Husky

ride and horseback riding. lwent skiing in a snow tunnel and I

liked the downhill slopes. lwent for the A.T.V Ride with my dad

and I got the chance to wear a special red and black suit. Forthe
Husky Ride we went to a special farm that had 76 huskies. We

took a ride on the Husky Mercedes that was pulled by 1 0 huskies.

The name of my husky was Batman. My favourite meal of the day

was breakfast. Every day I had 6 slices of ham, 2 slices of toast with butter and jam, 2

biscuits and2 donuts. I visited cities like Sotkamo, Kuhmo, Vuokatti, Katin Kulta and

Kajaani. My favourite restaurant was in Sotkamo called "Murunen", I really enjoyed

mytime at Finland, lt was a lot of fun!

Zyfn Kothawala
t-A

Jainil Telesara
t-A

MYREDTOYCAR

I have a beautiful red toy car.lt has four wheels and two doors. lt

has two big headlights. My father gave it to me as a gift on my

birthday. lt is my favourite toy. lt runs on battery and plays soft

music when it moves. My car is remote controlled. Using the

remote control, I can move the car backward and forward, open

its doors and switch on its headlights. My car can run at a very

high speed. My friends love to play with my car. They say that
it's the fastest toy car they have ever

seen. I take good care of my car and

after playing with it, I keep it safely in
my cupboard.

MY FAVOU RITE LORD GAN ESHA

I like Lord Ganesha very much. We bring Lord Ganesha into

our homes. We have Ganesha's photo hung on the wall. My

mother does Lord Ganesha Aarti everyday and my little
brother claps,

I enjoy the Ganesha festival.
It comes in September, We

have Drawing and Dance
Competitions in our Club

Prathmesh More
t-A

house during the Ganesh Festival. I also like to eat

Modak.

Ganesh looks after all children. My mother tells me I

was born in the month of September when the festival

of Ganesh is celebrated, so I have big ears like Ganesh and am quite proud of it.



MYTRIPTO RAJASTHAN

During the last vacation, I went to Rajasthan with my
parents. First, we went to Mount Abu which is located in

Aravali range of mountains. There we saw the famous
DelwaraJain Temple which was built 1000 years ago, Nakki
Lake and the Sunset Point. I also went fo r ahorse ride. From

Nisarq Juthani there, we went to see the beautiful Jain Temple at Ranakpur

ff _ n which has many marble pillarswith lovely carvings. Then we
went to Haldighate where
Maharana Pratap fought a

battle against the Mughal emperor Akbar. The name
Haldighate is so because colour of the soil is like
Haldi (turmeric). The famous horse Chetak died in

this battle but he saved his master Mah arana
Pratap's life. Our next destination was Udaipur.
There we saw the City Palace, Lake Pichola
Saheliyon Ki Bari and took a boat ride in the
Fateh Sagar Lake. We also saw the
Light and Sound show on the
history of Mewar. On the last day
of our trip, we went to Chittorgarh
Fort where we saw Rani Padmini's
palace and the great Saint Mirabai's
temple.

It was a very memorable trip.

VALUEOFTREES

Trees are very usefulto man. They support life of living things. Trees
are needed for making paper, furniture and houses, They give out
oxygen for the use of living beings and make the air fresh and clean.
Trees make the surroundings beautiful. They are the homes for birds,

animals and snakes. Trees prevent floods and drought.

But man has cut down trees in large numbers. Man has
not realized the importance of trees. Man can live a

happy life only if he plants more
trees.

Why don't you help in
planting a tree tod ay?

Dhruv Sadhale
ll -A i
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MYWONDERFULPETS

lhave four lovely love birds. Their names are Dixie, Doxy, Pixy
and Poxy. lthink that they are the most beautiful and colourful
birds in the world. They keep on chirping throughout the day
and when it is dark they become quiet and calm. In the month of
December Pixy laid five eggs. She hatched those eggs by sitting
on them continuously for twenty days without moving. On 1 st of
January an egg hatched and a small cute bird came out, lt was
as small as an eraser. I was am azed to see that bird growing
almost half the mother's size in just ten days. Soon the other
eggs also hatched, which made me very excited and happy.

Siddhant Alagannawar
r-c

MY FAVOURITE ANI MAL - THE ELEPHANT

My favourite animal is the elephant. The elephant is one of
the largest animals and the strongest too. lt is a strange
looking animal, with its thick legs, huge back, large flat
flapping ears, short tail, little eyes, long white tusks and a

long nose called a trunk. Elephants look very heavy but they
can move very quickly. Elephants are found in lndia and
Africa. The elephant is a very intelligent animal. lt can carry
heavy loads with the help of its trunk. lt eats leaves of trees.
They live in herds in the jungle.

I like elephants very much.

Pranav Reddy
il-B

Prathamesh Kawoor
il-c

ANIGHTMARE

One night I was standing on my balcony looking at the sky
covered with stars and a full moon. Just then I saw a big bright
light in the sky. The light was coming closer and closer and it
stopped close to my house. lt looked like a spaceship. Just then
a door opened and two strange aliens came out. They had big
ears like a rabbit and their skin was like a frog. I was very
frightened and lstarted running but the aliens saw me and
started chasing me. ldidn't know where lwas running. I lost
track of my house also. Suddenly lfell into a big pit. lopened my
eyes with all my courage slowly and looked around. I was on my
bed covered with my blanket. I realized it was just a dream.

What a nightmare!



I

Krish Gosain
il-c

Laksh Solanki
ll D

Anargha Ganguly
il-D

MYTRIPTO DUBAI

During my winte r vacation, I went to Dubai.

It is one of the seven emirates of U.A.E.

Dubai is famous for its huge shopping malls

and gold. I saw many palm trees and

beautiful flowers growing in Dubai.

I also saw the tallest building in the world
Burj Khalifa. lwent for acruise dinner on the creek. The next day I

went for a Desert Safari and enjoyed the ride on the sand-dunes.
Next, ltookthe Metro and visited the mall of Emirates. Here lwent
to the Snow Parkwhere I enjoyed playing with snow-balls and even

tried skiing. Lastly, lvisited Palm lslands which is in the shape of
palm trees.

I had an am azing trip and given a chance, lwould love to visit Dubai

again.

MYTRIPTO HYDERABAD

lwent to Hyderabad bytrain. lvisited many places. First, lwent to
Snow World. There I played with snow. I saw a cartoon character
whose name was Mickey Mouse. Then we

went to the film city. In the Snow World, I

went on a slide made of snow. I rode on it. lt

was am azing. I went down the snow very
fast. Then we went to a zoo. First we saw
lions. The papa lion roared loudly and we
were frightened. Then we saw an alligator.

There were many birds of various colours
and sizes in big cages. Then we even saw a
leopard and bears in their cages. We were feeling very tired so went
back to our rooms. I would like to go to Hyd erabad again next year.

MYPETDOG

I have a pet dog. He is cute and furry, so I have named him fluffy, His

fur is golden brown in colour and feels soft like

silk. He stays in a small kennel in my garden.

He safe guards our house against thieves. He

is the most adorable pet in my whole
neighbourhood. He bids me good bye when I

go to school in the morning by saying "woof,

woof ". He wags his tail to welcome me when I

come back from school in the afternoon.
During the weekend my brother and I love
playing ball with him. I love my pet very much.



MYFAVOURITEGAME

My favourite game is Chess. There are fifty six black and white

squares on the chess board. In the game of chess onlytwo people

can play at a time.

Each player has sixteen pieces to move, In

chess language we call the Elephant-

rock, Horse-Knight, Camel-Bishop and

Soldier-Pawn.

The more you play chess the more You

learn about the game. Chess is an

intelligent game. lt improves our thinking
power. I like to play chess very much.

MYTRIPTOGOA

Last winter I went to Goa. I was very excited. When we reached the

hotel room I went to the balcony and was thrilled to see the am azing

scenery. We visited many beaches Miramar, Colva, Palolem,

Calangute, ?nd Anjuna. I liked the Palolem beach because of the

coconut plantation and white sand. I enjoyed swimming in the sea.

My parents and l made a sand castle on the beach. I collected many

shells to bring back home. We took a cruise also. There was lots of

food and disco music. We also visited some famous temples and

ch u rches.

I enjoyed my trip very much and will remember it forever because

this coastal land has it all, FUn, Sun, Sand, and Beaches.

MY FAVOURITE BI RTH DAY GI FT

It was on Friday 23rd December. I was happy as it was my birthday I

was waiting for my birthday gift. In the evening I had my birthday

party on the terrace. All my friends enjoyed themselves at the party

but I was still waiting for my birthday gift. Suddenly Santa Claus

came in through the terrace and gave me a gift, lt was a remote

control car. Eventually it was a surprise from my

mother and brother. I didn't
imagine that my mother
would get me what I wanted. I

play with my remote control
car daily. lt is the best birthdaY

gift I received and thanked mY

mother very much.

Numan
tl

Goyal
D

Namit Kale
ll D

Dhur H ora
ilD



Geet Singh
ilD

I nter -Class Qu tz Competition

We all love quizzes. I was very excited when our class
teacher Mrs. Tinw alatold us about the quiz. I was selected
with my friend Aryan. My teacher prepared me well for the
quiz through mock rounds. Very soon the big d ay arrived.
We were very happy but also a little nervous. We were
taken on stage. The first round was a trial round. lt was the
memory round. The teacher showed us
the pictures and we had to remember
them. We got one minute to list down
all the things we had seen. We also
had a round in which we had to M

identify the games. I really enjoyed
that round. There was also a Rapid
Fire Round in which our teachers
asked us many questions. We
stood second in this quiz. lt was a
very enjoyable experience. I hope
next year too I will be selected for
the quiz.

A Lovely Winter Break

I spent my winter holidays at my uncle's place in
Dubai. My uncle has a villa with a garden, where I

used play with both my cousins. What I loved the
most about Dubai were the roads and the lovely
cars. I saw my favourite cars like BuggatiVeyron and
Ferrari. I saw the Aquarium at the Dubai Mall, which
had glass tunnels through which we walked. The
fishes swam on the other side of the tunnel making
us feel as if we were walking through the sea. Then
we saw the tallest building, Burj Khalifa. We went on

Ruteparna Ambedkar
ilE

the 1 24th floor. we went to 'Ski Dubai'which is world of lce created in a Mall.
we played in the snow and took afew rides. ourtoes and fingers were frozen
within a short time. Kidzania was another interesting place, where we could
work in different professions and earn money. we could be a pilot, a fire-
fighter or even a doctor. Another place that I liked at the Mall of Emirates was
the Rock climbing and the Ropeway Mania. we went to a Desert safari as
well. we hadcrazy rides along the sand dunes in our jeep, I had a lovelytime
in Dubai.



AVISITTO GOA

Once, during my Diwali vacation we planned to go to Goa. We started our trip in the

morning. We had decided to go by our car. I was very thrilled on the evening, before our

journey. Wewent on the Pune-Bangalore highway. The roadswere sometimes smooth

and sometimes bumpy. Therewere many placeswe stopped at, along theway.

When we had reached Goa, we stayed at a place called Margoa. Goa is a beautiful

place with many churches and many beaches, Some churches were big and some

were small. The people of Goa are very friendly and holy. We visited the most famous

church of Goa St. Francis Xavier's church. The church was very big. Panjim is the

capital of Goa. We went to Panjim and Mapusato do some shopping.

I enjoyed my stay in Goa and I wish I can go there again.

Jason D. Pereira
ilr -c

Awadhoot Khutwad
lll-A

MY FATHER'S VISITTO ANTARCTICA

My father left for Antarctica on th e 2'1 st of November, 201 0.

He started his journey by train from Pune to Goa. From Goa

he flew to South Africa where he boarded a special plane

made bythe Russianswhich could land on ice.

He went to the Indian Research Station called Maitri. He

spent fifteen months there, Through this time, he did a lot of

scientific work. Apart from work, he saw various natural

effects like auroras, blizzards, whiteouts, ice bergs, ice

caves and the frozen sea. He also saw a few species of

wildlife like penguins, seals and skuas.

He came back with many wonderful memories together

with photographs and videos of Antarctica. I am very proud

of my father - Ashok Khutwad.
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Kanishk Hegde
ilE

MYHOLIDAYIN GOA

This winter holiday, I went to Goa with my cousins. We
had a lot of fun on the beach making sand castles and
collecting colourful shells. We enjoyed many rides on the
jet-ski and motor boat, We also had a bit of a scare when
our boat turned as the sea was rough. Luckily, we were
saved by the lifeguards. We also went for a walk on the
beach and found many starfish and crabs. We ate a lot of
seafood and I enjoyed the prawns the most. lwish I could
have stayed for a few days more. I hope I can go back to
Goa once again for my next holiday.

Arnav Daga
ilE

WI NTER VACATION I N AH M EDABAD

On the first day of my holiday, I took the train from Pune to
Ahmedabad. I reached the next morning. My
grandparents had come to receive me at the station. The
next day we visited my grandfather's paper factory. The
factory made craft paper from waste paper. The
machines were very big. I also visited Gandhinagar and
the Kankariya Lake. The next day I went to Kids City.
There were small built ups models of a hospital, police-
station, fire-station, Science Centre, Bank, l. T. Centre,
Theatres and many other things. The genileman
explained everything to us. I wore different costumes
and had a lovely time, I enjoyed my trip to Ahmedabad
and hope to go there again soon.
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ATRIPTOSINHAGAD FORT

On January 16th 2010 | had gone to Sinhagad Fort, the fort of Shivaji. lt was very
beautiful. Sinhagad or the Lion's Fort is a fortress located 3Okm southwest of Pune.
Thefort has been the site of many battles, most notablythe battle of Sinhagad in1670.
It is located on an isolated cliff off the Bhuleshwar range of the Sahyadri Mountains, on
a hill 1 31 2 meters above sea level.

I started my trip at 9am. We went by car to the bus station. When the bus arrived we
boarded and went to Sinhagad Fort. Upon reaching the foothills of the fort we took a
van and went up 26km to reach the too.

Upon reaching the fort we bought tickets and went inside. We entered a huge gate
and had to climb many steps to reach the fort. I saw many kinds of trees and flowers.
There were also some caves. lt was very foggy and misty at times. Then we went a
little further inside and I noticed a pond. On it was written 'Be careful of Leopards'
because they used to come and drink water at this pond. Then we sat on a rock and
had a quick snack and then continued exploring.

At lunch time we ate at a small restaurant inside the fort. Then we reached the locatron
of the fort from where, soldiers used to shoot their enemies, I also saw a beautiful
temple in the valley which was made of gold. lt was getting late and
time to leave. We drank some hot tea to keep warm and then set out
forhome. When lreached lhad dinnerand had agood sleep as lwas
q u ite tired .

I liked my trip very much and would like to visit the Sinhagad Fort
again but with some of my friends. lt is a very historical, beautiful and
interesting site.

Akaashdeep Singh
ilt -B

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION IN SCHOOL

It was a bright morning of December 1Oth when our class teacher took us to the
school playground. We saw afew children enacting the birth of Jesus Christ. Many
children were dressed in different costumes, in the play. They were dressed as
kings, shepherds and angels. Two of them represented Mary and Joseph. Afterthe
play was over we saw Santa Claus coming in a green jeep. We were very happy
and eager to shake hands with him. He gave all of us chocolates. Once we
finished meeting Santa we returned to our respective classrooms
where we celebrated and had a Christmas party. Our class teacher

distributed many eatables - some rasogollas, wafers,
samosas, sandwiches and juice. All of us enjoyed
eating these delicious snacks. When we finished
eating we thanked our class teacher, wished her a

MERRY CHRISTMAS in advance and returned home
happily to enjoy our winter holidays,

Abhinav Banerjee
ilt B
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Tushar N.

ilt B

SAVEYOUR ENVIRONMENT

D-l-Y Compost (Do lt Yourself)

At home with the help of your parents, find a spot to make a
compost pile.

Compost is a way to turn dead leaves and plants and even

kitchen scraps into rich "power dirt" instead of putting it in the
garbage,

Compost is simply decomposed organic material which can be

plant or animal matter.

Every few weeks, add a little water to the pile and mix it all up. In

a few months it will look like soil and act like a fertilizer for your

lawn or garden.

Keep your compost damp. As you add more material make

sure it is moist,

When you mow your grass, keep grass clippings on the lawn.

It's good for the lawn.

Avoid using pesticides material.

Composting is an important way to recycle and can be done at

home. AlSo, it is an easy way to reduce the amount of garbage.

MYDREAM CAR

I love cars very much, I always collect pictures and

logos of cars from newspapers. I have made a slam

book of cars in which pictures of different types of
cars and their details are written. I always dream of

designing my own car which can be folded and will

take lesser parking space. lt can be used on land,

water and in the air too.

A car which will be automatic and will not need
petrol, fuel or diesel or any other substitute to
work. A car which will stop on its own as and

when required. Each and every person will

have all the travelling comforts which
other cars don't have, This will be my

dream car which will not pollute the
environment and every person will ffi" a.

desire to have one. The name of my

car will be "Dev's Dream Car" .

Dev Oswal
III-C



MY FAVOURITE FESTIVAL

lndia is a land of festivals. We celebrate many

throughout the year. Every festival has its own charm.

festivals, Rang Panchami happens to be my favourite.

It is a festival of colours that falls on the 5th day after full moon in

phalguna (M aralhi Month). lt is celebrated with vibrant colours.

These colours of joywash awaythe evil in our hearts and fill our

hearts with the colour of love.

It is said that Lord Krishna used to enjoy Rang Panchmi with all

his'gopis'. lt gives me a chance to enjoy playing with colours

and water balloons with my friends. After playing with colours, I

enjoy eating delicious sweets made by my mother.

This is the only festival without any rules or regulations. This is

what makes it my favourite festival.
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Eshan S. Surnis
lll-D
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Varun Limaye
lll-A

MY HOBBY

llove birds and animals very much. My hobby is to watch

birds.

Every morning, I get up early and go to the trees in front of

my house. I see many birds like kites, crows, sparrowS,

parrots, kingfishers and bulbuls. lobserve them with

binoculars. l observe their movements like how they fly and

how they carry their food. A weaver bird has built its nest

near my house. Once, a pigeon built its nest on my terrace.

There were three eggs in it. Both the father and the mother

pigeon used to take turns to sit on the eggs.After a few

days, the eggs hatched and chicks came out. I used to give

them rice grains every day. The babies looked very cute.

llove bird watching a lot and always imagine that if lhad

wings, lwould also fly and make friends with the other

birds.



THE SWORD OF WISHES

A team called, 'The Explorers'; had set off on a journey in the forest of Aldagra. They
had gone theretofind the 'sword of wishes'to help people in need.

The legend says that the sword was in a treasure chest which was found by George
Lee. Before he could open it, hewas caught bythe tribals of Aldagra. They bashed up
George Lee and took the treasure chest with them. Further, when they opened it tney
found the sword. They did not know the use of it so they threw it away.

The Explorers saw the story of George Lee on the History Channel and declded to
find it. So they all set off to search for 'The Sword of Wishes' The dense forest was full
of traps. With the help of a map they proceeded. They crossed the Pacific Ocean and
reached the Rocky Mountains. After a long and tiring journey, full of risks, tney
reached the Mountain Caves. This was the place where the tribals had thrown the
sword. They searched for it everywhere. They saw a well and peeped in but saw that
the wellwas dry but something was shining inside. Theytook it out. lt was the sword!
They came back to India and started helping people in need, for I

think it had some magical powers.

"Wake up! Wake up, Gaurish! lt's time for school," shouted my
mother. lwoke up with a start to realize I was dreaming! How lwish
my dream comes true. Then the sword could be used to help others
and there would be no poor people in my country and everyone
would be able to live a happy life.

Gaurish Shah
ilt -B

THESPARKLING INCIDENT

We come across many incidents in our lives which teach us many values which are
usefulfor us throughout our lifetime. I had also come across such an incident recenilv
that taught me that we should never give up under any circumstances,

one evening, when my mother was cooking she noticed that a very precious
diamond was missing from her ring. She was worried and started looking for it in
every corner of the house. Everyone kept telling her that it was impossible to find such
a tiny, precious thing. Everyone said that the diamond must have fallen off on her wav
to market or must have gone with the flowing water from the sink.
But my mother had strong feelings that she should try her best ro
search for it. Finally, she swept the floor carefully and observed the
dirt and "Yes!" The diamond was found in the dust pan. From this I

learnt that we should make every effort to complete a task and we
will definitely be rewarded. ,,Never give up',.

.",-{":.Fn*
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:a:7 Nimish Bhatt
ilt D



MY FAVOURITE COMIC CHARACTER

My Favourite comic character is Suppandi. He was introduced in the

twenty-Seventh issue of the 'Tinkle' magazine in January 1983. He is the

most popular Tinkle character.

Suppandi is a well-meaning servant who always misunderstands the

commands given by his master and this leads to humorous incidents'

This village simpleton gets into trouble because he insists on thinking

for himself rather than just following his master's

instructions. His tales also show him as being over-

obed ient.

I like Suppandi because of his habit of doing what he

should not do, always makes me laugh. From

Suppandi, I have learnt that I should always pay close

attention to what my elders or people around me, tell

me and I should always be obedient. Shantanu Rokde
lll-A

MY EXPERI ENCE WITH TH E ABACUS

When I was just five years old, I had joined the Abacus class. As

all of us know the Abacus helps in calculating the sums with the

help of beads that are on the abacus instrument.

The Abacus is the ancient form of doing calculations. lt is one of

the devices used for calculations. lt helps children in developing

their right brain as the sums are done by using both the hands

on the Abacus.

There are many companies who conduct these classes. I had

joined ldeal Play Abacus (lPA) which is one of them. There are

two categories on the basis of the child's age which are the

'Elementary'for the age group of four to eight years and the

'Regular' for eight years and above. There are about eight to ten

levels of abacus,

When lfirst held the abacus, lfound it very interesting, moving

the beads. As lwent for higher levels, lgot more and more

interested, visualizing the beads and doing the sums. I was

selected for the State and National level exams. Practising

regularly helped me in concentrating on my studies a lot.

Now, I am in my sixth " Regular level. I like to go to my class which

is held on Sundays. lfeel that it will be very helpful for each and

every child to learn the abacus method of doing the sums'
Karan Agarwal

ilt c
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APICNICTO LAVASA

I had heard a lot about Lavasa from my friends and my father. So, I

was excited when my parents told me that they had planned a
picnic to Lavasa during our summe r vacation. Lavasa as you may
know is situated among the hills, about sixty kilometres from
Pune in a beautiful valley around the Varasgaon lake. On the day
of the picnic, my mother packed some snacks and we drove off to
Lavasa after lunch. While my father was driving our car up the hills
we were enjoying the scenery and taking photographs from the
many viewing points built along the road. We passed a few hills
and the Varasgaon Dam along our route. Since it was summer there was not mucn
water in the lake. Lavasa is a good picnic spot and there are many interesting sports
and activities available for people of all ages, especially children. There is a Toy Train
which goes on the road around the lake. Though there were many activities we
wanted to go for a boat ride on the lake. When we reached the water sports area, we
saw different types of boats and water scooters. We rented a motor boat and the
boat man took us on a boating trip around the lake. Before our ride, we were made to
wear life jackets for safety. we had a good time and took many photographs. we
were not able to ride the Water Scooter as there was a long queue.
However, my father promised me that we will visit Lavasa after the
monsoons and we shall not miss a chance to ride the scooter as well
as participate in the other activities which we had missed.

Before we realized, it was getting dark and it was time to return
home. We ate the snacks packed by mother and drove back to
Pune, talking about the great picnic we had at Lavasa. The next
time, I plan to take my friends along so that we all can have greater
fun and enjoyment. Giriprasad

Krishnamurthy
IV-C

MY MAGICAL JOURNEY WITH BOOKS

I love books! lf I had my way, I would have books everywhere, tales of adventure,
mystery, horror, fantasy or science fiction. lt doesn't matter, it just has to be a book!
I started reading when lwas five years old. Earlier, my mother used to read them alouo
to me. One of my favourite books then was 'smiley', about a little boy. Gradually I was
introduced to Enid Blyton and started reading about pixies, brownies, elves and of
course 'The Famous Five'. lthen caught sight of a Harry Potter bookthat I decided to
read' J. K. Rowling had me engrossed through all seven books. Once I read about the
'Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe', so curious to know the rest of
the story I bought the whole series of the 'Chronicles of Narnia'.
Once, my aunt took me to the bookstore to buy me some books. The
shopkeeper showed her some books like 'Percy Jackson and the
Olympians'and'The Lightning Thief'and told her lwould definitely
likethem. Indeed, ldid and that'swhat l'm still reading.

I enjoy every moment of reading. I gain so much knowledge and my
English Language and vocabulary has increased tremendously. X"iu"ty"" e*i"L",
Why don't you pick up a book and start reading? lV - C
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THE BEST DAD

Loving, Caring, Understanding, Joyful,

Cheerful, Sporting
ls a mother's descriPtion.
A father too is the same.

But it has been kePt a secret.

And not shown always.

He seems very stern and strict,

As he loves to see me excel.

Many a time I feel his fingers

run through my hair

when I'm in bed.

When I've broken a vase

He's the first one to understand and forgive'

He joins in joyfullY

In every game of football.

He is the one jumping and

screaming when l've won

Silently he sees me grow,

Forgiving and teaching

me to walk on the right Path
His arms are strong
that makes me feel secure,

I know he is always there for me

The man with less words and more actions

He is no superman or batman

But he is my hero, MY Super Dad
Elroy - Jordan Peters

IV-C

MY FIRST LIVE CRICKET MATCH

My father came home from his office with an envelope in his hand. He asked me to

guess what was in that envelope. I said it may be my report card but he said "No"'

Then I said that it may be movie tickets, but lwas wrong. Then he finally told me

that they were tickets for a cricket match that we were going to see in Mumbai at

the,wankhede stadium'. lwas surprised, excited and very happy.on saturday

my father and I left for the match at 3.oo p.m. The match was between 'Mumbai

lndians and Delhi Daredevils'. We reached the stadium and got seats in the

'Sachin Tendulkar Stand'. The stadium was very clean and tidy. There was tighl

security everywhere. when the match started Lasith Malinga and Harbhajan

Singh waved to us. My father bought me a Mumbai Indians T-shirt because that

was my favourite team and I kept cheering for them, I was very happy and exciteo

because Mumbai Indians scored 1 48, This was the happiest moment in my life. Neel Deshpande
IV-E
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MYVISITTO SIKKIM

My family and I had gone to Sikkim in the Summer Vacations. Sikkim is in the North
Eastern part of India. lwas fortunate to reach Nathula Pass which is an internationar
border between India and China.

Gangtok, the capital of Sikkim, is an eco-friendly city, What impressed me the most
was that the residents did not throw waste on the road. Everything is clean. A short
drive from Gangtok through intricate winding roads along the mystical environment
took us to the Tsomogo Lake. lt is at an altitude of 12,400 feet. During winter, it is
f rozen. My sister and I sat on a yak and took a ride on it.

On our way back we visited the fabled Baba Mandir. This is basically a temple of an
army Captain Harbajan Singh who mysteriously vanished from the army camp but
later is believed to have turned invisible and presently continues his dutv as an armv
officer and protects the border.

In the Northern part of sikkim we visited Lachung which is beautiful.
Flower Valley and Zero Point were great sights. At the Zero
experienced seeing and holding my first snow flake. lt was a cool
family and I had a mock snow fight. There were hot Maggie noodles,
hot drinks and boiled eggs to keep uswarm.

ln the western part of sikkim we stayed at the foot hills of Mount
Kanchenjunga. The peaks are regarded as sacred by the sikkimese
and most have remained unscaled. This was the best summer
vacation I have ever had. I wish some of you will have the chance to
visit Sikkim.

The Yun-Thang
Point I actually
experience! My

Swaraj Naiknimbalkar
IV-E

Raibatta Basu
IV-D

AVACATION IN GOA

This Diwali, lwent to Goa with my parents. The three-day
vacation in the coastal state was full of fun, frolic and
delicious seafood.

our journey to Goa, up the step western Ghats, was both
thrilling and scary. On reaching the hotel, we dumped our
luggage and rushed for an evening cruise on the river
Mondovi. The next day was spent hopping from one beach
in North Goa to another. We bathed and played in the sea, for
nearly five hours, at Calangute, Baga and Vagator. Much of
the next morning was unforgettable. We were left speechless
by the beauty and splendor of the St. Cathedral and Bom Basilica, where the mortal
remains of St. Francis Xavier are kept. After a brief visit to the Maneshi ano
Shantadurga temples, we spent about two hours in the water of Colva in South Goa.
On the third day, we made a short stopover at the grand Cathedral Our Lady of the
lmmaculate conception and FortAguada, before heading back home.
On this trip, we feasted like kings at roadside joints and beachside shacks. We were
loaded with Balchao, Xacuti, Vindaloo, steaks, mussels, crabs, squids and lobsters.
My only regret is that we could not spend enough time at Anjuna beach and Fort
Aguada. But, as my father says, there is always a next timel



DIDYOU KNOW

1 . The Hawaiian alphabet has 1 2 letters.

2. The most commonly used letter is E.

3. The least used letter in the alphabet is Q'

4. lf you try to say the alphabet without moving your lips or tongue every letter will

sound the same.

S. The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog" uses every letter in

the English alphabet.

6. Theword'rhythm' isthelongestwordwithoutavowel.
7 . The letter W is the only letter in the alphabet that has 3 syllables(all other have 1 )

8. OneoutofeverySletterwrittenisan'e'.
9. The Cambodian alphabet has T4letters.

10. Skiing istheonlywordwithdouble'l .

1 1 . Dreamt is the onlyword that ends in 'mt',

12. Theoldestword inthe English language is'town'.

13. Thefirst English dictionarywaswritten in 1755.

14. Bookkeeper' and 'Bookkeeping' are the only 2 words in the English with three

consecutive dou ble letters.

1 b. There are only 4 words in the English language which

(they are: hazardoUS, horrendous, stupendous and

tremendous).
1 6. The past tense forthe English word 'dare' is 'durst'.

1T . The word 'almost' is the longest in the English language with all

the letters in alphabetical order.

Tarush Bachal
IV-A

MYTRIPTO KASHMIR - HEAVEN ON EARTH

One summer vacation, I went to Kashmir with my parents' When we reached

Srinagar I realized that Kashmir is like heaven on the earth. There were huge snow

capped Mountains, maple and apple trees everywhere. The famous Dal Lake had

many house boats and Shikaras. My first contact with the snow was at Sonmarg

where I went skiing. I also played with my brother and soon our fingers were frozen.

We went to Gulmarg and had a Gondola ride. In Pahalgam, we

stayed in a cottage. We also went to Aru valley and th e Zoo. In the

last few days we stayed in a big house boat which had wooden

carving and was very beautif ul, We again took a ride in Shikara.

I enjoyed my trip to Kashmir and hope to go there again when I am

older.

end in 'dous'

Omkar Gothankar
IV. D
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Aniket Chatterjee
IV-D

Parth Khopade
IV-8.

MYMOSTMEMORABLE DAY

On the occasion of my grandfather's death anniversary my family
org anized a dinner for physically handicapped children at the
'Society for Welfare of Handicapped Children'. There the children
are given free education, accommodation & food. There were 250
inmates. Those children, who didn't show interest in studies, were
taught to do things like stitching, carpentry and use the computers
I noticed that some children didn't have the strength to stand as
their legs were weak so they could not walk properly. Their p arents
were very poor that they did not even have the money to come or
meet their son or daughter. Some parents who lived nearby would
come only on Saturdays or Sundays and some who lived faraway
would come after six months or ayear to meet their children. We
got a chance to meet these children and serve them food. They
greeted us & prayed for my grandfather's soul. I felt very sad when I

saw some of the boys of my age crawling on the floor unable to
walk. Some of the boys couldn't use their hands to eat. Other boys
helped them to eat. After spending some time we came out and I

kept thinking how lucky I was to be living happily with my family.

I thanked God for being kind to me. This is the most memorable
day of my life that I had.

NATUREATRISK

In today's world the bitter truth is that we human beings might not
have enough things in nature to enjoy in future, 3s we ourselves are
destroying it!

Many a time, habitats are damaged by natural events, such as
drought or a fire. Today, however, a lot of damage is caused by
people. Forests are belng cut down, and harmful substances are
pumped into the ground , air, rivers and oceans.

Each year, millions of trees are cut down, to clear the land for
housing and commercial purposes. We are now living in a concrete
jungle. This is destroying the natural homes of animals and their
food.

When fishermen catch too many fish, ?oimals such as seals, sea
birds, whales and dolphins starve.

It is high time, that we all, yes! ALL of us work towards saving our
nature or else everything will be doomed!



MY MOST EXCITING ry EXPERIENCE

on 1Sth August 2010, during the flag hoisting ceremony, a BBC team came to our
society. This team was looking for families who could participate in a reality show
named "wife Bina Life". The idea was that my mom had to go away on a vacation
along with moms of other families and the fathers had to individually manage the
house all by themselves.

Therewere ten families in all. Each familywas given ateam - A Cameraman, producer,
soundman and a spot boy who was fondly called "Spot Dada". our team was very
nice and our producer's name was lmran Bhaiya. The hosts of the show were Mini
Mathur and Cyrus Sahukar. The show was shown on Star Plus. During the fifteen oays
of shooting, we all became good friends. They used to be with us throughout the day.
My dad was given various tasks to perform everyday like making cake, getting
buckets of water, washing clothes, cleaning the house and most importanly
managing me, my studies and my food. I enjoyed helping my dad in doing various
things. I also learnt how the shooting took place, how many cameras and lights are
adjusted. I also got a chance to meet many famous people like Arshad Warsi, Cyrus,
Raveena Tandon, Karisma Kapoor. I had some very exciting moments during the
show like making toys, projects, going shopping with dad, acting like a lion on the
stage etc. I also got a certificate from Star Plus for their stage show. The families got
eliminated one by one and the final was a very close fight between the top three
families. We came fourth as my dad got ill. The show was won by the Parekh Family
and they got a cash reward of Rs, 20 lakhs. The Reward ceremony was a huge
success where the chief guest was Karisma Kapoor. All of us danced and enjoyeo
ourselves. I felt very proud when my dad won the special award for the 'Most Sincere
Husband'.

I learnt many things from the show like responsibility, managing the house, studying
alone, shopping and most importantly how difficult it is to livewithout my mom.

Although, I developed a great friendship with my dad, during the show, my mom will
always come first for me.

Lastly, I'd say that this was a great and most exciting experience of my life which I will
never ever forget.

Akshat Sahani
IV-B
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Vansh Ganatra
IV-B

Hitanshu Malani
V-B

MY TRI P TO KAN HA WI LD LI FE SANCTUARY

During my Christmas holiday, I had been to the Kanha Wild Life

Sanctu ary which is situated in Madhya Pradesh 'The Heart of

India'. This trip was very exciting as I went with my friend Krish and

his father, without my parents and secondly we stayed in the wild

life sanctuary itself . We boarded the early morning flight to Nagpur

and from there it was a 3 to 4 hour drive to our destination. We had

to pass a check post where we had to show our lD cards and were

then allowed to check into the hotel in the jungle. There were two

jungle trail trips in a day, one early in the morning and the second in

the late afternoon. So we got up early the next day and started our

trip and hoped to see some wild animals. We were lucky enough to

see a tiger, leopard, cheetah and bison to name a few. We also saw

different species of birds and deer. lt was an out-of-the-world

experience as the place we were staying in was also very rustic. We

were in the wild and got to experience wildlife and know more

about the animals. This visit there has made me more

compassionate towards nature and animals. Over all, this was a

learning and thrilling experience. I believe everyone should visit at

least one wild life sanctuary as it helps to change your attitude and

views towards Mother Nature and her inhabitants.

THE BLASTATLAVASA

I had gone on a trip to Lavasa along with forty seven of my

schoolmates and four teachers. We started our journey at 7.00

a.m. in the morning and reached Lavasa at 1 0.30 am. We were put

up in air - conditioned tents; six of us were in each tent.

One of the first things we did was to build a raft and later row it into

the water of a dam. We had our instructors during this sport. One

group went Banana rappelling. This required a lot of guts. Some

boyswere scared to do this. Then we did Zip lining and the best of

them all and my favourite was Zorbing . Zorbing was the most

enjoyable sportwe had on this trip. ltwas a huge ball with a hole in

it. We entered inside and fastened the seatbelts. This ball was

rolled on a 5Om track. We rotated along with the ball on this track.

lmagine the fun we had !

One more unforgettable moment was the afternoon nap time. We

didn't sleep but had loads of fun instead. When the teachers came

wewould pretend to be asleep and again spring up afterthey left. lt

was a pleasure to have visited Lavasa and l'm sure after reading

this many more boys would want to go on the schooltrips.

Our trip was a 'BLAST' at Lavasa.



MYTRIPTO DUBAI

Many months ago we had planned to go to Dubai. Finally we

decided to take the flight out of Mumbai to Dubai on '1 7th December,

2011 . Our trip was to last for 5 days.

The very first day we had a whale of a time at Atlantis Water Park and

really enjoyed visiting the Lost Chamber Aquarium. There were

3,500 species of fishes over there. The next day we toured Dubai

city where we saw Burj Al Arab the only 7 Star Hotel in the world. But

the Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world with 1 60 floors, was

the highlight of the tour. In the evening we had dinner on a cruise

which was a wonderful experience. On the third day we visited the

Emirates Mall and the Dubai Mall, which are the two of the largest

malls in the world. In the afternoon we went for a Desert Safari. We

had very thrilling rides over the sand dunes. We had a delicious

dinner in a desert encampment where we enjoyed many dance
performances. The day after that we were at Abu Dhabi where we

had a great deal of fun in Ferrari World, Forthe first time in my life I

travelled at 240 Kph on the ground. In Dubai my mother shopped to

her heart's content in 'shopper's Paradise'. In Dubai, we felt as if we

were in an Indian city because the city is filled with Indians living and

working there. On the fifth day we returned to Mumbai. lt was a
wonderfultrip.

MY DREAM OF GREEN AND CLEAN PUNE.

I live in a big Housing Society in Pune. One day, while walking in my

neighbourhood, I saw a lot of plastic material, glass and waste lying

everywhere. Even the ground, where we used to play cricket was

filled with non -biodeg radable waste.

I went home, browsed the internet and studied the effects of plastic

on the environment. I read that plastic chokes the drains and if cattle

eat them they get choked. My friends and ldecided to set up an

action plan to solve this issue, We first made a note of what things

can spoil the environment and put it on the notice board. Then we

went from door to door to in our society and explained the benefits of

segregating garbage. We contacted the garbage collector and

asked him to ensure that he gets segregated garbage every day.

Even after going to each flat some of the members did not follow the

practice of segregating garbage but later did so after our constant
reminders. Soon we noticed that each and every family followed this
practice.

I had thought of this plan as my society and neighbourhood was

getting very dirty, littered with non-biodegradable garbage. We are

also planning to make a compost pit in our society for the

biodegradable wastes too. lf everybody follows this practice, my

dream of a cleaner Pune will come true.

Aditya Kale
V-C

Aditya Rao
V-C



MY PET

My greatest wish was to have a pet of my own.
Therefore, I insisted on having a pet dog for my
birthday. On this auspicious day, my grandmother
gifted me a St. Bernard pup. lt was white and had
dark brown spots all over its body. lt was a lively and
happy puppy. we were all very excited and I loved my
birthday gift.

We sat around it to give the cute pup a name. Finally,
we decided to call him 'Casper'. He was named 'Casper' because he was naughty and
mischievous. He wanted to play with me all the time. I used to take him regularly for an
evening walk. Casper loved playing with little children and he used to run behind them. I

felt very proud of my pet. He even played with the ball and Frisbee.

At home, Casper was very attached to me. He used to eat with me and sleep next ro my
feet. He used to wait in the verandah and come running, wagging his tailwhen I returned
from school,

Casper used to bark at strangers and guard my home. One day when I

returned from school, there was an eerie silence. I did not see my pet. I

searched for Casper in every possible place, but in vain he was
nowhere to be seen. I was in tears and just wanted my pet back. In the
evening I got the news that Casper had gone out of the house in the
morning when my parents were busy, No one noticed him going out.
Now when I see other puppies on the street, I remember my Casper. I

miss my pet and wish that he would come back home one dav. Sohum Gosavi
V-C

MY HOLIDAY IN UKAND EUROPE

Last summer in the month of May I went to UK and Europe. In Europe I visited France,
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria and ltalv and in the United
Kingdom, I visited London,

In London lwent to the Buckingham Palace and saw the changing of Guards, I also visited
the Madame Tussauds wax museum and also took the London Eye Ride. From there I went
to Paris. I visited Disney Land, my favourite theme park. I also saw the Eiffel Tower. From
there lwent to Amsterdam, took boat rides in the 17th Century canal and viewed the whole
of Amsterdam. I also saw the huge windmills in Netherlands. I even reached some
mountain tops and had a great time playing in the snow, Then I went to Austria and visited
the Swarovski Crystal World. lt was awesome! Our next stop was Venice. I saw many
palaces, bought souvenirs and enjoyed the famous Gondola ride which tells us a lot about
their traditions. Then I saw the Leaning Tower of Pisa one of the wonders of the world, Our
next trip was to Rome where I saw the Vatican Museum and sistine
Chapel. In Vatican City I saw the painting of 'The Last Judgement' by the
famous artist Michelangelo. This was the last halt of my fantastic tour,
which will be an everlasting remembrance.

As soon as we landed on the Chatrapati Shivaji Airport, I thanked God for
such a lovely time and for bringing us back safely and I hugged my parents
and thanked them for taking me on that wonderful tour, I learnt a lot of
things and had a great time. I am looking fonruard to another trip soon,
where I can discover and learn many new things about other countries. Bazil Moloo

V-C



AUTOBIOGRAPHY OFA "BMW CAR"

Hi! | am a BMW car 7th Series (F01), red in colour, beautifully shaped, attractively
painted andwelldesigned by Mr, Chris Bangle.

l'm very proud of myself as I believe I'm the most famous, demandable, likeable car.

Children, adults and even elderly people love me. Even though I'm very expensive,
people have a desire to buy and own me.

I was in perfect condition and proudly stood in the showroom ready for my first drive. A

middle class gentleman took me on a trial run and drove me with ease on a smooth road

but due to my high cost he couldn't buy me. The second buyer seemed to be rude, cruel

and reckless. As he was very rich, he bought me and drove me home. The very next day

my new master, Mr. Chong took me on a busy road with heavy traffic. After a while he

became very reckless and released his hands from the steering wheel. Though he was a

good driver he was not capable enough to see all the dangers, hence, he lost control.

We met with an accident; as a result, both he and I were sent somersaulting into the air,

We were on the road for four hours and not a single person came to help us even though I

was one of the costliest cars in the world and even though my owner was injured. All the

same, police were called for and my owner was taken to the City Hospital and I was

taken to the nearest garage 'Chawan Garagewala' where I was not

treated well. My pride was crushed into small pieces, After this bad

accident my owner and I learnt a good lesson. Never be proud of
yourself, never think others are less than you and my owner learnt,

neverto ride dangerously, but follow traffic rules, So, dearfriends, from

my autobiography lwould like to pass a message to you all -

"Drive Safely" and "Never Be Proud".
Devesh

V-
Bafna
C

MY SCUBA DIVING EXPERIENCE

In January 2012, I went scuba-diving with my family to Goa, I had been waiting for this

dayfora long time because one hasto be at leastten years old to dive'

We started with a training session in the swimming pool, during which the instructor

taught us how to use the scuba equipment. After that we went on a

boat into the sea, where I did my first scuba dive! | think my family was

more nervous than I was. The nicest thing about the

dive was that it was at a wreck of a ship called the "S.S

Rita". The water was a little cloudy but we still saw

many fish.

I loved the experience of scuba-diving and it was

am azing to see a ship under the sea.

Karan Jain
V-A



THE SEVEN WONDERS OF MY LIFE

8th June, 2005 wearing a pair of grey shorts, blue shirt and on the pocket was written, . ..
ohaan Sahani LKG - B. Leaving my mother's hand, lwalked through the gates of 'The
Bishop's School' - The First Wonder of My Life. Enjoyed learning A, B, C, and D..,,,
bumpities and lumpities from Mrs. Anchan and Mrs, O' Grady.

Learning the first rules of discipline at school from the most loving, teacher - Mrs. Pope
of UKG - C was The Second Wonder of My Life.

June 2007, time to leave the warmth of kindergarten and enter the real Bishop's School
1 - D, The Third Wonder of My Life with Ms. D'Souza and Mrs. Fernandes, the kindest of
all.

Class 2 - C,acomplete BISHOPITE with atie and belt - The Fourth Wonder of My Life...
Ms. Florence Head you are absolutely the best!You willalways be my favourite teacher,

Thank you Mrs. Young for a fun filled 'Fifth Wonder of My Life', Class 3 - B, I am surely
going to miss you M'am.

Disciplinewith Mrs. Damle, Class4 B -The Sixth Wonderof My Life.

My heart weeps as I write about The Seventh Wonder of My Life because the cocooned
life of my Junior School ends at this wonder. I am glad I end this journey in class 5 - B with
Mrs. Daniel - A mother at school.

Hey! There would not be wonders without the love filled by Mrs, Kalra. Mrs. Sharma,
Mrs. Prasad, Mrs. Dhawan and Mrs. Alhawat. Thank vou teachers for all the
encouragement, I can proudly say 'JAY MAHARASHTRA!'. Thank You
Mrs. Gaikwad and Mrs. Gokhale. Someday, lf I win a medal at the
Olympics, itwillbeforthe P. T. teachers at Bishop's and if lever invent a
social networking site, I will send the first message to my computer
teachers.

"My Son!" the most gentle, polite and soft words of Mrs. C. Singh will
always echo in my ears.

Mr. Eates, Mrs. Eates , Ms. Barsay, Mrs. Basrai and Mrs, Mittal, this
"Gepetto" will always remember you all.

TEN INTERESTING FACTS

1) Gold is the only metal that doesn't rust, even if it's buried in the ground for
thousands ofyears.

2) The tooth is the only part of the human body that cannot heal itself .

3) Peanut oil is used for cooking in submarines because it doesn't smoke unless it's
heated above 450o F.

4) Strawberries are the only fruits whose seeds grow on the outside.
5) When a person dies, hearing is the last sense to go. The first

sense lost is sight.
6) Mickey Mouse is known as 'Topolino' in ltaly.
7) Everyone's tongue print is different - like fingerprints.
8) PizzaHuI is the world's largest pizza restaurant serving close to

1 .7 million pizzasaday.
9) Mercury is the only metal that is liquid at room temperature,
10) Kites were used in the American Civil War to deliver letters and

newspapers. Parth Jambulkar
V.E

Ohaan Sahani
V.B



FAREWELLJUNIORSCHOOL

I am in the Sth standard now, and as the year comes to an end, the anxiety of going to the
Senior School creeps in. At the same time, there is sadness as I would soon have to
leave the Junior School. The moments, hours and days that I have spent in those lively
and colourfulclassrooms, fullof charts and decorations are indeed wonderful. lwill miss
the affectionate and caring teachers. I am thankful to them for their effort and patience,
teaching a whole bunch of naughty boys. "Oh! How I am going to miss the junior school!"

Most of all, I will miss running about and playing in the corridors. The speeding kids
coming to a halt and all hands flying behind their backs as if there was an automatic and
invisible'speed breaker' outside Mrs. Singh's office.

I have indeed had a great time in the Junior School where we gained the basic
knowledge and experienced physical development, emotions and friendships.

The migration from Junior Schoolto Senior School is not only about graduating from half
pants to full pants but also from being kids to becoming young boys.

We often hear older children telling us "cherish every moment you have in Junior School
because these are the last days you will have without stress and
bucket-loads of studies and homework".

My time at the Bishop's Junior School were the best years of my
childhood.

I am sure that all my dear friends and classmates share the same feeling
about ourvery specialJUNlOR SCHOOL -----

Thank you teachers for teaching us with such love and kindness and
showing us 'Right from Wrong' .

Devansh V. Bhate
V-E

IMPORTANCE OF SELF DISCIPLINE

Rohan is a boy who just can't stop talking in class, in spite of numerous warnings from
his teacher, Manoj, another boy just can't sit in his place. These are just few instances of
children who can't seem to do the right things, Others get easily distracted and follow
theirexample. To improve one's behaviour, discipline is required.

Discipline is the basis of the whole universe. Without this, there would be utter chaos.
Discipline is not only desirable but necessary. lt is the ability to control one's action. lt
involves acting in a special way the situation demands and not how one feels at the
moment, lt is the power to stick to one's decision without changing one's mind. lt also
helps one to persevere in spite of failures and setbacks and overcome one's
weaknesses.

So why do we struggle to have discipline in our lives? Trouble waking up in the morning
or unable to finish our work in time. This is so, because we don't have a clear
understanding of what self - discipline is. Self - discipline is doing some things well even
if you hate it or don't feel like doing it. Doing some things because you enjoy them, is not
discipline. Self - discipline is like a muscle. The more you exercise it, the more you get
used to it. But if you think of changing your sensitive life overnight you're almost certain
to fail, lt is a slow process.

This ability can be strengthened and developed like any other skill through training. lt will
help to avoid acting on impulse, to overcome laziness and fulfil promises you make to
yourself and to others,

lf you combine hard work with determination and commitment you leave yourself no
choice but to be the best. Those who have discipline are sure winners in life. All that one
requires is the courage and will powerto do so.



SPELLING BEE

The Junior Section Spelling Bee Competition which was held in the month of
August, 201'1 and conducted by Ms. A. Dale and Ms, C. Tate was a great
success.

Some of the rounds included the 'Rapid Fire Round', 'Filling in the Missing
Letters', 'Making & Spelling Words with given letters' and many others.

It was indeed heartening to watch active and enthusiastic boys participate with
the true spirit of Bishopites! The boys whole-heartedly took part in a variety of
rounds and spelt each word out with claritv and confidence. Even members in
the audience had their share of guessing.

The boys are anxiously waiting for the next quiz!

TRINITY

The Trinity Spoken English Examination was started in the Junior Section in the
year 2010, This year 88 candidates were trained by Ms. L. Barboza, Ms. F. Head
and Ms. C. Anthony,

The response this year was overwhelming. Trinity is an International
Examination Board, fully accredited in the United Kingdom as an independent
awarding body, The boys were assessed and graded according to their
communicative skills and linguistic development. The Examiner Mrs, Heather
Bagley was highly impressed at the way the boys conducted themselves
during the examination, Our Bishopites, this year have done us proud as all
88 candidates obtained distinctions!

ffi

Ms. Adaline Dale
Asst. Teacher

Ms. Florence Head
Asst. Teacher



Mrs. Uma Hiremath
Asst. Teacher

Mrs. Rashmi Damle
Asst. Teacher

ENGLISH ELOCUTION

The English Elocution Competition, an event which brings out the best of the oratory

talent imongst students, is a part of the school's rich tradition. The students

representing tneir respective classes battle it out on the day of the finals and display a

great sense of pride and belonging to their class. This sows the seed of camaraderie

ind leadership at that young age and contributes a great deal in making a Bishopite

worth his name.

This year the competition was held in the month of October. The practices start mucn

before the event. The students are heard rehearsing their pieces in the early hours of

the day during the activity perrod. Cut, polished and finished, the budding orators

shone like diamonds at the event. The combined effort of the students and teachers

paid off when they recited their pieces with great confidence. At the end of the event

many walked off with the top positions, but every student was a winner in the true

sense because they did so by giving their best shot'

SPORTS DAY

A perfect combination of physical and mental agility is the only way by which an

individual's personality can be developed. lt is during the schooling period of a

oerson's life that this combination can be imbibed with great enthusiasm and zeal'

The Junior Section Sports Meet was held on Friday 1 1th November, 201 1 under the

guidance of Mrs. V. Freese, our Headmistress and Mrs. C. Singh, Asst. to the

Headmistress. The Chief Guest for the event was Mrs. Sangita Kadam, Principal -

Epiphany High school. There was a grealbuzz and excitement as all our boys,

dressed ln their colourful costumes waited eagerly for their turn to show their athletic

skills in front of their eager parents.

There were a variety of races where our boys had to hop, skip, jump and even go

fishinglThere was never a dull moment as one race followed another and prizes were

handed over to the excrted winners, Like any other athletic meet, the height of

excitement and enthusiasm were the Inter-class Relays which was very evenly

contested, accompanied by loud encouraging shouts and cheering from the

spectators. The meet ended with a race for our Support Staff and a Visitors' Race

where the parents wholeheartedly participated as it was now their turn to showcase

their skills in front of their children.

All in all itwas averyfun filled, enjoyable and enthralling day, as could be seen from the

wide smile on each and veryface. Tillnextyearthen!
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BISHOP'S LITTLE CHAMPS

This title is not without reason, for the little ones of

The Bishop's School Pre-Prim ary Department,

Camp indeed proved themselves to be little

champions a the Annual Sports Day which was

held on the 1 l th of November, 201 1 on the Jeejee

Bhoy Grounds.

Each one of them dressed in their costumes, all

ready for their resPective races.

It was such a pleasure to watch them competing

with each other to reach the finishing line.

One of the races had 'Humpty Dumpty" wobbling

along to sit on a wall only to fall off . The kings' men

then came to his rescue. Another race had little

caterpillars crawling along in their cocoons and

then transformed into beautiful butterflies. There

were a variety of other races too. 'Kung Fu'

warriors competing to finish their 'Mee Fang

Noodles'. 'Golliwogs' hurrying to build a'Lego
Tower'. Clowns cycling along to pick up their

partners and reach the finishing line.

The younger lot of the lower KG were not far

behind in the competition. Some of them were

seen dressed and 'Ginger Bread Men' waiting to

be decorated by their 'Bakers' and Some were

' Beetles' f lying along to charm their 'Little Fairies' '

We had 'Cowboys' who along with their mates

barbequed delicious chicken legs. Some 'Frogs'

along with their 'Lady Bird' friends were lost in

paradise and they had to find their way out by

treading on creepers as fast as they could, while

some 'Pretty Mermaids' were presented with gifts

by their handsome Princes.

After witnessing these wonderful
performances on the field who

wouldn't want to relive their

childhood.

Sports Day is one which we

surely won't forget for a while!

Ms. Christobel Jason
Asst. Teacher

COM PETITIVE EXAM I NATIONS

During the academic year 2011-12 the Junior Section not only had the regular

assessments and extra-curricular activities but they were also exposed to various

competitive examinations.

The boys with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm appeared for the Cyber Olympiad (7th

September 2011), the International Mathematics Olympiad (17th November 2011)'

the National Science Talent Search Examination (4th December 2011), the English

Olympiad 21st January 2012 and the Trinity Spoken English Examination (February

2012).

Of course as usual the results were excellent thus encouraging many more students

to participate. Naturally it gives them joy and pride to receive medals and certificates.

After appearing for these examinations many of our young scholars qualified for the

Nationai Level, thus exposing themselves to a very competitive level where children

from all over lndia take part, thus, lifting them to greater heights and proving The

Bishoo's School motto .THOROUGH'.

Bishopiteswe are Proud of You!

Miss Gecilia AnthonY

Mrs. Rozina Somji
Asst. Teachers



MARK'S FANTESIA

The KG Department of The Bishop's School, Camp put up an entertaining and fun-filled play titled 'Mark's
Fantesia' on Saturday 8th Octob er 201 1 .

It was a spectacular feast for the eyes, as the backdrops, side-panels and props were resplendent, The
playwas performed bytalented and energetic children between the age group of 4 and 5.

The play was about a child, 'Mark' who invites one and all to his birthday party and then convinces his
parents to let him invite six friends for a sleepover. As the party transcends into a sleepover, Mark and his
friends fall into a deep slumberwhere they dream that little angels come tip toeing around his room, waving
their magic wands and bringing his toys to life!

There were smart tin soldiers who marched onstage; colourful golliwogs who danced to
a foot-tapping number; kung-fu fighters and 'Po' the panda who enahoured us with a
kung-fu infused dance. Cowboys who galloped theirway into our hearts and clowns who
brought a smile to our faces. Each character brilliantly performed his role and were
unique bythemselves.

The play ended with the children getting a standing ovation from the proud parents.

CHI LDREN'S DAY CELEBRATIONS

In any educational institution 'Children's Day' celebrated on 14th November is one of the most important
events in the year. In The Bishop's School, this is a day truly looked fonruard to by students and staff alike.

This year, the Children's Day celebrations began with a specialassembly dedicated to our dear children,
complete with hymns, special prayers and a speech highlighting the importance of this memorable day.
Our country's first Prime Minister - Jawaharlal Nehru, lovingty known as 'Chacha Nehru,, sincereiy
believed that children are the future of our great nation and deserve the utmost love and affection and this
facetwasstressed upon inthespeech given byourbeloved Mrs. c. singh.

Once, the children were in class, it was time for the revelry to begin and a day filled with
activities, laughter and good cheer. The teachers had planned various activities for the
students such as a handwriting competition and a drawing competition. In addition, a
number of party games were conducted in the classrooms and prizes were distributed to
the winners. Each child was also given a packet of biscuits. Apart from this, the children
were asked to carry a few extra goodies which they shared with their friends. The
students and teachers had great fun and were pretty exhausted by the time they left
school at 1 1 :00 a.m. to enjoy the rest of the day off .

Mrs. Shaheen Khambata
Asst. Teacher

Mrs. Petronella Eates
Asst. Teacher



HINDI ELOCUTION

The eagerly awaited Hindi Elocution Competition
for students from classes 1 to 5 was held in the
New Hall of the B. W. Roberts building on 31st
January,2012.

One could see the excitement and confidence
among the students representing their class to
showcase their oratory skills before the
d isti n g u ished j ud ges an d thei r fel low classmates.

The judges were impressed with the performance
and praised the selection and rendition of poems

by the students. They also complimented the
teachers for conducting the competition with
precision and good organisation. Everyone
enjoyed the clarity, dialect and
expressive rendition of the
meaningful poems.

Our budding orators have once
again proved that if given the
opportunity and platforffi, they
can reach dizzy heights!

Well done boys!

JUNIOR SECTION ANNUAL CONCERT - PINOCCHIO

Thisyearthe students of classes 3, 4 and 5 put up the storyof the beloved long-nosed characterthatwe all

know as Pinocchio, introduced to movie audience byWalt Disney in 1940.

Pinocchio is a naughty, pine-wood marionette who gains wisdom through a series of misadventures

which lead him to becoming a real human as a reward for his good deeds'

The play was brought to life by Maaz Modak who played the protagonist and Gepetto played by Ohaan

Sahani. They left a lasting impression in the minds of the audience.

The fox and the cat (the greedy animals pretending to be lame and blind) played by Om Srulkar and Bazil

Moloo brought lighter moments in the story.

The Blue Fairy played by Kanishk Pande, who is the spirit in the forest, transformed the
entire story into a magicaland enchanting experience.

The dances were superbly choreographed.

The music was cleverly compiled and retained the essence of the play.

The backd rops and properties were outstand in g,

Pinocchio's messages to the audience were of being 'brave', 'truthful' and 'unselfish',
'choosingbetweenright andwrong'and'lettingyourconsciencebeyourguide'.

The play was filled with memorable and breathtaking scenes which included
Pinocchio's nose growing larger whenever he told a lie and an undersea spectacle,
unlike any other,

It was a very good production enjoyed by all, The hard work of all the teachers and

students were evident, Specialthanks to Mr. Freese who is a source of inspiration to
us all. A big thank you to our Headmistress, Mrs. Freese for guidance and support. To

Mrs Singh, thank you Ma'am for your constant encouragement and appreciation.
Cultural events of this calibre are so desperately needed by children and we at the

Junior Section look forward to an even better production next year.

Ms. Mayura Barsay

Mrs. Desiree You

Asst. Teachers

Mrs. Mona Dhawan
H indi Teacher
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GYMNASTICS

SARANG ATHAVALE IV - C

Z.P. Gymnastics Tournament (Under 14)
Floor Exercise - Gold Medal
Table Volt - Bronze Medal

Selected for Zonal Level Gymnastic Competition

46th Artistic Gymnastics State Level Championship.

BADMINTON

SHLOKAGARWALV. B

PYC-HBTA Badminton Tournament (District Level) (Under 1 1)

- Gold Medal
Inter-Class Individual Badminton Tournament - 1st Place

Participated in the Inter-House Sub-Juniors Badminton
Tournament

ALL ROUND SPORTSMAN -MMZMODAK
Participated in the UIPM Biathle World Championship at Sofia
(Bulgaria) held from 23rdto 27th September 2011 .

Swimming Tournament District Level 50 Mts Breast Stroke
Gold Medal

Selected for participation in State Level Swimming Championship
201 1

Participated in the Inter-House Swimming Championship

Union International de Pentathlon Moderne (UIPM)

Sarang Athavale

Shlok Agarwal

Maaz Modak



PRIZE DAY

The Annual Speech and Pnze Distribution Day for
the Academic Year 201 0-1 1 was held on Tuesday

12th July 2012.

The Chief Guest Dr. William Albert Smith (Founder

St. Gabriel's Ed ucation Society) was
accompanied by his wife Mrs. Janet William

Smith.

Mr. Frank Freese, our respected Principal
presented a detailed Annual Report of all the

activities and events during the year.

Dr. William Albert Smith and Mrs. Janet Smith
presented awards and trophies to more than 200
students along with Certificates of Appreciation.
The Chief Guest was very gracious to advice and

encourage our students to keep working hard

and excel in academics and sports activities.

TEACHERS' DAY OUT AT LAVASA

The spirits were high on the morning of the 5th of
September, 2011 as all the Teachers from all the
three schools of Bishops were on journey to
Lavasa. lt was at7:00 am when we started having
fun all the way talking, joking and singing. The
journey was indeed very scenic and enjoyable
with the waterfall as an added attraction.

On reaching Lavasa, responsibility for our
entertainment was taken over by Col. Nigam who
made us feel at home, first offering us a welcome
drink and snacks. We were given the liberty to
explore some areas of Lavasa.

We were formed into teams and enjoyed very well
organized indoor games and fun related
activities. Lots of interesting games like putting up

a tent, shooting, balancing on bricks, filling up the

Special Awards were presented to the well

deserved students. For'Gentlemanly Qualities',
the award was given to Aditya Sethi; Neel Katariya
was presented the 'Best Boarder's' prize; 'The

Best Student of the Junior School' was bagged
by Hriday Shivany; 'The Outstanding Footballer'
was given to Aryan lrani and last but not the least,

the 'Best All Round Sportsman was presented to
Dhairsheel Bhadale.

Not only was it a pleasure to see

the happiness and excitement on

the achievers' faces but the Pride
and joy shown on the parents
faces was equally admirable.

The event was appreciated by
one and all.

Mrs. Umeaimen Basrai
Asst. Teacher

bottle without spilling a drop, etc were organized
and the participation was indeed exceptional as

there wasn't even one teacher who refused to
take part. What glorious fun!

We were shown a slide show on the extent of
Lavasa and the Several activities Covered there.

All our efforts came to an end with a lavish spread
of luncheon. We thank Mr. & Mrs. Freese for an

excellent day organised for all of
us as it was our (teachers) day.

Our trip was exhaustive but we
felt an atmosphere of calm,
serene, bliss and relaxed.

Clicking pictures and smiling all

the way was our trip back to
school. Mrs. U. Mittal

Asst. Teacher
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CH RISTMAS CELE:BRATIONS -
PRE-PRIMARY SECTION

The Bishop's School, Camp celebrated their
Christmas Party on the 1 oth of December, 2011 . lt
all began with a carol singing session on the
beautiful manicured lawn of St. M argaret's ground
when sudden ly santa claus appeared on a
scooter! All hell broke loose when five hundred
children chased after Santa who took off on the
field. ltwas a sight akin to the Pied piperof Hamlin,
where all the boys followed Santa, who broke into
a merry jig every two seconds. Every face, every
expression only reflected pure happiness and joy
on that beautiful winter morning and everyone on
the field couldn't stop smiling. Soon after that the
boys trailed off into groups of tens and entered
Santa's toy workshop where they were
photo graphed along with the very jolly Santa
Claus.

The children then went back to their own
classrooms where they enjoyed their Tea party

I NTER-CLASS QU IZ COM PETITON

"lt actually did not test how much one
remernbered, instead it aimed at checking the
knowledge of each member"

The Inter-class Quiz Competition was conducted
in the first week of Feb ruary, z0i2 for classes I to
v. There was a lot of excitement among the
participants as they had done a lot of research and
were thoroughly prep ared for the quiz.

There were different rounds for different classes.
Class l, for instance, had 'Memory Round' and
'Pick the odd one out'. Class ll had 'ldentify the
Fairy Tale or Cartoon character' and an 'Audio
Round' where they were asked to recognise an
advertisement. Class lll had the 'Who Am l?'
rcund and 'ldentify the Sportsperson'. Classes lV
and V had 'Pick the odd one out', 'Audio Rourd',
'ldentify the Monument & Coins', 'Spotting the

replete with yummy goodies brought from their
homes.

This was followed by Santa's visit to every
classroom where he distributed presents to all the
children. Each child was the proud recipient of a
personalised handmade stocking f illed with
pencils, toffees and loarjs of love from their
teachers.

The grand finale of this fantastic day was still to
come. The teachers put up a Nativity Play on the
birth of Jesus Christ. The leachers sportingly got
into costumes and makeup and put up a simple
yet meaningful play that depicted the birth of
Jesus Christ.

That concluded the very fun-filled and exhilarating
Christmas Party that was thoroughly enjoyed
equally by the children and teachers.

sim ilarities' and ' ldentifying the Cou ntries' .

The children seated in the audience gained a lot of
knowledge too and there was excitement
amongst them when their class scored a point.
Each point was greeted with a loud applause and
cheer. The competitive spririt among the teams
was commendable. A lot of credit goes to the
organ ising team for the beautif u I aud i o/visual
presentation. The boys were at their best and
exhibited great knowledge and
confidence. They thoroughly
deserved a big round of
applause.

In conclusion, the Quiz
Competition was a big success
and all the students can hardly
wait for next year's challenging

Mrs. Asha Daniel
Asst. Teacher

com petition.



AN EXPERIENCE TO REMEMBER

The boys from the Junior section were taken on a three day camp to Lavasa in october, 2011 ' They were all

agog with the excitement as we set off early in the morning. The route to Lavasa was breathtakingly

picturesque. The campsite was situated in a place inaccessible to big vehtcles, we got off the bus and trudged

uphill 200 meters along with our luggage. The level of energy and enthusiasm of the boys was so high that we

did not hear a single word of protest. on reaching the campstte, the boys were thrilled to see the air-

conditioned tents with attached bath and a garden around it.

Each day was filled with outdoor activities that tested one's physical skills and prowess at water sports'

rafting, hiking, trekking, rappelling, and many more. The boys were strapped into a safety harness while they

fearlessly jumped, sliJ or rappelled their way across the rocky cliffs and thick jungle. lt was an immensely

stimulating expenence. other equally daring and challenging outdoor experiences were climbing up and

down the rope-ladder. Amazon crossing and Acid Lake which required a high level of proficiency and

expertise. The indoor games were equaltf ingenious and the boys showed resourcefulness and presence of

mind while sharpening their mental and physical skills'

our boys exhibited their creativity and excelled in the Ad Mad show. Late in the evening, everyone huddled

around a bonfire forgetting all the cares and worries of the world. To sustain the boundless and unlimited

energy of our boys there was simple, yet delicious and nutritious food cooked and served in a very hygienic

manner.

The most FAQs were "May we go to the tents?" lf the answer was no, the next question

invariablywas "What arewe doing next?"

Need we say more? on the last day, individual talents and skills were appreciated by

awarding prizes to the boys and groups for their outstanding abilities and grit shown in

carrying out the various tasks on land and in water'

It was truly a memorable experience, where each moment was enjoyed to the fullest' both

bv the children and the accompanying staff members'
Mrs. U. Kale
Asst. Teacher
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In last edition of the MITRE some facts were incorrectly printed and the editorial
boardwould liketo rectifythe sameforthe records :

Somdeep Dey was ranked first in the ISC batch ot 2O10-201 1 securing 96.250/o

in the board examination. He was awarded the Best Scholars Award and was
presented a Laptop on Prize Day. Somdeep of the Mansfield House was also an
outstanding speaker and represented The Bishop's School at the International
lnter-School Debate Championship held at Dubai.
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BEFORE MY LORD
lyrics by JUDAH JAMES

l've been away far too long
Can't make out what's right from wrong

Caught up in a world of sin,
Needed change from straight within. . ..

But then the Lord came right out
Took away my sin without a doubt,
And now I'm clean, clean, clean,

Before my Lord,.. r., r,.

A man of shame , a man of hate
A man without a steady fate

Reached out his hand to the Promised Land
And was saved by the Blood of the Lamb......

CH: So now l'm clean, clean, clean before my Lord.. r ' r.

Walk with Jesus and live your life,

Chuck the devil and leave him behind
Cause the Way, the Truth and the Life you see

ls the One standing right next to me.....

lf you don't wanna live your life alone
Try Jesus He'll hit you like a cyclone
When His light in you has shone

You won't even have time to mourn,..,,.,...



The School Song
We sing our School Song,
with a voice loud and strong,
We chant "Bishop's" name with a will
It's the School that we honour,
the best School of all !

Let our chorus now re-echo to the hills.

The pure Deccan winds
waft our theme to the world,
We are proud of our past, and today
May God bless our dear School
and enkindle the flame
In each spirit that within her works and plays

The flowers all around
speak of beauty serene,
And as symbols of strength the hills stard,
While the "Mulla" like progress
flows on through the days,
Nature's lessons are before us to command

The years will press on,
and the cares of the world
May make us forget for a while,
But the thought of the School
Shall inspire us anew,
Give us courage, greater strength and peace of mind

When life's work is done
and the past echoes by,

And we ponder on days left behind,
We shall look back with pride

on the School that we love,
The Alma Mater that our memories enshrine.

And when at long last
our life's course we have run,
May the world be aware of us then,
That we honoured our School that
taught us how to live,
To be "Thorough" to be true, and to be mell.

Let the welkin resound with our loud clarion call,
"Play up Bishop's ! never let our Colours fall !'
"Play up Bishop's ! never let our Colours fall !"

By A. E. Lunn
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